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Abstract 
 
The Center for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) released heat illness data which 
highlighted that ~29 heat stress hospitalizations [1] and ~3 heat-related deaths [2] occurred every 
day during the summer months within the US from years 2000 to 2014. Heatstroke- the most 
severe form of heat illness which oftentimes lead to death- has been cited to be entirely preventable 
if a timely intervention is introduced [3]. This dissertation uses microwave radiometric 
thermometry to perform wireless non-invasive internal body temperature monitoring which can 
enable intervention methods that help to prevent deaths associated with heat-illness.  
Overall, this dissertation develops a comprehensive closed-form analytical radiometric 
model and validates the effectiveness of the comprehensive model through a controlled life-like 
human body temperature sensing experiment. Wireless sub-skin temperature data is predicted 
from a human tissue mimicking phantom testbed to within 1%. 
A generic isolated radiometer system equation is derived for all possible calibration source 
combinations. The generic isolated radiometer system equation predicts comparable results to that 
of an ideal simulation. While improved isolation decreases measurement uncertainty, it does not 
improve the accuracy of estimated noise temperatures using a perfectly-isolated radiometer system 
equation assumption. 
A highly reproducible tissue-mimicking biological phantom (bio-phantom) recipe 
(comprised of urethane, graphite powder, and a solvent) was developed to accurately emulate the 
electrical properties of actual dry human skin versus frequency up to 18 GHz. The developed solid 
state skin phantom begins in pourable liquid form and then cures at room temperature into a dry 
solid state mold.  
 
 
xiii 
 
An in-plane electromagnetic bandgap structure was developed and integrated within an on-
body inward facing spiral antenna design. The inclusion of the in-plane electromagnetic bandgap 
structure demonstrated a +2.64dB gain improvement in the antenna broadside and -8dB in the 
rear gain while in-contact with the body as compared to the conventional spiral antenna. Likewise, 
the measured main beam efficiency is improved from 54.43% for the conventional antenna to 
86.36% for the EBG antenna. 
Two techniques based on signal-flow graph theory were derived to explain both the non-
coherent steady-state radiative transfer and the coherent radiative transfer within multi-layered 
dielectric media with non-uniform temperatures and any number of stratified layers. Both models 
allow for the accurate characterization and sensing of the thermal emissions originating from 
subsurface tissue layers.  
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 Introduction Chapter 1
 
1.1 Motivation 
Both heat stress hospitalizations and heat-related deaths negatively affect the lives of 
United States (US) persons during the summer months. The Center for Disease Control and 
Prevention (CDC) released heat illness data which emphasized the frequency in which both heat 
stress hospitalizations [1] and heat-related deaths [2] occur during the summer months (May 1 to 
September 30) within the US. The CDC statistics highlighted that ~29 heat stress hospitalizations 
and ~3 heat-related deaths occurred every day during the summer months within the US from 
years 2000 to 2014. Similar heat-related mortality outcomes are highlighted in Table 1.1. 
Table 1.1  Various heat illness consequences within the United States (US) 
Entity 
Study 
Period 
Group Affected Heat- related event 
Center for Disease Control 
and Prevention (CDC) 
2000 - 2014 
US persons 
29 heat-stress hospitalizations and 3 
heat-related deaths per day 
2006 - 2010 1.83 deaths per day 
National High School 
Sports-Related Injury 
Surveillance 
2005 - 2009 
US high school 
athletes 
A leading cause of death and disability in 
practice and competition 
Total Army Injury Health 
Outcomes Database 
1980 - 2002 
Operational 
military 
personnel 
5,246 heat-stress hospitalizations and 
37 heat-related deaths 
Annual Survey of Football 
Injury 
1995 - 2010  
US football 
players 
42 heat-related deaths (31 HS, 8 
collegiate, 2 professional, and 1 sandlot) 
 
Heat illness outcomes and other undesirable healthcare effects led to the Engineering and 
Physical Science Research Council (EPSRC) issuing a call to action defining four major healthcare 
technologies grand challenges intended to accelerate the translation of scientific research in 
benefiting healthcare applications [4]. The four EPSRC healthcare technologies grand challenges 
are: (1) to use real-time information to support self-management of health and wellbeing, and 
 
 
2 
 
facilitate timely interventions, (2) to optimize treatment for individuals through early diagnosis, 
patient-specific prediction and evidence-based intervention, (3) to enhance the precision and 
minimize the invasiveness of surgery, radiotherapy, and other physical interventions, and (4) to 
support the development of new therapies to enhance efficacy, minimize costs and reduce risk to 
patients. This dissertation will address the EPSRC grand challenges number (1) and (2) by using 
microwave radiometric thermometry to perform wireless non-invasive sub-skin core temperature 
monitoring which can enable intervention methods that help to prevent deaths associated with 
heat-illness. 
The long term goal of this work is to advance the existing body of knowledge in portable 
biomedical radiometry and ultimately lead to outcomes that support the full-system modeling of a 
microwave thermometer that is able to non-invasively, wirelessly, and accurately extract internal 
body temperature. The overall objective of this dissertation is to develop a comprehensive closed-
form analytical radiometric model and to validate the effectiveness of the comprehensive model 
through a controlled life-like human body temperature sensing experiment. The outcomes found in 
this dissertation are steps toward that research goal by answering the question, “Can a closed-form 
analytical radiometric model provide sufficient detail to resolve sub-skin internal body 
temperature with 0.2°C accuracy?” A temperature accuracy of 0.2°C is chosen due this value being 
the quoted accuracy of many inexpensive (< $15) oral digital thermometers. 
1.2 Background 
The threat of a heat-related death is more eminent for active persons in high heat 
environments, such as student athletes practicing their respective sport in extreme summer heat. 
Both the high intensity activity and the high heat environment produce an excessive heat load on 
the athlete’s body. If the athlete’s body is unable to dissipate enough excess heat through cooling 
methods like the evaporation of sweat, then the athlete’s core body temperature will rise beyond 
healthy levels. Moreover, if the athlete’s body is unable to regulate normal temperature conditions 
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and his/her core temperature ultimately rises above 104 °F, then an exertional heatstroke may 
ensue [3, 5, 6]. The effects of an exertional heat stroke, can lead to liver damage, bloods clots, and 
the failure of vital organs which oftentimes lead to hospitalization and death. Conversely, deaths 
attributed to heat-illness may be entirely preventable if a timely intervention is introduced [3]. The 
currently prescribed heatstroke interventions include visual-based subjective assessments, heat 
acclimatization techniques, or core temperature monitoring systems [5]. While there are many 
options to measure core body temperature for non-active persons (e.g. oral/ear/temporal/rectal 
thermometers [7]), there exists few options to measure core body temperature for active persons. 
Bio-wireless technology has been suggested as a potential method for monitoring core body 
temperature in active persons [8, 9]. Current commercially available bio-wireless solutions include, 
internal body thermometry (e.g. gastrointestinal (GI) radio-pills [7, 9]) or wireless thermometry 
(e.g. infrared (IR) sensors [7]). Although the wireless nature of the IR thermometer (shown in 
Figure 1.1(a)) features increased portability, this technology is limited in that it only provides 
temperature information from the surface of the skin. The GI radio-pill, given in Figure 1.1(b), 
provides the temperature of the GI tract which is accepted as a good representation of core body 
temperature [10, 11]. Although the GI radio-pill accurately predicts changes in core temperature, its 
adoption is limited by both a ~$25 per single use cost and the invasiveness of the user having to 
ingest and expel the radio-pill through the digestive system [8, 9]. 
This dissertation uses microwave radiometric thermometry (Figure 1.1(c)) to perform 
wireless non-invasive core body temperature monitoring. Microwave radiometric thermometry is 
an attractive method to measure internal body temperature because it combines the advantages of 
both the wireless thermometry and internal body thermometry techniques and provides a means 
for wireless non-invasive internal body thermometry. Not only does a microwave radiometric 
thermometer give more comprehensive temperature depth information from the internal body (in 
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contrast to IR sensors providing skin temperature), it is also less invasive in nature (than the 
currently deployed GI radio-pill). 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
 
(c) 
 
Figure 1.1  Comparison of (a) an infrared thermometer wirelessly measuring the skin surface 
temperature of a human, (b) a gastrointestinal radio-pill invasively measuring the internal body 
temperature and transmitting the temperature data to an external recorder, and (c) a microwave 
radiometric thermometer wirelessly and non-invasively measuring internal body temperature. 
Microwave thermometry combines the advantages of both internal body and wireless techniques. 
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1.3 Challenges in Resolving Internal Body Temperature Using a Microwave Radiometer 
A microwave radiometer is a sensitive receiver designed to passively measure changes in 
radiation (on the order of 10-16 watts) resolved from a material under test. The passive 
measurement of temperature is plagued by three main challenges: (1) the difficulty involved with 
resolving minuscule changes in the temperature of the object, (2) the accuracy in how well the 
measurement system is known, and (3) the accuracy in how well the radiometric model properly 
characterizes the material under test.  
To better illustrate the challenges involved with resolving the small changes in the thermal 
emissions originating from the human body, consider this example with a typical radiometer 
system with 100 MHz of bandwidth and 100 dB of total system gain. Figure 1.2 illustrates the small 
changes in the radiation originating from the body and the corresponding radiometer output power 
for these changes. The radiation received from the human body at a temperature of 98.70 °F (or 
37.05 °C) is equal to 4.282 x 10-13 watts. After this emitted energy from the human body is received 
by the antenna and passed through the radiometer system, the radiometer output is 4.282 x 10 -3 
watts. If a 0.1 °C (ΔC) temperature change (i.e. ΔF = 0.18 °F) is desired to be detected, then the 
radiometer would have to detect a power variation of 1.380 x 10-16 watts from the human body 
which corresponds to a radiometer output change of 1.380 x 10-6 watts. This example highlights the 
fact that the output power resulting from changes in radiation originating from the body are still 
relatively small even after 100 dB of amplification to the input power (10 billion times greater than 
the input power). The difficulty of passively resolving internal body temperature with a microwave 
radiometer is further heightened due to uncertainties in the electrical properties of the material 
under test, device characteristics, antenna properties, and the proper modeling of the propagation 
of electromagnetic waves throughout stratified media. The presence of these uncertainties may 
compromise the radiometer’s ability to resolve 0.1°C changes in internal body temperature.   
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Figure 1.2  Example of typical changes in the radiation (in terms of power) received from the body 
and the resulting output after radiation is passed through a microwave radiometer with 100 dB of 
gain. Example assumes an initial temperature T1 of 98.7°F (corresponding to an input power P1in of 
4.282 x10-13 and an output power P1out of 4.282 x10-3) with a temperature change ΔT of 0.18°F. The 
0.18°F temperature change corresponds to a power variation ΔPin of 1.38 x10-16 watts at the input 
of the radiometer and ΔPout of 1.38 x10-6 watts at the output of the radiometer. 
 
If the radiometer were an ideal system, then the output power would be precisely the 
power gain multiplicative of the input power (Poutideal = Gain∙Pin). However, since an ideal 
radiometer system does not exist within real-world measurement applications, there exists some 
uncertainty in the operation of the system performance (Poutactual = Gain∙[1±ΔGain]∙Pin∙[1±ΔPin] 
where ΔGain is the gain uncertainty and ΔPin is the input power uncertainty). This uncertainty in 
the system’s electrical behavior should be modeled in order to predict how the resulting output 
should behave. Likewise, since microwave radiometry is an entirely passive sensing technique, 
prior knowledge of the scattering and emission within the stratified tissues of the human body 
must be known in order to accurately correlate the electromagnetic (EM) behavior of the multi-
layered body tissues back to the passive measurement of absolute sub-skin temperature. This 
implies that both the dielectric constant and the material thickness must be precisely known in 
order to predict absolute temperature from a buried layer. 
These abovementioned challenges encourage the need for a comprehensive radiometric 
model which overcomes the difficulties involved with the passive measurement of sub-skin 
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temperature. This dissertation will address the development of such a comprehensive model that 
enables these challenges to be transcended. In other words, the EM behavior of the entire MW 
thermometer ecosystem is modeled. 
1.4 Research Objectives 
The overall objective of this dissertation is to develop a comprehensive closed-form 
analytical radiometric model to accurately resolve internal body temperature at the output of a 
radiometer system. This objective is accomplished by modeling the full EM behavior of the entire 
MW thermometer ecosystem (i.e. every EM interaction is modeled from the radiometric sensor to 
the material under test). The effectiveness of the comprehensive radiometric model is validated 
with a comparison to a controlled measurement of internal body temperature from a physically and 
electrically accurate human body tissue-mimicking phantom testbed. The anatomy of the 
comprehensive closed-form analytical radiometric model consists of the following subsystems seen 
in Figure 1.3: (A) the radiometer calibration and system equation modeling, (B) the antenna 
modeling, (C) the radiative transfer modeling, (D) the human body modeling (which is represented 
by a tissue-mimicking phantom testbed), and (Σ) the combination of subsystems (A) to (D) to 
achieve noninvasive internal body temperature extraction. Specifically, the following aims will be 
pursued: 
(A) the radiometer calibration and system equation modeling, which includes a correction 
from the radiometer output to antenna input; 
(B) the antenna modeling, which includes a correction for the antenna radiation and main-
beam efficiencies; 
(C) the radiative transfer modeling, which includes a correction from the skin surface down 
to the last layer of interest; 
(D) the tissue-mimicking phantom modeling, which includes the modeling of the 
electromagnetic properties of the tissue; 
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(Σ) an accurate non-invasive internal body temperature extraction, which includes the full 
system modeling to accurately resolve internal temperature at output of radiometer. 
 
Figure 1.3  Anatomy of the comprehensive closed-form analytical radiometric model. Path Σ - full 
system modeling to accurately resolve internal temperature at the output of the radiometer. Path A 
- correction from the radiometer output to input. Path B - correction from the radiometer output to 
the antenna input. Path C - correction from the skin surface down to the last layer of interest. Path D 
- the human body modeling (which is represented by a tissue-mimicking phantom testbed). 
 
1.5 Methodology and Validation for Internal Body Temperature Sensing 
The comprehensive closed-form analytical radiometric model will be validated with 
radiometric measurements from an anatomically accurate human body testbed. The measurement 
setup for this microwave thermometer ecosystem consists of a microwave radiometer operating at 
1.4 GHz, connected to an antenna that is placed in contact with a four-layer human body tissue-
mimicking phantom testbed (Figure 1.4). The layered tissue-mimicking phantom testbed is made 
up of materials that mimic the electrical and physical properties of a human abdominal core: a 
liquid muscle phantom, a solid skin phantom, a solid fat phantom, and air. The liquid muscle 
phantom is heated and placed in contact with both the fat and skin phantoms. Physical temperature 
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changes of the layered tissue phantoms are tracked over time with a data-logger thermometer. 
Thermocouple probes connected to the data-logger thermometer are used to measure the 
temperatures of the ambient environment, the skin layer, the fat layer, the muscle layer, and the 
heated and cooled final air layer. Experimental temperature data from the heated tissue phantom 
testbed is extracted with the radiometer, independently modeled, and compared to the 
temperature output of the thermocouple probes. 
 
Figure 1.4  Measurement set-up for a microwave radiometric thermometer. An antenna connected 
to a microwave radiometer is placed in contact with a four-layer human body tissue-mimicking 
phantom testbed (skin, fat, muscle, air). Thermocouple probes connected to a data-logger 
thermometer are used to record the physical temperatures of the ambient environment, the skin 
layer, the fat layer, the muscle layer, and the final heated and cooled air layer. 
 
1.6 Significance of Research Aims and Contributions to the Field  
1.6.1 Internal Body Microwave Radiometric Sensing 
1.6.1.1 Overall Significance 
Of the available microwave radiometry works for biomedical sensing, most provide 
radiometric models only sophisticated enough to resolve relative internal body temperature. No 
current works give a closed-form analytical model with enough accuracy to provide a credible 
prediction of absolute internal body temperature. Up until the point, the available MW radiometric 
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models either (1) give radiometric formulations calculated from computer-aided simulation 
software which would only work for relative temperature measurements [12] or (2) give closed-
form analytical radiometric formulations which lack the required detail to achieve high accuracy 
absolute temperature monitoring [13, 14]. The next logical step is to realize a more comprehensive 
closed-form analytical radiometric model that is capable of resolving temperature to within 0.1°C. 
1.6.1.2 Overall Contribution 
This dissertation introduces new modeling techniques that leverage from existing works in 
order to develop a more comprehensive closed-form analytical radiometric model that will allow 
for the accurate sensing of internal body absolute temperature. 
1.6.2 Radiometer System Equation 
1.6.2.1 Significance  
To this point, there is no available fully generic radiometer system equation that adequately 
accounts for all potential source temperatures. Nor has any study looked at the error resulting from 
using simplified radiometer system equations with respect to different amounts of system isolation. 
1.6.2.2 Contribution  
This work derives a generic radiometer system equation that accounts for all available noise 
source combinations. Varying assumptions are applied which lead to simpler, more convenient 
forms of the radiometer system equation. Noise temperature is extracted for an unknown DUT 
using varying amounts of system isolation and applying each form of the radiometer system 
equation. 
1.6.3 Biological Tissue Phantoms 
1.6.3.1 Significance 
In order to avoid measurement discrepancies during the sensing system optimization, 
biomedical measurements must be performed with materials that accurately represent the 
electromagnetic properties of the human body. Tissue-mimicking phantoms are realistic models 
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that mimic the electrical properties of the human tissue and allow the user to validate the 
microwave system in comparison to simulations. The availability of reliable solid state human skin 
tissue-mimicking phantom recipes is limited. Of the available solid state skin phantom recipes, most 
either do not provide adequate details to recreate the phantom recipe or require extremely 
invasive mixing techniques (e.g. the user is required to knead the messy phantom material by 
hand). 
1.6.3.2 Contribution  
This dissertation highlights the development of a highly reproducible tissue-mimicking 
phantom recipe that accurately mimics the electrical properties of actual dry human skin versus 
frequency up to 18 GHz. The developed solid state skin phantom begins in pourable liquid form and 
then cures at room temperature into a dry solid state mold. Pourable solid state skin phantoms 
make realizing any desired thickness much easier as compared to previous recipes which require 
kneading by hand. 
1.6.4 On-Body Inward Facing Antenna  
1.6.4.1 Significance  
Designing antennas for human body contact sensing imposes a number of restrictions that 
are unique to this specific case. In this scenario, antenna input match along with radiation and beam 
efficiencies must be precisely known and maximized. Few works exist in literature that explicitly 
outlines how to design antennas for on-body inward facing applications [12, 13, 15-27]. Of the 
available on-body antenna designs most provide SAR patterns, but do not include antenna radiation 
patterns for the scenario when the antenna is in contact with the body [12, 15, 17-27]. Most of these 
works also do not discuss the proper way to mitigate unwanted side lobes that become apparent 
during an on-body or near-field sensing application. 
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1.6.4.2 Contribution  
This dissertation contributes to the body of knowledge by providing a novel 
implementation of an in-plane quasi-corrugated, cylindrically symmetric, electromagnetic bandgap 
(EBG) structure that is used to mitigate unwanted side lobes that arise from inward facing 
antennas. To the best of the author’s knowledge, this is the first time that this type of in-plane 
quasi-corrugated cylindrically-symmetric EBG has been used for an on-body antenna sensing 
application. 
1.6.5 Closed-Form Analytical Radiative Transfer Model  
1.6.5.1 Significance 
Since microwave radiometry is an entirely passive sensing technique, prior knowledge of 
the scattering and emission within the stratified tissues of the human body must be known in order 
to accurately correlate the electromagnetic (EM) behavior of the multi-layered body tissues back to 
the passive measurement of absolute sub-skin temperature. In current literature, the derivation for 
both coherent and non-coherent emission and scattering models are not always straightforward to 
comprehend and implement. 
1.6.5.2 Contribution  
This dissertation contributes to the body of knowledge by using signal-flow graph theory to 
(1) to derive the non-coherent steady-state radiative transfer for stratified dielectrics with any 
number of layers, and (2) to provide executional clarity to graphically represent the iterative 
process that explains the coherent radiative transfer within multi-layered dielectrics. To the best of 
the author’s knowledge, this is the first time that these approaches have been used to explain the 
radiative transfer within multi-layered media with non-uniform temperature distributions. 
1.7 Organization of Dissertation 
This dissertation is organized as follows: Chapter 2 introduces the principles necessary for 
microwave remote sensing. Chapter 3 highlights the impact that system isolation plays on 
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extracting noise temperature while using various forms of a perfectly-isolated radiometer system 
equation. Chapter 4 presents the development of a highly reproducible human tissue-mimicking 
phantom recipe (comprised of urethane, graphite powder, and a solvent) designed to accurately 
emulate different human body tissues with varying water concentrations. Chapter 5 highlights the 
result of the inclusion of an in-plane electromagnetic bandgap structure within an on-body inward 
facing spiral antenna design and demonstrates an improvement in the antenna radiation 
characteristics. Chapter 6 presents two techniques designed to address both the modeling of the 
coherent and non-coherent radiative transfer within multi-layered media. Chapter 7 validates the 
derived radiative transfer models with a comparison to the extracted apparent temperature 
detected by a microwave radiometer. The dissertation concludes with Chapter 8 and offers 
suggestions for future work. 
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 Remote Temperature Sensing Using Microwave Radiometry Chapter 2
 
2.1 Introduction 
Principles essential to microwave radiometric remote sensing are introduced. The concepts 
presented in this chapter are primarily adapted from [28] unless otherwise noted. 
2.2 Background - Overview of Microwave Radiometry 
All matter at non-zero absolute temperatures emits electromagnetic (EM) energy. 
Radiometry is the field of science associated with the measurement of this emitted electromagnetic 
radiation. A microwave (MW) radiometer is a very sensitive receiver designed to passively measure 
noise power in the MW frequency range. Ultimately, the EM energy that is detected by the 
radiometer is correlated to an absolute temperature. 
The origin of microwave radiometry can be traced back to the 1900’s when Max Planck 
proposed the blackbody radiation law. Planck’s blackbody radiation law describes the amount of 
electromagnetic energy radiated by a blackbody, in terms of the spectral brightness per solid angle, 
at a particular wavelength and in thermal equilibrium with its environment. Planck’s blackbody 
radiation law can be seen by 
 
𝐵𝑓
𝑃 =
2ℎ𝑓3
𝑐2
(𝑒ℎ𝑓 𝑘𝑇⁄ − 1)
−1
, (2.1) 
   
where BfP is the blackbody spectral brightness [W∙m-2∙sr-1∙Hz-1], h is Planck’s constant = 6.63 × 10-34 
[J∙s], f is the frequency [Hz], k is Boltzmann’s constant = 1.38 × 10-23 [J∙K-1], T is the absolute 
temperature [K], and c is the speed of light = 3 × 108 [m∙s-1]. 
A blackbody is defined as an ideal, perfectly opaque object that isotopically absorbs all 
incoming radiation at all frequencies and in turn reemits the radiation with perfect efficiency in 
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order to maintain thermal equilibrium. At lower frequencies (where hf/kT << 1), EM energy is log-
linear with respect to frequency. Planck’s Law is approximated at lower frequencies by the Raleigh-
Jeans’ Law, in the form of  
 𝐵𝑓
𝑅 =
2𝑓2𝑘𝑇
𝑐2
, (2.2) 
   
where BfR is the blackbody spectral brightness under the Raleigh-Jeans’ approximation. At higher 
frequencies (where hf/kT >> 1), Planck’s Law is approximated by Wein’s Law, given by 
 𝐵𝑓
𝑊 =
2ℎ𝑓3
𝑐2
𝑒−ℎ𝑓 𝑘𝑇⁄ , (2.3) 
   
where BfW is the blackbody spectral brightness under Wein’s approximation. Figure 2.1 describes 
the frequency dependence of the spectral brightness for Planck’s Law at 300K. The corresponding 
brightness curves for both the Raleigh-Jeans’ and Wien’s Law are also depicted for comparison. At 
room temperature (T ≈ 300 K) and up to a frequency of 300 GHz, the Rayleigh-Jeans approximation 
deviates by less than three percent from the value dictated by Planck’s Law, thus making it a valid 
assumption in the microwave frequency range. Absorbing materials found in anechoic chambers 
provide a good representation for an ideal blackbody at MW frequencies.  
All physical temperatures are herein denoted by either a lowercase subscript (e.g. Tsub) or 
no subscript (e.g. T) to avoid any confusion with naming conventions associated with physical and 
radiometric temperatures. Conversely, all radiometric temperatures are denoted by uppercase 
subscripts (e.g. TSUB). 
For a narrow bandwidth Δf in the microwave region, the brightness Bbb of a blackbody at 
temperature T is given by, from equation (2.2), 
 
𝐵𝑏𝑏 = 𝐵𝑓
𝑅 ∙ ∆𝑓 =
2𝑓2𝑘𝑇
𝑐2
∆𝑓. (2.4) 
   
Since most natural objects are non-ideal or imperfect emitters, called greybodies, the efficiency of 
emitted electromagnetic radiation is less than that of an ideal blackbody. This reduced efficiency of 
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an imperfect radiator is called emissivity e(θ,ϕ). Emissivity is defined as the ratio of the observed 
brightness of a greybody B(θ,ϕ), which is a function of direction, relative to that of an ideal 
blackbody at the same temperature, as seen by 
 𝑒(𝜃, 𝜙) =
𝐵(𝜃, 𝜙)
 𝐵𝑏𝑏
, (2.5) 
   
with 
 𝐵(𝜃,𝜙) =
2𝑓2𝑘
𝑐2
∙ 𝑇𝐵(𝜃, 𝜙) ∙ ∆𝑓, (2.6) 
   
and B(θ,ϕ) ≤ Bbb and 0 ≤ e(θ,ϕ) ≤ 1, where TB(θ,ϕ) is the radiometric equivalent brightness 
temperature. Employing the above relationships, it is noticed that the brightness temperature of a 
greybody is defined as the corresponding blackbody physical temperature reduced by the greybody 
efficiency of emission in 
 𝑇𝐵(𝜃, 𝜙) = 𝑇 ∙ 𝑒(𝜃, 𝜙). (2.7) 
   
 
 
Figure 2.1  Comparison of Planck’s law with both the low frequency (Rayleigh-Jeans law) and high 
frequency (Wien’s law) approximations of spectral brightness at 300 K. 
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 Figure 2.2 illustrates both the isotropic thermal emissions from an ideal blackbody and the 
angular dependence of the brightness temperature emitted by a semi-infinite isothermal greybody 
medium. 
 
 
Figure 2.2  Thermal emissions from an isotopically radiating ideal blackbody (left) and a direction-
dependent semi-infinite greybody (right). 
 
Extending the greybody emission concept from above to apply to a lossy two-layer medium, 
a relationship between reflectivity Γ, emissivity ϵ, and transmissivity ϒ can be established. As 
Figure 2.3 illustrates, the first law of thermodynamics requires that the incident radiation must be 
equal to the sum of the reflected, absorbed, and transmitted radiation [28, 29], given by  
 
𝑃𝑖𝑛𝑐 = 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑙 + 𝑃𝑎𝑏𝑠 + 𝑃𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠 
= Γ ∙ 𝑃𝑖𝑛𝑐 + 𝜖 ∙ 𝑃𝑖𝑛𝑐 + Υ ∙ 𝑃𝑖𝑛𝑐 . 
(2.8) 
   
where Pinc is the incident radiation, Preflc = Γ∙Pinc is the reflected radiation, Pabs = ϵ∙Pinc is the 
absorbed radiation, and Ptrans = ϒ∙Pinc is the transmitted radiation. Normalizing equation (2.8), it is 
seen that the sum of the emissivity, transmissivity, and reflectivity must be equal to unity in order 
to satisfy the conservation of energy (i.e. 1 = ϵ + Γ + ϒ). For a lossy two-layer medium, emissivity, 
transmissivity, and reflectivity are related to the brightness temperature TB by  
𝑇𝑖𝑛𝑐 = 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑙 + (𝑇𝑎𝑏𝑠 + 𝑇𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠) 
 
∴ 𝑇𝐴𝑃 = Γ ∙ 𝑇0 + (𝑇𝐵) 
= Γ ∙ 𝑇0 + (𝜖 ∙ 𝑇1 + Υ ∙ 𝑇2). 
(2.9) 
   
where TAP is the apparent temperature, TB is the brightness temperature, and T0, T1, and T2 are the 
physical temperatures of layer’s 0, 1 and 2, respectively.  
T 
T 
T T 
TB(θ,ϕ) 
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Figure 2.3  The reflection, absorption, and transmission of incident radiation for a lossy two-layer 
medium. To satisfy conservation of energy, the incident radiation must be equal to the sum of the 
reflected, absorbed, and transmitted radiation, Pinc = Preflc + Pabs + Ptrans. Likewise, the apparent 
temperature is the sum of (1) the reflected portion multiplied by the layer 0 temperature, (2) the 
absorbed portion multiplied by the layer 1 temperature, and (3) the transmitted portion multiplied 
by the layer 2 temperature.   
 
2.2.1 Relationship between Temperature and Power 
So far, brightness has only been expressed in terms of temperature. Conveniently, power 
and temperature have a direct linear relationship which allows for these two terms to be used 
interchangeably. This power-temperature relationship can be understood by observing the 
maximum power transfer from a noisy resistor placed inside a blackbody enclosure (Figure 2.4(a)) 
at a constant temperature T, cascaded with an ideal bandpass filter (BPF) with bandwidth Δf and 
terminated in a matched load R, denoted as 
 𝑃𝑛 = 𝑉𝑛𝐼 = (
𝑉𝑟𝑚𝑠
2
) (
𝑉𝑟𝑚𝑠
2𝑅
) =
𝑉𝑟𝑚𝑠
2
4𝑅
=
4𝑘𝑇𝑅∆𝑓
4𝑅
= 𝑘𝑇∆𝑓, (2.10) 
   
where Pn is the available spectral noise power [W], 𝑉𝑛 =
𝑉𝑟𝑚𝑠
2
=
1
2
√4𝑘𝑇𝑅∆𝑓 is the RMS voltage 
produced by the noisy resistor [V], R is the resistance of load [Ω], k is Boltzmann’s constant, and T is 
the physical temperature of the resistor. The above resistor to BPF to load relationship (Figure 
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2.4a) is also analogous to a lossless antenna placed inside a blackbody enclosure (Figure 2.4(b)) at 
a constant temperature T where the detected power is limited to a bandwidth such that the 
blackbody spectral brightness Bf is approximately constant over the bandwidth. Taking into 
account the pattern solid angle of the antenna, the power received by the antenna due to emission 
by the blackbody enclosure results in 
 𝑃𝑏𝑏 = 𝑘𝑇∆𝑓, (2.11) 
   
where Pbb is the total received power of the antenna with respect to the directional distribution of 
the spectral brightness.   
 
                                          (a)                                                                                            (b) 
Figure 2.4  The noise power Pn delivered by (a) a resistor maintained at temperature T in a black 
body enclosure is equivalent to the power received Pbb by (b) an antenna at the same temperature 
T. All devices are connected to an ideal bandpass filter of bandwidth Δf and terminated in a 
matched load R. 
 
2.2.2 Basic Radiometer Operation 
Now, instead of a BPF, consider an ideal total power radiometer system as depicted in 
Figure 2.5. The output noise power of a total power radiometer system with overall gain G and 
bandwidth Δf, connected in cascade with a lossy antenna, is given by  
 𝑃 = 𝑘(𝑇𝐴 + 𝑇𝑅𝐸𝐶) ∆𝑓 ∙ 𝐺, (2.12) 
   
where TA is the radiometer noise temperature detected by the antenna which equals to the resistor-
equivalent temperature that would deliver the same output power (this includes the brightness 
temperature contribution) and TREC is the radiometer receiver’s overall input noise temperature.  
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Figure 2.5  The power P received by an antenna connected to a total power radiometer with gain G 
and bandwidth Δf where TA and TREC are the antenna and the overall receiver radiometric input 
noise temperature, respectively.  
 
For a lossy antenna, part of the energy is received at the output of the antenna and another 
part is absorbed by the antenna material in the form of heat loss. Subsequently, the effective 
apparent temperature TAP,eff of the background scene is resolved from TA in a far-field scenario by 
accounting for the antenna radiation efficiency ηrad and the antenna physical temperature Tp, as 
seen in 
 𝑇𝐴 = 𝜂𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑇𝐴𝑃,𝑒𝑓𝑓 + (1 − 𝜂𝑟𝑎𝑑)𝑇𝑝. (2.13) 
   
The relationship described in equation (2.13) assumes that the antenna radiation pattern is ideal 
(that the antenna has one main-lobe with no side-lobes), but in reality, the antenna receives 
thermal emissions from both the main and side-beams. This suggests that the portion of the energy 
received by the antenna can be expressed as the sum of both the main and side-lobe contributions, 
as in 
 
𝑇𝐴𝑃,𝑒𝑓𝑓 = 𝜂𝑀𝐿?̅?𝑀𝐿 + 𝜂𝑆𝐿?̅?𝑆𝐿  
= 𝜂𝑀𝐿?̅?𝑀𝐿 + (1 − 𝜂𝑀𝐿)?̅?𝑆𝐿  
= 𝜂𝑀𝐿𝑇𝐴𝑃 + (1 − 𝜂𝑀𝐿)𝑇𝑎, 
(2.14) 
   
where ?̅?𝑀𝐿 is the main-lobe contribution which is equivalent to the apparent brightness 
temperature of the scene 𝑇𝐴𝑃 , ηML is the main-beam efficiency, ?̅?𝑆𝐿  is the effective temperature of the 
side-lobe contribution which is equivalent to the ambient temperature 𝑇𝑎, and ηSL is the side-beam 
efficiency. Combining equations (2.13) and (2.14) gives  
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𝑇𝐴 = 𝜂𝑟𝑎𝑑𝜂𝑀𝐿?̅?𝑀𝐿 + 𝜂𝑟𝑎𝑑(1 − 𝜂𝑀𝐿)?̅?𝑆𝐿 + (1 − 𝜂𝑟𝑎𝑑)𝑇𝑝, 
= 𝜂𝑟𝑎𝑑𝜂𝑀𝐿𝑇𝐴𝑃 + 𝜂𝑟𝑎𝑑(1 − 𝜂𝑀𝐿)𝑇𝑎 + (1 − 𝜂𝑟𝑎𝑑)𝑇𝑝. 
(2.15) 
   
Effectively, the quantity ?̅?𝑀𝐿 (the apparent brightness temperature of the scene 𝑇𝐴𝑃) is estimated 
from the measured quantity 𝑇𝐴 (the radiometric antenna temperature). The relationship in 
Equation (2.15) implies that 𝑇𝐴= 𝑇𝐴𝑃  for a lossless antenna (where ηML = ηrad = 1). The radiometric 
antenna temperature can be further improved by employing additional corrections for the antenna 
path losses as derived in [28]. The calculation of both the antenna radiation efficiency ηrad and 
main-lobe efficiency ηML is further described in Appendix A. 
2.2.3 Typical Radiometer Configurations (Adapted from [30]) 
The most commonly utilized classes of radiometers include the total power radiometer 
(TPR) and the Dicke radiometer. Both radiometer types are outlined in Table 2.1. The front-end of 
the TPR  is similar to the frontend of a standard superheterodyne receiver in that it contains an RF 
amplifier, a mixer and local oscillator, an IF filter, an IF amplifier,  and a square law detector [30]. 
The amplifier strengthens the signal received from the antenna. After amplification, the mixer shifts 
the input frequency to a more desirable frequency range. This desired frequency range is 
determined by the local oscillator frequency. The IF filter selects the desired frequency band of use 
and rejects any unwanted frequency bands. The square law detector gives a DC component at the 
detector output that is proportional to the square of the AC input voltage. The back-end of the TPR 
only contains an integrator (low pass filter). The integrator filters out the ac components in the 
output voltage that contain frequency components greater than the inverse of the integration 
constant τ. Table 2.1 also outlines the typical errors in the measured TB associated with the TPR. 
These errors include both the error due to noise fluctuations ΔTN and the error due to gain 
variations ΔTG. The error due to gain variations is more detrimental to the radiometer system 
accuracy because gain variations can be ten or more times greater than the noise fluctuations as 
shown by [30]. The error due to noise fluctuations can be reduced by increasing either the 
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integration time, bandwidth, or by minimizing the receiver internal noise contribution. The error 
due to gain fluctuations in a radiometer system is reduced by repeatedly calibrating the radiometer 
at a rapid rate. This repeated calibration technique is the basis behind the Dicke null-balancing 
radiometer. The front-end of the Dicke radiometer is identical to the TPR, however, the input is 
periodically switched between the antenna and a variable power noise source [30]. The back-end of 
the balanced Dicke radiometer contains a synchronous demodulator (a switch and difference 
circuit) that operates in sync with the Dicke switch. The output of the difference circuit is used as an 
error signal to control a feedback circuit. The errors due to noise fluctuations and gain variations 
are outlined in Table 2.1. Other radiometer configurations are discussed in [28].  
 
 
 
Figure 2.6  Diagram of total power radiometer.  Figure 2.7   Diagram of Dicke radiometer. 
 
 
Table 2.1  Total power radiometer (left) vs Dicke radiometer (right) characteristics 
Parameter Total power radiometer Dicke radiometer 
Output Voltage 
𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡 = 𝑘(𝑇𝐴 + 𝑇𝑅𝐸𝐶)∆𝑓 ∙ 𝐺 
 
where TREC is the receiver effective 
noise temperature. 
𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡 =
1
2
(𝑇𝐴 − 𝑇𝑅𝐸𝐹)𝐺 
 
where TREF is the reference noise temperature. 
Sensitivity/ 
noise fluctuation 
error 
Δ𝑇 =
𝑇𝐴 + 𝑇𝑅𝐸𝐶
√∆𝑓 ∙ 𝜏
 Δ𝑇 = 2
𝑇𝐴 + 𝑇𝑅𝐸𝐹
√∆𝑓 ∙ 𝜏
 
Calibration Insert two calibrated noise sources 
Rapid and repeated switching between the 
antenna and variable power source 
 
2.2.4 Radiometer Calibration 
The total power radiometer is calibrated with two reference sources with known noise 
temperatures that are used to find an unknown noise temperature for a device under test (DUT). 
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Since noise power in the microwave region is linear, the calibration process is ultimately a linear 
interpolation of the two known calibration temperatures (assuming an isolated radiometer with 
constant system gain across frequency, constant path losses, and constant mismatch for all devices) 
as given by Figure 2.8. The unknown DUT noise temperature is resolved using  
𝑇𝐷𝑈𝑇 = 𝑇𝐶 + (𝑇𝐻 − 𝑇𝐶) ∙
𝑃𝐷𝑈𝑇
𝑑𝑒𝑙 − 𝑃𝐶𝑂𝐿𝐷
𝑑𝑒𝑙
𝑃𝐻𝑂𝑇
𝑑𝑒𝑙 − 𝑃𝐶𝑂𝐿𝐷
𝑑𝑒𝑙  
= 𝑇𝐶 + (𝑇𝐻 − 𝑇𝐶) ∙
𝑌𝐷𝑈𝑇 − 1
𝑌𝐻𝑂𝑇 − 1
 
(2.16) 
   
where TDUT is the noise temperature for the device under test, TH is the noise temperature for the 
hot calibration reference source, TC is the noise temperature for the cold calibration reference 
source, YDUT is the DUT Y-factor which is the ratio of the DUT delivered noise power to the cold 
source delivered noise power PDUT
del /PCOLD
del , and YHOT is the hot load Y-factor which is the ratio of the 
hot source delivered noise power to the cold source delivered noise power PHOT
del /PCOLD
del . Noise 
temperatures are related to the available power by PHOT
av = 𝑘 ∙ ∆𝑓 ∙ 𝑇𝐻 . Conversely, effective noise 
temperatures are related to the delivered noise power through the same relationship. Equation 
(2.16) assumes an isolated radiometer with constant system gain across frequency, constant path 
losses, and constant mismatch for all devices, but for radiometer system equations with dissimilar 
path losses and dissimilar mismatch for all devices are discussed in Section 3.3. 
 
 
Figure 2.8  Calibration of a total power radiometer including the setup (left) and the plotted noise 
temperatures versus delivered powers (right). 
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A diode-based noise source is a possible option to use for the hot noise source. In this work, 
Noisecom’s NC346B diode-based noise source with a nominal excess noise ratio (ENR) of 15 dB is 
used for the hot noise source. Calibrated noise sources are typically specified in terms of the 
effective hot noise temperature as opposed to the hot noise temperature 𝑇𝐻 [31], where 
TH
eff = 𝑇𝐻 ∙ (1 − |𝑅𝐻𝑂𝑇|
2) and RHOT is the reflection coefficient of the noise source. The effective noise 
temperature of the hot noise source TH
eff, corrected for an ambient temperature Ta that is different 
than the reference temperature TREF, is related to the calibrated ENR [32], by 
 
𝐸𝑁𝑅𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟 = (TH
eff − 𝑇𝑎) 𝑇𝑅𝐸𝐹⁄  
= 𝐸𝑁𝑅𝑐𝑎𝑙 + 𝐸𝑁𝑅𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑡𝑎𝑇 
= 10(𝐸𝑁𝑅𝑐𝑎𝑙
𝑑𝐵 10⁄ ) +
𝑇𝑅𝐸𝐹 − 𝑇𝑎
𝑇𝑅𝐸𝐹
 
(2.17) 
   
where ENRcorr is the corrected ENR value, ENRdBcal is the original calibrated ENR value in decibels, 
ENRcal is the original calibrated ENR value, and ENRdeltaT is the correction factor for an ambient 
temperature that is different than the reference temperature Tref in Kelvin [K].  
2.2.5 Radiometric Sensing and the Electromagnetic Spectrum 
Optimal radiometric sensing frequencies are dependent on the size of the antenna 
structure, the desired depth of penetration into the body, and the potential presence of excess 
signals which cause unwanted electromagnetic interference (EMI). The Federal Communications 
Commission (FCC) regulates certain frequency bands within the EM spectrum to be allocated for 
passive space research and radio-astronomy. These aforementioned FCC allocated frequency bands 
provide the necessary protection from any unwanted EMI frequencies. A few passive space 
research and radio-astronomy frequency bands include: 406.1 MHz – 410 MHz, 608 MHz – 614 
MHz, 1400 MHz – 1427 MHz, 1660.5 MHz – 1668.4 MHz, 2655 MHz – 2700 MHz, 4990 MHz – 5000 
MHz , and 18.6 GHz – 18.8 GHz. While the passive space research and radio-astronomy frequency 
bands offer undisturbed frequency ranges, the desired penetration depth for the specific 
application also has a bearing on the optimal radiometric sensing frequency. 
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2.2.6 Radiometric Sensing of Biological Materials 
A unique feature of microwave radiometry is that the radiometric output seen by the 
antenna provides a weighted average of the distributed profile for all thermal emissions 
contributed by all observed strata down to a maximum sensing depth. The sensing depth is 
commonly defined as the depth at which the plane-wave penetration has decayed to 1/e 
(~36.79%) of the surface value. The penetration depth of a radiometric system mainly depends on 
the relative permittivity and the frequency of the biological material under investigation. A simple 
human body volume can be modeled by the skin, fat and muscle tissue layers. The electromagnetic 
properties of interest for these tissues are governed by the complex permittivity 
 𝜀∗ = 𝜀0 ∙ 𝜀𝑟 = 𝜀0 ∙ [𝜀𝑟
′ − 𝑗𝜀𝑟
′′] = 𝜀0 ∙ [𝜀𝑟
′ − 𝑗𝜀′ ∙ 𝑡𝑎𝑛𝛿], (2.18) 
   
where εr is the complex relative permittivity, ε0 is the permittivity of free space, εr’ is the real part of 
the relative permittivity or the dielectric constant which is the ability of a substance to store 
electrical energy amid an electric field, εr” is the imaginary part of the relative permittivity which is 
the ability of a substance to dissipate electrical energy amid an electric field, and tanδ is the loss 
tangent which is the ratio between the real and imaginary permittivities. Gabriel’s documented 
electrical characteristics of biological materials are taken as the golden standard for the EM 
properties of human tissues [33-36]. Figure 2.9 shows the dielectric constants and skin-depths for 
skin, fat and muscle over a frequency range of 0.1 GHz to 18 GHz. Table 2.2 highlights selected 
penetration depths [37] of several biological tissues at specific frequencies. In general, the 
penetration depth increases as frequency decreases. As the trend from Figure 2.9 suggests, the 
areas of the body with higher fatty compositions allow for deeper sensing depths. Typically, a 
radiometer system can observe depths of about 1.4 to 5.7cm beneath the skin’s surface from 410 
MHz to 5 GHz, given the placement of the sensor on a human body volume comprised of 3.3mm of 
skin tissue and 6.25mm of fat tissue. The penetration depth for a multi-layered dielectric can be 
found with  
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𝑑𝑁 = (𝐷𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑦 − ∑ 𝛼𝑗𝑑𝑗
𝑁−1
𝑗=1
) 𝛼𝑁⁄ , 
𝑑𝑝𝑒𝑛 = ∑𝑑𝑗
𝑁
𝑗=1
 
(2.19) 
   
where dpen is total penetration depth, N is the total number of layers, αN and dN are the attenuation 
coefficient and thickness, respectively, for the N-th layer, Decay is the exponential order of the 
decay (e.g. a Decay value of 1 corresponds to e-1 = 36.79% and a Decay value of 2 corresponds to e-2 
= 13.53%), and αj and dj are the attenuation coefficient and thickness, respectively, for the j-th 
layer. 
 
 
Figure 2.9  Frequency dependent dielectric constant (top), loss-tangent (middle), and penetration-
depth (bottom) for biological tissues. 
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Table 2.2  Penetration depths dpen for tissues at select protected (passive space research and radio-
astronomy) frequency bands 
Frequency 
Tissue 
Dry  
Skin 
Fat Muscle 
Total dpen beneath skin for 
Skin (3.3 mm), Fat (6.25 
mm), and Muscle (infinite) 
410 MHz ~ 54. 8 mm ~ 309 mm ~ 52.6 mm ~ 57.3 mm 
610 MHz ~ 47.0 mm ~ 269 mm ~ 45.9 mm ~ 53.3 mm 
1.4 GHz ~ 32.7 mm ~ 191 mm ~ 34.5 mm ~ 39.6 mm 
1.665 GHz ~ 29.7 mm ~ 173 mm ~ 30.4 mm ~ 36 mm 
2.7 GHz ~ 20.8 mm ~ 105 mm ~ 20.2 mm ~ 25.3 mm 
5.0 GHz ~ 10.5 mm ~ 40.5 mm ~ 7.54 mm ~ 14.45 mm 
18.6 GHz ~ 1.52 mm ~ 9.5 mm ~ 1.42 mm ~ 1.52 mm 
 
2.3 Review of Microwave Biomedical Radiometry Applications  
Microwave radiometry used for biomedical applications can be broadly divided into four 
categories: (A) sensing, (B) monitoring, (C) diagnostics, and (D) treatment. These categories were 
adapted from publications distributed from the IEEE Microwave Theory and Techniques Society 
(MTT-S) Technical Committee on the Biological Effect and Medical Applications of Radio Frequency 
(RF) and Microwaves [38-40]. Each category is defined below and corresponding applications are 
overviewed.  
(A) Sensing refers to the detection of events or changes in a quantity. Some notable sensing 
applications involving MW radiometry include: cancer detection [41-43], detection of 
vesicoureteral reflux [26, 44-46], and detection of venerable plaque [47]. 
(B) Monitoring includes the observation, checking, and keeping a continuous record of a 
process or quantity.  Some monitoring works involving MW radiometry consist of: core 
temperature monitoring [12-14, 48], monitoring neck and head diseases [49], 
monitoring of deep brain tissue [18, 19, 23, 24, 50], blood glucose monitoring [51], and 
monitoring of brown adipose tissue (BAT) metabolism [25]. 
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(C) Diagnostics refers to the identification of the nature of an illness or other problem by 
examination of the symptoms. Noteworthy diagnostics works involving MW radiometry 
include: diagnosing arthritis from joint inflammation by detecting elevated 
temperatures [52-54]. 
(D) Treatment/therapy includes the medical care given to a patient for an illness or injury. 
Some notable treatment applications involving MW radiometry consists of: monitoring 
the thermal doses delivered during cancer treatments [15, 55] and temperature control 
during hyperthermia treatments [20].  
Also, exhaustive historical reviews on the applications for microwave biomedical radiometry can be 
found in [56-58]. 
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 Radiometer Calibration and System Equation Analysis Chapter 3
 
3.1 Introduction 
As Section 2.2 illustrates, an unknown DUT noise temperature can be predicted using a 
radiometer calibration equation where two known reference sources are available. Three possible 
calibration sources can be used to form calibration combination pairs, either an ambient 
temperature (Ta), a cold temperature (TC < Ta), or a hot temperature (TH > Ta) reference source. 
These source temperatures can either represent physical temperatures or equivalent electrical 
temperatures. The classic radiometer calibration utilizes a source combination pair between either 
an ambient and hot source temperature Ta :TH or a cold and ambient source temperature TC :Ta [59-
61]. However, any uncertainty in the actual value of the ambient source temperature can result in 
prediction errors for devices that are colder (for the Ta :TH source combination) or hotter (for the TC 
:Ta source combination) than the ambient source. The widest dynamic range able to cover the most 
possible noise temperature extractions comes from the source combination of TC :TH calibration 
sources (assuming that the receiver linearity is of no concern). However, most radiometer system 
equations (RSEs) do not provide an option to simultaneously use both a hot and cold source 
temperature within the calibration routine. 
Radiometer calibrations (i.e. noise power measurements) can be implemented with four 
general radiometer set-ups as shown in Figure 3.1. Temperature sources can be connected either 
directly or indirectly (e.g. separated by a lossy two-port device) to the radiometric receiver with the 
additional option to be perfectly-isolated or imperfectly-isolated (where the non-isolated case is 
the absolute state for the imperfectly-isolated case). Each scenario can have similar or dissimilar 
front-end path losses and source mismatches. The front-end in this case is considered to be every 
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device before the radiometric receiver’s pre-amplifier, not including the temperature source. The 
most general scenario is an indirectly-connected and non-isolated radiometer set-up, where all 
other scenarios have multiple assumptions applied which lead to its final form. While the isolated 
RSE assumption is limited by the usable bandwidth of the physical isolator, it makes for ideal 
simplifications which do not apply while using the non-isolated assumption. For example, for a non-
isolated receiver, the receiver’s effective input temperature Teff becomes a function of the source 
mismatch [62, 63]. However, this is not the case for an isolated receiver as the assumption is no 
source mismatch affecting Teff. For this reason, this study will only focus on isolated radiometers.  
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.1  The four possible noise temperature measurement set-ups: (a) directly-connected and 
non-isolated, (b) directly-connected and isolated, (c) indirectly-connected and non-isolated, (d) 
indirectly-connected and isolated. 
 
This work derives an indirectly-connected, perfectly-isolated, fully-corrected RSE that 
accounts for all available noise source combinations. Varying assumptions are applied which lead to 
simpler, more convenient forms of the RSE. Noise temperature is extracted for an unknown DUT 
using varying amounts of system isolation and in conjunction with each form of the RSE. Prediction 
accuracy is accessed for each combination of the RSE with the resulting system isolation.   
This chapter highlights the impact that system isolation plays on extracting noise 
temperature while using various forms of the perfectly-isolated radiometer system equation. 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) (d) 
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Section 3.2 overviews the relevant literature available in deriving radiometer system equations.  
Section 3.3 derives a generic isolated radiometer system equation and explains the relevance of 
underlying assumptions. Section 3.4 analyzes and validates the derived radiometer system 
equations with an electromagnetic circuit simulation. This chapter concludes with Section 3.5. 
3.2 Review of Relevant Radiometer System Equation (RSE) Literature 
A review of the relevant literature on the derivation of RSEs is presented. Gaps in previous 
literature as well as the contributions from the outcomes of this work are addressed. 
3.2.1 Background 
The basic principles behind noise power measurements for a mismatched source connected 
to a two-port network that is terminated in a load are described in references [64-66]. Naming 
conventions from reference [64] have been mixed with the conventions from reference [62] for 
improved cohesion. Figure 3.2 shows the basic noise measurement system with the schematic 
representation of a noise source with impedance ZS in-cascade with a two-port network (with 
scattering matrix S and characteristic line impedances of Z1 and Z2) that is terminated in a load with 
impedance ZL. The following reflection coefficients are present for the source ΓS, the load ΓL, looking 
into port 1 from the left side Γ1, and looking into port 2 from the right side Γ2. The net spectral 
power delivered (denoted by Pdel) to the right of reference planes 1 and 2 are P1
del and P2
del, 
respectively. The mismatch factors M1 and M2 at reference planes 1 and 2, respectively, are defined 
as the ratios of the delivered spectral power to the available spectral power (denoted by Pav), given 
by 
𝑀1 =
𝑃1
𝑑𝑒𝑙
𝑃1
𝑎𝑣 =
(1 − |Γ𝑆|
2)(1 − |Γ1|
2)
|1 − Γ𝑆Γ1|2
, 
𝑀2 =
𝑃2
𝑑𝑒𝑙
𝑃2
𝑎𝑣 =
(1 − |Γ𝐿|
2)(1 − |Γ2|
2)
|1 − Γ𝐿Γ2|2
 . 
(3.1) 
   
The efficiency η21 (P2
del/P1
del) and the available power ratio α21 (P2
av/P1
av) are  
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𝜂21 =
𝑃2
𝑑𝑒𝑙
𝑃1
𝑑𝑒𝑙 =
(Z1 Z2⁄ )(1 − |Γ𝐿|
2) ∙ |S21|
2
(1 − |Γ1|2) ∙ |1 − S22Γ𝐿|2
, 
𝛼21 =
𝑃2
𝑎𝑣
𝑃1
𝑎𝑣 =
𝑀1 ∙ 𝜂21
𝑀2
=
(Z1 Z2⁄ )(1 − |Γ𝑆|
2) ∙ |S21|
2
(1 − |Γ2|2) ∙ |1 − S11Γ𝑆|2
 . 
(3.2) 
   
The available power at reference plane 1 P1
av is related to the delivered power at reference plane 2 
P2
del by  
𝑃2
𝑑𝑒𝑙 = 𝑀2[𝑃2
𝑎𝑣] = 𝑀2[𝛼21𝑃1
𝑎𝑣 + (1 − 𝛼21)𝑃𝑎] . (3.3) 
   
where Pa is the noise power generated by the two-port network at an ambient physical temperature 
Ta. 
 
Figure 3.2  Schematic representation of a mismatched noise source with impedance ZS in-cascade 
with a two-port network (with scattering matrix S and characteristic line impedances of Z1 and Z2) 
that is terminated in a load with impedance ZL. 
 
The aforementioned noise theory led to the seminal derivation of the radiometer system 
equation (RSE) by the National Institutes of Standards and Technology (NIST) [67, 68] where two 
sources with known delivered powers are used to determine the noise temperature of an unknown 
source. A similar treatment by other scientists at NIST was used in [59, 60] to derive a system 
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equation for a radiometer (Figure 3.3) where three sources are connected to a single-pole triple-
throw (SP3T) switch cascaded with a well-isolated radiometric receiver (herein referred to as an 
indirectly-connected, well-isolated radiometer set-up). The classic RSE for the indirectly-connected, 
perfectly-isolated, partially-corrected condition (assuming the cold source is at an ambient 
temperature Ta) is  
𝑇𝑋 = 𝑇𝑎 + (𝑇𝐻 − 𝑇𝑎) 
M𝑜𝑢𝑡,ℎ ∙ α𝑜𝑢𝑡,ℎ
M𝑜𝑢𝑡,𝑥 ∙ α𝑜𝑢𝑡,𝑥
 
Y𝑥 − 1
Yℎ − 1
+ (∆𝑇𝑋)𝑖𝑠𝑜 
= 𝑇𝑎 + (𝑇𝐻 − 𝑇𝑎) 
M𝑜𝑢𝑡,ℎ ∙ α𝑜𝑢𝑡,ℎ
M𝑜𝑢𝑡,𝑥 ∙ α𝑜𝑢𝑡,𝑥
 
Y𝑥 − 1
Yℎ − 1
, 
(3.4) 
   
where the DUT Y-factor is Yx = Px
del/Pa
del, the hot standard Y-factor is Yh = Ph
del/Pa
del, Th is the 
available noise temperature of the hot source, TX is the available noise temperature of the DUT, 
αout,src is the available-power ratio between the ‘src’ and ‘out’ planes, Mout,src is the mismatch factor at 
the ‘rec’ plane when the switch is connected to a source at the ‘src’ plane (e.g. hot source- ‘h’, cold 
source- ‘c’, DUT- ‘x’), and (ΔTX)iso is an error in TX due to an imperfect isolator. It is important to 
note that the derivation above from equation (3.4) ignores the (ΔTX)iso term, but treats the error 
resulting from ignoring this term as an uncertainty error due to imperfect isolation.  
Likewise, NIST suggested the use of 50 dB of isolation (with a minimum acceptable isolation 
of 40 dB) to justify the use of the classic partially-corrected RSE in (3.4) and ultimately ensure a 
negligible uncertainty due to imperfect isolation [59]. Reference [69] also showed that increased 
isolation results in decreased measurement uncertainty, and that a well-isolated and corrected 
radiometer with 40 dB isolation would not contribute significant measurement uncertainty for 
standards with temperatures greater than 76K (e.g. ± 0.2K uncertainty for a 76K ± 0.6K standard). 
Non-isolated, uncorrected radiometer measurements are shown to be less accurate than well-
isolated, corrected and uncorrected radiometer measurements in references [61, 63]. System 
equations for directly-connected, non-isolated, corrected radiometers, assuming (1) the mismatch 
from both the cold source and hot source are equal, and (2) with no assumptions, are derived in 
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[70] and [71], respectively. Reference [70] highlighted the error resulting from using simplified 
forms of the directly-connected, non-isolated, corrected RSE.  
 
Figure 3.3  Schematic of an indirectly-connected, isolated, radiometric receiver chain including, the 
‘src’ plane: three separate sources (hot source, DUT, and cold source), the ‘in’ plane: input of cable, 
adapter, and switch mismatches and losses for each port, the ‘out’ plane: output of isolator for each 
port, and the ‘rec’ plane: input to the receiver. Γsrc is the reflection coefficient looking into each 
source. Γin,src is the reflection coefficient looking into the input of the switch port ‘src’. Γout,src is the 
reflection coefficient looking into the output of the isolator when the switch is connected to source 
‘src’. Γrec is the reflection coefficient looking into the input of the receiver. 
 
In contrast to the corrected Y-factor based equations mentioned above that only correct for 
the source mismatch error, noise-parameter based RSE’s [62] (herein referred to as vector-
corrected RSE) offer an over-determined set of solutions (a generalized radiometer equation which 
contains the impedance dependent radiometer noise-parameters). Vector-corrected RSE’s allow 
the user to correct for both source mismatch error and secondary mismatch effects (including both 
the receiver gain variations and changes in noise temperature due to varying source impedances 
[61]). While the vector-corrected RSE’s correct for both source mismatch error and secondary 
mismatch effects it cannot be used in standalone radiometer measurements because it requires a 
separate tuner to achieve varying impedances. References [63, 69, 72] showed that an indirectly-
connected, non-isolated, vector-corrected radiometer can have a similar accuracy to an indirectly-
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connected, well-isolated, corrected radiometer. Table 3.1 highlights the available RSEs derived in 
literature and the corresponding assumptions that are present for each case.  
Table 3.1  Radiometer system equation (RSE) with assumptions applied 
Author 
(Date) 
Actual radiometer set-up 
Type of radiometer system equation used 
(with assumptions applied) 
Dawitt (1989) 
Pucic (1994) 
Randa (1997) 
Grosvenor (2000) 
Indirectly-connected, well-
isolated (50 dB, 60 dB) 
Indirectly-connected, perfectly-isolated, corrected 
(TC  = Ta, ignores the (ΔTX)iso term) 
Wait (1995) 
Indirectly-connected, non-
isolated to well-isolated (10 
dB, 20 dB, 30 dB, 40 dB) 
Indirectly-connected, non-isolated/ perfectly-isolated, 
corrected/ uncorrected / vector-corrected 
Weatherspoon 
(2002, 2005) 
Indirectly-connected, non-
isolated 
Indirectly-connected, non-isolated, vector-corrected 
(four traditional noise parameters are known) 
Weatherspoon 
(2001, 2002) 
Indirectly-connected, non-
isolated 
Indirectly-connected, perfectly-isolated, uncorrected 
(TC = Ta, similar source mismatch where Mout,c = Mout,h 
= Mout,x, similar front-end path loss where αout,c = αout,h 
= αout,x) 
Weatherspoon 
(2001, 2002) 
Indirectly-connected, well-
isolated (20 dB, 25 dB) 
Directly-connected, perfectly-isolated, uncorrected 
(TC = Ta, Mout,c = Mout,h = Mout,x, αout,c = αout,h = αout,x) 
Weatherspoon 
(2001, 2002) 
Indirectly-connected, well-
isolated (20 dB, 25 dB) 
Indirectly-connected, perfectly-isolated, corrected 
(TC = Ta, ignores the (ΔTX)iso term) 
Randa  
(2005) 
Directly-connected, non-
isolated 
Directly-connected, non-isolated, corrected 
(Mout,c = Mout,h) 
Kang  
(2011) 
Directly-connected, non-
isolated 
Directly-connected, perfectly-isolated, fully-corrected 
(no assumptions) 
 
3.2.2 Gap in Literature 
The available radiometer system equations derived in literature either (1) have an indirectly-
connected and perfectly-isolated RSEs that assumes that an ambient standard is always being used 
[59, 60] or (2) have a directly-connected RSEs that allow for the use of both cold and hot calibration 
sources [70, 71]. Reference [70] also showed the error resulting from using simplified forms of the 
directly-connected, non-isolated, corrected RSEs. To this point, there is no available indirectly-
connected, perfectly-isolated, fully-corrected radiometer system equation that adequately accounts 
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for all potential source temperatures. Nor has any study looked at the error resulting from using 
simplified RSEs with respect to different amounts of system isolation. 
3.2.3 Contribution of Research 
This work derives an indirectly-connected, perfectly-isolated, fully-corrected RSE that 
accounts for all available noise source combinations. Varying assumptions are applied which lead to 
simpler, more convenient forms of the RSE. Noise temperature is extracted for an unknown DUT 
using varying amounts of system isolation and applying each form of the RSE. Accuracy is accessed 
for each combination of the RSE with the resulting system isolation.   
3.3 Radiometer System Equation Derivation with Explanation of Underlying Assumptions  
Radiometer system equations are derived for both indirectly-connected and directly-
connected setups, while accounting for different scenarios of similar and dissimilar front-end path-
losses and source mismatches. Varying assumptions are applied which lead to simpler, more 
convenient forms of the system equation. Matlab’s symbolic solver is used to verify the correctness 
of the presented sets of solved linear equations for the unknown DUT temperature. 
3.3.1 Indirectly-Connected, Perfectly-Isolated, Fully-Corrected Radiometer System Equation 
The block diagram from Figure 3.3 is used to describe an indirectly-connected, perfectly-
isolated radiometer noise temperature measurement setup. The delivered spectral powers for this 
unique case at the ‘rec’ plane when the switch is connected to each source at the ‘src’ plane 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐,𝑠𝑟𝑐
𝑑𝑒𝑙  
are given by 
𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐,𝑐
𝑑𝑒𝑙 = 𝑀𝑜𝑢𝑡,𝑐[∝𝑜𝑢𝑡,𝑐 𝑃𝑐
𝑎𝑣 + (1−∝𝑜𝑢𝑡,𝑐)𝑃𝑎] + 𝑃
𝑒𝑓𝑓
  
= 𝑘 ∆𝑓 ∙ 𝑀𝑜𝑢𝑡,𝑐[∝𝑜𝑢𝑡,𝑐 𝑇𝑐 + (1−∝𝑜𝑢𝑡,𝑐)𝑇𝑎] + 𝑘 ∆𝑓 ∙ 𝑇𝑒𝑓𝑓 , 
𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐,ℎ
𝑑𝑒𝑙 = 𝑀𝑜𝑢𝑡,ℎ[∝𝑜𝑢𝑡,ℎ 𝑃ℎ
𝑎𝑣 + (1−∝𝑜𝑢𝑡,ℎ)𝑃𝑎] + 𝑃
𝑒𝑓𝑓
  
= 𝑘 ∆𝑓 ∙ 𝑀𝑜𝑢𝑡,ℎ[∝𝑜𝑢𝑡,ℎ 𝑇ℎ + (1−∝𝑜𝑢𝑡,ℎ)𝑇𝑎] + 𝑘 ∆𝑓 ∙ 𝑇𝑒𝑓𝑓 , 
𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐,𝑥
𝑑𝑒𝑙 = 𝑀𝑜𝑢𝑡,𝑥[∝𝑜𝑢𝑡,𝑥 𝑃𝑥
𝑎𝑣 + (1−∝𝑜𝑢𝑡,𝑥)𝑃𝑎] + 𝑃
𝑒𝑓𝑓
  
= 𝑘 ∆𝑓 ∙ 𝑀𝑜𝑢𝑡,𝑥[∝𝑜𝑢𝑡,𝑥 𝑇𝑥 + (1−∝𝑜𝑢𝑡,𝑥)𝑇𝑎] + 𝑘 ∆𝑓 ∙ 𝑇𝑒𝑓𝑓 , (3.5) 
   
where Tsrc is the noise temperature for each source at the ‘src’ plane, Peff = kΔf∙Teff is the effective 
delivered spectral power at the ‘rec’ plane due to the perfectly-isolated receiver’s intrinsic noise 
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when the switch is connected to the switch port ‘src’, and Teff is the effective input noise 
temperature of the receiver. Solving equation (3.5) for the unknown DUT noise temperature Tx, 
assuming a perfectly-isolated radiometer with dissimilar front-end path-losses and dissimilar 
source mismatches, the fully-corrected or general-form of the radiometer equation is   
𝑇𝑥 = 𝑇𝑎 + (𝑇ℎ − 𝑇𝑎) 
M𝑜𝑢𝑡,ℎ ∙ α𝑜𝑢𝑡,ℎ
M𝑜𝑢𝑡,𝑥 ∙ α𝑜𝑢𝑡,𝑥
 
Y𝑥 − 1
Yℎ − 1
+ (𝑇𝑐 − 𝑇𝑎) 
M𝑜𝑢𝑡,𝑐 ∙ α𝑜𝑢𝑡,𝑐
M𝑜𝑢𝑡,𝑥 ∙ α𝑜𝑢𝑡,𝑥
 
(Yℎ − Y𝑥)
(Yℎ − 1)
 
+ [
Y𝑥(M𝑜𝑢𝑡,ℎ − M𝑜𝑢𝑡,𝑐) + Yℎ(M𝑜𝑢𝑡,𝑐 − M𝑜𝑢𝑡,𝑥) − (M𝑜𝑢𝑡,ℎ − M𝑜𝑢𝑡,𝑥)
M𝑜𝑢𝑡,𝑥 ∙ α𝑜𝑢𝑡,𝑥
]
T𝑎
Yℎ − 1
 , 
(3.6) 
   
where the available-power ratio between the ‘src’ and ‘out’ planes αout,src and the mismatch factor at 
the ‘rec’ plane when the switch is connected to a source at the ‘src’ plane Mout,src are given by 
𝑀𝑜𝑢𝑡,𝑠𝑟𝑐 =
𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐,𝑠𝑟𝑐
𝑑𝑒𝑙
𝑃𝑠𝑟𝑐
𝑎𝑣 =
(1 − |Γ𝑟𝑒𝑐|
2) (1 − |Γ𝑜𝑢𝑡,𝑠𝑟𝑐|
2
)
|1 − Γ𝑟𝑒𝑐Γ𝑜𝑢𝑡,𝑠𝑟𝑐|
2  , 
𝛼𝑜𝑢𝑡,𝑠𝑟𝑐 =
𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐,𝑠𝑟𝑐
𝑎𝑣
𝑃𝑠𝑟𝑐
𝑎𝑣 =
(1 − |Γ𝑠𝑟𝑐|
2) ∙ |S21|
2
(1 − |Γ𝑜𝑢𝑡,𝑠𝑟𝑐|
2
) ∙ |1 − S11Γ𝑠𝑟𝑐|2
 . 
(3.7) 
   
It is important to note that the scattering matrices Ssw-src between the ‘in’ and ‘out’ planes (when the 
switch is connected to a source at the ‘src’ plane) is different for each switch path. 
3.3.2 Indirectly-Connected, Perfectly-Isolated, Partially-Corrected Radiometer System Equation  
The fully-corrected RSE in (3.6), for a perfectly-isolated radiometer with dissimilar front-
end path-losses and dissimilar source mismatches, reduces to the following partially-corrected 
forms when several assumptions are applied. The results from applying these partial corrections 
are described below. 
Assuming there are similar source mismatches and dissimilar path-losses (where Mout,c = 
Mout,h = Mout,x), the general radiometer equation in (3.6) can be reduced to  
𝑇𝑥 = 𝑇𝑎 + (𝑇ℎ − 𝑇𝑎) 
α𝑜𝑢𝑡,ℎ
α𝑜𝑢𝑡,𝑥
 
(Y𝑥 − 1)
(Yℎ − 1)
+ (𝑇𝑐 − 𝑇𝑎) 
α𝑜𝑢𝑡,𝑐
α𝑜𝑢𝑡,𝑥
 
(Yℎ − Y𝑥)
(Yℎ − 1)
 . (3.8) 
   
Assuming there are dissimilar source mismatches and similar path-losses (where αout,c = 
αout,h = αout,x), the general radiometer equation in (3.6) can be reduced to  
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𝑇𝑥 = 𝑇𝑎 + (𝑇ℎ − 𝑇𝑎) 
M𝑜𝑢𝑡,ℎ
M𝑜𝑢𝑡,𝑥
 
Y𝑥 − 1
Yℎ − 1
+ (𝑇𝑐 − 𝑇𝑎) 
M𝑜𝑢𝑡,𝑐
M𝑜𝑢𝑡,𝑥
 
(Yℎ − Y𝑥)
(Yℎ − 1)
 
+ [
Y𝑥(M𝑜𝑢𝑡,ℎ − M𝑜𝑢𝑡,𝑐) + Yℎ(M𝑜𝑢𝑡,𝑐 − M𝑜𝑢𝑡,𝑥) − (M𝑜𝑢𝑡,ℎ − M𝑜𝑢𝑡,𝑥)
M𝑜𝑢𝑡,𝑥 ∙ α𝑜𝑢𝑡,𝑥
]
T𝑎
Yℎ − 1
 . 
(3.9) 
   
Alternatively, with similar source mismatches and similar path-losses (where Mout,c = Mout,h 
= Mout,x and αout,c = αout,h = αout,x), the general radiometer equation in (3.6) can be reduced to  
𝑇𝑥 = 𝑇𝑎 + (𝑇ℎ − 𝑇𝑎)
(Y𝑥 − 1)
(Yℎ − 1)
+ (𝑇𝑐 − 𝑇𝑎)
(Yℎ − Y𝑥)
(Yℎ − 1)
 . (3.10) 
   
Assuming there are dissimilar source mismatches, dissimilar path-losses and the cold 
source is a termination at ambient temperature (Tc = Ta), the general radiometer equation in (3.6) 
can be reduced to  
𝑇𝑥 = 𝑇𝑎 + (𝑇ℎ − 𝑇𝑎) 
M𝑜𝑢𝑡,ℎ ∙ α𝑜𝑢𝑡,ℎ
M𝑜𝑢𝑡,𝑥 ∙ α𝑜𝑢𝑡,𝑥
 
(Y𝑥 − 1)
(Yℎ − 1)
  
+ [
Y𝑥(M𝑜𝑢𝑡,ℎ − M𝑜𝑢𝑡,𝑐) + Yℎ(M𝑜𝑢𝑡,𝑐 − M𝑜𝑢𝑡,𝑥) − (M𝑜𝑢𝑡,ℎ − M𝑜𝑢𝑡,𝑥)
M𝑜𝑢𝑡,𝑥 ∙ α𝑜𝑢𝑡,𝑥
]
T𝑎
Yℎ − 1
 ,  
(3.11) 
   
The above version of the RSE is similar to the classic partially-corrected RSE shown in equation 
(3.4) with the exception of the omission of the second term that is treated as an uncertainty due to 
finite isolation. Omitting the second term in (3.11), the classic partially-corrected RSE is formed in  
𝑇𝑥 = 𝑇𝑎 + (𝑇ℎ − 𝑇𝑎) 
M𝑜𝑢𝑡,ℎ ∙ α𝑜𝑢𝑡,ℎ
M𝑜𝑢𝑡,𝑥 ∙ α𝑜𝑢𝑡,𝑥
 
(Y𝑥 − 1)
(Yℎ − 1)
  ,  (3.12) 
   
Assuming there are similar source mismatches, dissimilar path-losses and the cold source is 
at ambient temperature (where Tc = Ta and Mout,c = Mout,h = Mout,x ), the general radiometer equation 
in (3.6) takes the form of 
𝑇𝑥 = 𝑇𝑎 + (𝑇ℎ − 𝑇𝑎) 
α𝑜𝑢𝑡,ℎ
α𝑜𝑢𝑡,𝑥
 
(Y𝑥 − 1)
(Yℎ − 1)
. (3.13) 
   
Assuming there are dissimilar source mismatches, similar path-losses and the cold source is 
at ambient temperature (where Tc = Ta and αout,c = αout,h = αout,x), the general radiometer equation 
in (3.6) can be reduced to  
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𝑇𝑥 = 𝑇𝑎 + (𝑇ℎ − 𝑇𝑎) 
M𝑜𝑢𝑡,ℎ
M𝑜𝑢𝑡,𝑥
 
(Y𝑥 − 1)
(Yℎ − 1)
  
+ [
Y𝑥(M𝑜𝑢𝑡,ℎ − M𝑜𝑢𝑡,𝑐) + Yℎ(M𝑜𝑢𝑡,𝑐 − M𝑜𝑢𝑡,𝑥) − (M𝑜𝑢𝑡,ℎ − M𝑜𝑢𝑡,𝑥)
M𝑜𝑢𝑡,𝑥 ∙ α𝑜𝑢𝑡,𝑥
]
T𝑎
Yℎ − 1
  . 
(3.14) 
   
Alternatively, with similar source mismatches, similar path-losses and the cold source is at 
ambient temperature (where Tc = Ta, Mout,c = Mout,h = Mout,x, and : αout,c = αout,h = αout,x), the general 
radiometer equation in (3.6) can be reduced to  
𝑇𝑥 = 𝑇𝑎 + (𝑇ℎ − 𝑇𝑎)
(Y𝑥 − 1)
(Yℎ − 1)
 . (3.15) 
   
3.4 Analysis and Validation of Radiometer System Equations through Simulations 
The derived radiometer system equations from Section 3.3 are analyzed and validated with 
an EM circuit simulation. An RF System Budget Analysis in Keysight Advanced Design System (ADS) 
is used to model an ideal radiometer receiver chain at 1.4 GHz. The delivered power to the receiver 
from each source is calculated by the ADS simulation and each calculated power is input into the 
respective RSE. The noise resolution bandwidth is 1Hz. The schematic for the receiver chain is 
shown in Figure 3.4. The chain consists of multiple measurement planes which begin with the 
output of three reference sources and end with the connection to the radiometer. Plane 1 is defined 
as the output of three distinct sources connected to the radiometer (i.e. hot source, device under 
test (DUT), and cold source). Plane M represents the respective impedance mismatches for these 
sources. Plane ‘C’ consists of the input and output path for the cables, adapters, and switch paths 
following each source. Each cable/switch path has a unique set of scattering parameters. Plane I 
includes the input and output ports for the isolator immediately before the receiver. Plane 2 is 
defined as the input to the first pre-amplifier of the receiver.  
The ideal radiometer includes the path from planes 1:2, where the sources are connected 
directly to the receiver. A realistic directly-connected scenario can either include (1a) the non-
isolated radiometer path from planes 1:M:2, where the sources experience an impedance mismatch 
and are connected directly to the receiver, or (1b) the isolated radiometer path from planes 1:M:I:2, 
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where the sources experience a mismatch and are connected to an isolator and the receiver. A 
realistic indirectly-connected scenario can either include (2a) the non-isolated radiometer path 
from planes 1:M:C:2, where the sources experience an impedance mismatch and are connected to 
the cables in cascade with adapters, the switch, and the receiver, or (2b) the isolated radiometer 
path from planes 1:M:C:I:2, where the sources experience a mismatch and are connected to the 
cables in cascade with adapters, the switch, an isolator, and the receiver. 
 
Figure 3.4  Schematic of ideal radiometer receiver chain including Plane 1: three separate loads 
(hot load, DUT, and cold load), Plane M: impedance mismatch for respective loads, Plane C: cable, 
adapter, and switch mismatches and losses, Plane I: isolator mismatch and loss, and Plane 2: input 
of receiver pre-amplifier. 
 
Take for example that the noise temperatures for the cold source TC, the hot source TH, and 
the DUT TX are equal to ambient temperature Ta (290K), 300∙Ta, and 150∙Ta respectively. Electrical 
device characteristics at 1.4 GHz (scattering parameters, gain/loss, isolation, effective noise 
temperature, etc.) are described in Table 3.2, Table 3.3, Table 3.4, and Table 3.5 for the sources, 
cable/switch paths, isolators, and the receiver, respectively. In general, all devices are well-matched 
to a 50-ohm system. The predicted unknown DUT temperature TX using select forms of the 
radiometer system equation are described below. Figure 3.5 shows the predicted unknown DUT 
temperature TX using the sources found in Table 3.2. Source combinations of either Ta and TH or TC 
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and TH are used in conjunction with RSEs (3.15) and (3.10). Using the correct RSE with the 
intended source temperature (e.g. Ta → (3.15) and TC → (3.10)) gives very comparable results to 
the ideal simulation. However, if the cold source TC is used with the RSE (3.15) then more error is 
introduced in comparison to using the intended RSE (3.10). This comparison is meant to highlight 
the need for a more generic RSE when a cold and hot source combination is used. The ambient 
temperature dependent RSE (3.15) is a variation of the generic cold temperature dependent RSE 
(3.10). For any given value of isolation, the directly-connected radiometer predicts a more accurate 
answer than the RSEs that do not include mismatch data. The same relationship holds for the 
indirectly-connected radiometer setup (i.e. that RSEs with no mismatch data provide better 
predictions than the RSEs which include mismatch data). Figure 3.6 shows the predicted unknown 
DUT temperature TX using source combinations of either Ta and TH or TC and TH in conjunction with 
RSEs (3.15), (3.13), (3.12), (3.11), (3.10), (3.8), and (3.6). The predicted temperatures using RSEs 
(3.15) and (3.10) (i.e. no mismatch and path-loss included) give the best answer for each 
respective cold source calibration. This is believed to be the case due to the original assumption of 
the derivation being for a perfectly-isolated radiometer. The full list of predicted unknown DUT 
temperatures resulting from each arrangement of calibration source combination and 
corresponding delivered powers can be found in Table 3.6 and Table 3.7. 
Table 3.2  Ideal receiver chain electrical characteristics of the sources at the Plane 1  
Device Temperature 
Scattering parameters at 1.4 GHz 
(dB / degree) 
S11 S21 S12 S22 
Hot source TH = 300∙Ta -11 / 0    
Cold source TC = 0.15∙Ta -12 / 0    
Ambient 
source 
TC = Ta -12 / 0    
DUT TX = 150∙Ta -10 / 0    
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Table 3.3  Ideal receiver chain electrical characteristics of the cables and switch paths at the Plane C 
Device Temperature 
Scattering parameters at 1.4 GHz 
(dB / degree) 
S11 S21 S12 S22 
Cables/switch 
(Hot path) 
Ta -12 / 0 -1.6 / 0 -1.6 / 0 -12 / 0 
Cables/switch 
(Cold path) 
Ta -11 / 0 -1.8/ 0 -1.8 / 0 -11 / 0 
Cables/switch 
(Ambient 
path) 
Ta -11 / 0 -1.8/ 0 -1.8 / 0 -11 / 0 
Cables/switch 
(DUT path) 
Ta -10 / 0 -2 / 0 -2 / 0 -10 / 0 
 
Table 3.4  Ideal receiver chain electrical characteristics of the isolators at the Plane I 
Device Temperature 
Scattering parameters at 1.4 GHz 
(dB / degree) 
S11 S21 S12 S22 
Isolator 10 dB Ta -15 / 0 -0.1 / 0 -10 / 0 -15 / 0 
Isolator 20 dB Ta -15 / 0 -0.2 / 0 -20 / 0 -15 / 0 
Isolator 40 dB Ta -15 / 0 -0.4/ 0 -40 / 0 -15 / 0 
Isolator 60 dB Ta -15 / 0 -0.6/ 0 -60 / 0 -15 / 0 
 
Table 3.5  Ideal receiver chain electrical characteristics of the receiver at the Plane 2  
Device Temperature 
Scattering parameters at 1.4 GHz 
(dB / degree) 
S11 S21 S12 S22 
Receiver Teff =0.15∙Ta -20 / 0 100 / 0   
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Figure 3.5  Predicted unknown DUT noise temperature for a directly-connected radiometer setup 
using source combinations of either Ta and TH or TC and TH. Noise temperatures are calculated with 
RSEs (3.15) and (3.10). Using the correct RSE with the intended source temperature (e.g. Ta → 
(3.15) and TC → (3.10)) gives very comparable results to the ideal simulation, but using the RSE 
intended for the ambient source with a cold source introduces more error. 
 
A1 
A2 
A3 
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Figure 3.6  Predicted unknown DUT noise temperature for an indirectly-connected radiometer 
setup using source combinations of either Ta and TH or TC and TH. Noise temperatures are calculated 
with RSEs (3.15), (3.13), (3.12), (3.11), (3.10), (3.8), and (3.6). Best unknown DUT noise 
temperature predictions come from equations without mismatch included in formulation (i.e. RSEs 
(3.15) and (3.10)). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
K7 K6 
K2 
K3 K4 
K1 K5 
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Table 3.6  Predicted DUT noise temperature TX using multiple forms of the directly-connected RSE   
Path RSE # 
Description of Radiometer System 
Equation (RSE) Used 
Delivered powers (dBm) Predicted 
TX = [?]∙Ta PH PC PX 
1:2 
(3.15) 
Directly-connected, perfectly-
isolated, uncorrected RSE, TC = Ta, 
similar source mismatches, similar 
path-losses 
-61.267 
Pa   -73.188 
-64.019 
A1   
150.025 
PC    -73.372 
A2   
150.451 
(3.10) 
Directly-connected, perfectly-
isolated, uncorrected RSE, TC = TC, 
similar source mismatches, similar 
path-losses 
PC    -73.372 
A3   
150.026 
1:M:2 
(3.15) 
Directly-connected, perfectly-
isolated, uncorrected RSE, TC = Ta 
-61.019 
Pa   -72.987 
-63.743 
B1   
151.232 
PC   -73.171 
B2   
151.649 
(3.14) 
Directly-connected, perfectly-
isolated, partially-corrected RSE, TC 
= Ta, dissimilar source mismatches, 
similar path-losses 
Pa   -72.987 
B3   
153.600 
PC   -73.171 
B4   
154.025 
(3.10) 
Directly-connected, perfectly-
isolated, uncorrected RSE, TC = TC 
PC   -73.171 
B5   
151.228 
(3.9) 
Directly-connected, perfectly-
isolated, partially-corrected RSE, TC 
= TC, dissimilar source mismatches, 
similar path-losses 
PC   -73.171 
B6   
153.591 
1:M: 
I10dB:2 
(3.15) 
Directly-connected, perfectly-
isolated, uncorrected RSE, TC = Ta 
-60.686 
Pa   -72.728 
-63.377 
C1   
152.701 
PC    -72.915 
C2   
151.063 
(3.14) 
Directly-connected, perfectly-isolated, 
partially-corrected RSE, TC = Ta 
Pa   -72.728 
C3   
153.425 
PC    -72.915 
C4   
151.778 
(3.10) 
Directly-connected, perfectly-
isolated, uncorrected RSE, TC = TC 
PC   -72.915 
C5   
150.639 
(3.9) 
Directly-connected, perfectly-isolated, 
partially-corrected RSE, TC = TC 
PC   -72.915 
C6   
151.351 
1:M: 
I20dB:2 
(3.15) 
Directly-connected, perfectly-
isolated, uncorrected RSE, TC = Ta 
-60.840 
Pa   -72.849 
-63.533 
D1   
152.547 
PC    -73.034 
D2   
152.959 
(3.14) 
Directly-connected, perfectly-
isolated, partially-corrected RSE, TC 
= Ta 
Pa   -72.849 
D3   
152.680 
PC    -73.034 
D4   
153.093 
(3.10) 
Directly-connected, perfectly-
isolated, uncorrected RSE, TC = TC 
PC   -73.034 
D5   
152.541 
(3.9) 
Directly-connected, perfectly-isolated, 
partially-corrected RSE, TC = TC 
PC   -73.034 
D6   
152.674 
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Table 3.6 (Continued) 
Path RSE # Radiometer System Equation Used 
Delivered powers (dBm) Predicted 
TX = [?]∙Ta PH PC PX 
1:M: 
I40dB:2 
(3.15) 
Directly-connected, perfectly-
isolated, uncorrected RSE, TC = Ta 
-61.054 
Pa   -72.934 
-63.742 
E1   
152.446 
PC    -73.114 
E2   
152.860 
(3.14) 
Directly-connected, perfectly-isolated, 
partially-corrected RSE, TC = Ta 
Pa   -72.934 
E3   
152.455 
PC    -73.114 
E4   
152.870 
(3.10) 
Directly-connected, perfectly-
isolated, uncorrected RSE, TC = TC 
PC   -73.114 
E5   
152.442 
(3.9) 
Directly-connected, perfectly-isolated, 
partially-corrected RSE, TC = TC 
PC   -73.114 
E6   
152.452 
1:M: 
I60dB:2 
(3.15) 
Directly-connected, perfectly-
isolated, uncorrected RSE, TC = Ta 
-61.244 
Pa   -72.943 
-63.920 
F1   
152.487 
PC   -73.115 
F2   
152.901 
(3.14) 
Directly-connected, perfectly-isolated, 
partially-corrected RSE, TC = Ta 
Pa   -72.943 
F3   
152.488 
PC   -73.115 
F4   
152.902 
(3.10) 
Directly-connected, perfectly-
isolated, uncorrected RSE, TC = TC 
PC   -73.115 
F5   
152.483 
(3.9) 
Directly-connected, perfectly-isolated, 
partially-corrected RSE, TC = TC 
PC   -73.115 
F6   
152.484 
 
 
Table 3.7  Predicted DUT noise temperature TX using multiple forms of the indirectly-connected RSE 
Path RSE # Radiometer System Equation Used 
Delivered powers (dBm) Predicted 
TX = [?]∙Ta PH PC PX 
1:M:C:2 
(3.15) 
Indirectly-connected, perfectly-
isolated, uncorrected RSE, TC = Ta  
-61.789 
Pa   -73.369 
-64.560 
G1   
148.435 
(3.13) 
Indirectly-connected, perfectly-
isolated, partially-corrected RSE, 
TC = Ta 
G2   
140.990 
(3.12) 
Indirectly-connected, perfectly-
isolated, partially-corrected 
(classic) RSE, TC = Ta 
G3   
153.631 
(3.11) 
Indirectly-connected, perfectly-
isolated, partially-corrected RSE, 
TC = Ta  
G4   
153.723 
(3.10) 
Indirectly-connected, perfectly-
isolated, uncorrected RSE, TC = TC  
PC   -73.529 
G5   
148.413 
(3.8) 
Indirectly-connected, perfectly-
isolated, partially-corrected RSE, 
TC = TC  
G6   
140.982 
(3.6) 
Indirectly-connected, perfectly-
isolated, partially-corrected RSE, 
TC = TC  
G7   
153.714 
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Table 3.7 (Continued) 
Path RSE # Radiometer System Equation Used 
Delivered powers (dBm) Predicted 
TX = [?]∙Ta PH PC PX 
1:M:C: 
I10dB:2 
(3.15) 
Indirectly-connected, perfectly-isolated, 
uncorrected RSE, TC = Ta  
-61.267 
Pa   -72.938 
-63.961 
H1    
151.701 
(3.13) 
Indirectly-connected, perfectly-isolated, 
partially-corrected RSE, TC = Ta 
H2    
151.365 
(3.12) 
Indirectly-connected, perfectly-isolated, 
partially-corrected (classic) RSE, TC = Ta 
H3    
153.950 
(3.11) 
Indirectly-connected, perfectly-isolated, 
partially-corrected RSE, TC = Ta  
H4    
153.968 
(3.10) 
Indirectly-connected, perfectly-isolated, 
uncorrected RSE, TC = TC  
PC   -73.102 
H5    
151.681 
(3.8) 
Indirectly-connected, perfectly-isolated, 
partially-corrected RSE, TC = TC  
H6    
151.357 
(3.6) 
Indirectly-connected, perfectly-isolated, 
partially-corrected RSE, TC = TC  
H7    
153.960 
1:M:C: 
I20dB:2 
(3.15) 
Indirectly-connected, perfectly-isolated, 
uncorrected RSE, TC = Ta  
-61.442 
Pa   -72.827 
-64.108 
I1     
152.082 
(3.13) 
Indirectly-connected, perfectly-isolated, 
partially-corrected RSE, TC = Ta 
I2     
154.578 
(3.12) 
Indirectly-connected, perfectly-isolated, 
partially-corrected (classic) RSE, TC = Ta 
I3     
154.974 
(3.11) 
Indirectly-connected, perfectly-isolated, 
partially-corrected RSE, TC = Ta  
I4     
154.977 
(3.10) 
Indirectly-connected, perfectly-isolated, 
uncorrected RSE, TC = TC  
PC   -72.979 
I5     
152.060 
(3.8) 
Indirectly-connected, perfectly-isolated, 
partially-corrected RSE, TC = TC  
I6     
154.568 
(3.6) 
Indirectly-connected, perfectly-isolated, 
partially-corrected RSE, TC = TC  
I7     
154.967 
1:M:C: 
I40dB:2 
(3.15) 
Indirectly-connected, perfectly-isolated, 
uncorrected RSE, TC = Ta  
-61.668 
Pa   -72.891 
-64.328 
J1     
151.882 
(3.13) 
Indirectly-connected, perfectly-isolated, 
partially-corrected RSE, TC = Ta 
J2     
155.003 
(3.12) 
Indirectly-connected, perfectly-isolated, 
partially-corrected (classic) RSE, TC = Ta 
J3     
155.027 
(3.11) 
Indirectly-connected, perfectly-isolated, 
partially-corrected RSE, TC = Ta  
J4     
155.027 
(3.10) 
Indirectly-connected, perfectly-isolated, 
uncorrected RSE, TC = TC  
PC   -73.037 
J5     
151.860 
(3.8) 
Indirectly-connected, perfectly-isolated, 
partially-corrected RSE, TC = TC  
J6     
154.994 
(3.6) 
Indirectly-connected, perfectly-isolated, 
partially-corrected RSE, TC = TC  
J7     
155.018 
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Table 3.7 (Continued) 
Path RSE # Radiometer System Equation Used 
Delivered powers (dBm) Predicted 
TX = [?]∙Ta PH PC PX 
1:M:C: 
I60dB:2 
(3.15) 
Indirectly-connected, perfectly-isolated, 
uncorrected RSE, TC = Ta  
-61.857 
Pa   -72.901 
-64.504 
K1     
151.899 
(3.13) 
Indirectly-connected, perfectly-isolated, 
partially-corrected RSE, TC = Ta 
K2     
155.067 
(3.12) 
Indirectly-connected, perfectly-isolated, 
partially-corrected (classic) RSE, TC = Ta 
K3     
155.070 
(3.11) 
Indirectly-connected, perfectly-isolated, 
partially-corrected RSE, TC = Ta  
K4     
155.070 
(3.10) 
Indirectly-connected, perfectly-isolated, 
uncorrected RSE, TC = TC  
PC   -73.041 
K5     
151.879 
(3.8) 
Indirectly-connected, perfectly-isolated, 
partially-corrected RSE, TC = TC  
K6     
155.059 
(3.6) 
Indirectly-connected, perfectly-isolated, 
partially-corrected RSE, TC = TC  
K7     
155.061 
 
3.5 Conclusion 
A generic isolated radiometer system equation is derived for all possible calibration source 
combinations. This derivation overcomes a gap in previous literature where, until now, no generic, 
anatomically accurate, radiometer system equation was available for a source combination utilizing 
both a cold (temperature lower than ambient) and hot (temperature greater than ambient) 
reference source. The generic isolated radiometer system equation predicts comparable results to 
that of an ideal simulation. While improved isolation decreases measurement uncertainty, it does 
not improve the accuracy of estimated noise temperatures using a perfectly-isolated radiometer 
system equation assumption. In order to test this assertion, an imperfectly-isolated radiometer 
system equation should be derived and compared to the results above. 
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 Biological Tissue Phantoms Chapter 4
 
4.1 Introduction 
This dissertation validates a comprehensive closed-form analytical radiometric model by 
performing radiometric measurements on an anatomically accurate artificial human body testbed. 
This chapter highlights the development of this anatomically accurate artificial human body 
testbed. Human tissue-mimicking biological phantoms (bio-phantoms) allow users to design and 
test bio-sensors in a controlled environment without the need for an actual human body to be 
present. Bio-phantoms are artificially created materials that mimic the electrical and mechanical 
properties of realistic human tissues. In regards to radiometric sensing, an effective testbed 
validation scenario consists of a well-controlled temperature source in contact with other layered 
materials that isolate the bio-sensor from the source. This isolated temperature source setup 
provides an ideal validation apparatus which can help to determine the microwave thermometer’s 
ability to accurately predict subsurface temperature, provided that the temperature of the 
embedded source is precisely known. Bio-phantoms can come in liquid, semi-liquid, semi-solid, or 
solid states. Previous microwave thermometer testbeds have employed the use of either exclusively 
liquid phantom testbeds [12, 44] or hybrid phantom (a combination liquid and solid) testbeds [13, 
73]. 
This chapter highlights the development of a layered hybrid bio-phantom (consisting of a 
solid skin phantom, a solid fat phantom, and a liquid muscle phantom). Section 4.2 reviews relevant 
bio-phantom literature. Section 4.3 covers the methods used during the phantom development. 
Section 4.4 highlights the results from the phantom development. This chapter concludes with 
Section 4.5. 
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4.2 Review of Relevant Biological Tissue Phantom Literature 
4.2.1 Background 
Bio-phantoms are generally classified into liquid, semi-liquid, semi-solid, and solid states 
[74]. The distinction among a semi-liquid and a semi-solid state is that the semi-liquid is a material 
of a gel-like form and is more solid than a liquid but cannot hold its shape without an outside 
container, whereas the semi-solid is a material of a jelly-like form that is able to mold to any shape 
independently. A number of bio-phantom recipes are reviewed in Table 4.1 with respect to the 
recipe’s applicability to facilitate biomedical radiometric sensing. The reader is referred to [74-76] 
for exhaustive reviews on currently available literature for bio-phantom development. 
Table 4.1  Overview of available bio-phantoms and the applicability to enable radiometric sensing 
Work 
Main 
Ingredient 
Phantom 
Type 
State 
Applicability for Radiometric 
Sensing 
[77] 
Water, TX151, 
polyethylene 
powder 
Muscle, 
brain, skin 
Wet 
solid 
∙ Dries out ∙ bacteria prone ∙   
breaks if you flex too much 
[78] 
Water, gelatin, 
detergent 
Skin, fat, 
blood, muscle 
Gel 
∙ Has to be stored in an outside 
container ∙ hard to control 
thickness 
[79] 
Water, cooking 
oil, detergent, 
TX151, agar 
Fat Gel 
∙ Falls apart ∙ wet ∙ hard to 
control thickness 
[80] 
Water, sugar, 
HEC 
Muscle Liquid 
∙ Good properties for a liquid 
phantom over a narrow band 
[13, 73] Water, TX151 
Skin-muscle 
hybrid 
Solid 
∙ Dries out ∙ hard to control 
thickness 
[81] 
Silicon rubber, 
carbon powder 
Skin, fat, 
bone, muscle 
Solid 
∙ Can flex ∙ solid ∙ thickness 
easily controlled with certain 
recipes ∙ dry 
[82-84] 
Urethane 
rubber, 
graphite 
powder 
Skin, fat Solid 
∙ Can flex ∙ solid ∙ thickness 
easily controlled with certain 
recipes ∙ dry ∙ need to use a 
mechanical press to flatten 
mixtures with higher powder 
concentrations ∙ granular 
surface  
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4.2.2 Gap in Literature 
The availability of hybrid bio-phantom testbeds to validate radiometric thermometer 
systems is limited [13, 73]. Specifically, currently available skin bio-phantom recipes do not provide 
adequate processes to realize highly reproducible solid state phantoms that provide consistent 
mechanical and electrical properties. Previous solid state skin phantoms either (1) do not provide 
adequate details to recreate the phantom recipe [81, 85], (2) require specialized equipment to 
realize the phantom recipe [86], or (3) have inconsistencies between the phantom recipe and the 
actual mixing processes which lead to significant variations between the predicted and realized 
dielectric properties or require extremely invasive mixing techniques (e.g. the user is required to 
knead the messy phantom material by hand) [82-84]. 
4.2.3 Contribution of Research 
The dissertation contributes to the body of knowledge by providing a novel recipe for a 
solid state skin tissue mimicking phantom that accurately mimics the electrical properties of actual 
dry human skin versus frequency up to 18 GHz. The developed solid state skin phantom begins in 
pourable liquid form and then cures at room temperature into a dry solid state mold. Pourable solid 
state skin phantoms make realizing any desired thickness much easier as compared to previous 
recipes which require kneading by hand. 
4.3 Methodology  
Methods for the development of the skin, fat, and muscle bio-phantoms are presented. The 
muscle tissue-mimicking phantom is developed from a mixture of water, sugar, salt, 
hydroxethylcellulose (HEC), and bactericide. The presented recipe is adapted from methods 
originally used in [73, 80]. A similar recipe is ultimately employed, but weight proportions are 
chosen to give the proper EM response in the desired frequency range. The water is heated then the 
sugar, salt, and bactericide are added and are allowed to dissolve. Next, HEC is added and the 
mixture is stirred until dissolved. 
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The skin and fat tissue-mimicking phantoms are created from a combination of urethane 
rubber, graphite powder, and liquid solvents (acetone and amyl acetate, respectively). The 
presented recipes are adapted from methods originally used in [82-84]. Table 4.2 highlights the 
specific materials used during the solid phantom development. Urethane rubber was chosen as the 
matrix material because it could be developed with standard lab equipment and it would allow for 
curing at room temperature [82, 83]. Graphite powder is selected because it is shown to adequately 
provide permittivity values within the range of human body tissues when used in conjunction with 
a rubber matrix [82-84]. Urethane-graphite mixtures are cited to have a viscosity-based maximum 
mixing limit [82] so the liquid solvents are introduced to allow for the addition of more graphite 
(more graphite leads to higher permittivity values from cured mixtures).  
Table 4.2  Materials used for skin and fat tissue-phantom development 
Material Type 
Particle 
Size 
Supplier 
Urethane Rubber Vytaflex 20 ----- Smooth-On 
Graphite powder  Synthetic (7782-42-5) 7-11 μm Alfa-Aesar 
Solvent 
Acetone ----- Rust-Oleum 
Amyl Acetate (628-63-7) ----- ConsolidatedChemical 
 
All materials are weighed for proper ratio and are mixed by hand with wooden sticks in 
either paper or polyethylene cups. The choice of cup should be carefully chosen due to the 
possibility of the solvent reacting with certain plastic-based cups. Polypropylene reacts with both 
solvents and is not a good choice for the mixing cup. Mixture homogeneity is assessed by both 
visual inspection and the perceived resistance to flow by the mixing stick (i.e. for homogenous 
mixtures the resistance to flow would be minimal). Any mixtures that either appeared 
inhomogeneous or exhibited a high resistance to flow are kneaded by hand. The addition of the 
solvent removes the need for kneading by hand. Typically, the high graphite content samples that 
are prepared without using a solvent are more likely to require kneading by hand. The time 
required to mix a single sample is completed well before one-fourth of the total published pot life 
(the amount of time it takes for the initial mixed viscosity value to double). Mixtures are poured 
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into a mold and are allowed to cure over 24 hours. Agilent’s open-ended coaxial probe is used to 
measure dielectric properties for all phantoms over a frequency range of 0.1 GHz to 18 GHz.  An 
average value is calculated from five recorded dielectric measurements. 
4.4 Skin, Fat, and Muscle Tissue-Mimicking Bio-Phantoms 
4.4.1 Bio-Phantom Recipes  
Phantom recipes designed to mimic dry human skin, fat, and muscle tissue are introduced. 
Table 4.3 highlights all phantom recipes. The skin phantom is composed of urethane → 55% of the 
total graphite/urethane weight, graphite → 45% of the total graphite/urethane weight, and acetone 
→ 42% of the graphite weight. The fat phantom is made up of urethane → 92% of the total 
graphite/urethane weight, graphite → 8% of the total graphite/urethane weight, and amyl acetate 
→ 10% of the total graphite/urethane weight. The muscle phantom is comprised of water → 57% of 
the total weight, sugar → 41% of the total weight, salt → 0.35 % of the total weight, HEC → 0.1% of 
the total weight, and bactericide → 0.27% of the total weight. 
Table 4.3  Recipes for hybrid tissue-phantom 
Material 
Skin 
(weight %) 
Fat 
(weight %) 
Muscle 
(weight %) 
Urethane rubber 55% 92% ----- 
Graphite powder 45% 8% ----- 
Acetone 
42% of graphite 
weight 
----- ----- 
Amyl Acetate ----- 
10% of total 
graphite/urethane 
weight 
----- 
Water ----- ----- 57% 
Sugar ----- ----- 41% 
Salt ----- ----- 0.35% 
Hydroxethylcellulose (HEC) ----- ----- 0.1% 
Bactericide (Borax) ----- ----- 0.27% 
 
4.4.2 Bio-Phantom Electrical Properties 
The dielectric properties of the hybrid phantoms are presented. Figure 4.1 compares the 
dielectric constant and the loss-tangent for the developed skin, fat, and muscle phantoms to the 
industry standard Gabriel measured dielectric properties [33-36]. The liquid muscle phantom 
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predicts the industry standard values very closely from 0.5 to 2.5 GHz. This feature of a well-
matched dielectric constant over a relatively small bandwidth is expected for liquid state tissue 
phantoms. The fat phantom mimics the dielectric constant extremely close over the full 18 GHz 
measurement bandwidth. The skin phantom also mimics the dielectric constant closely over the 
bandwidth, with the exception of lower frequencies. The dispersive nature of the graphite powder 
has to be further accommodated for at lower frequencies (i.e. a different urethane/graphite mixture 
to decrease phantom permittivity values at lower frequencies). It is also important to note that the 
loss-tangent for the skin phantom is decreasing as frequency increases. This EM response may be 
caused by the graphite powder that is closer to the top surface possibly settling and ultimately not 
forming a dense matrix of graphite and urethane. This EM response is highly favorable for other 
applications which may need higher dielectric constants and lower loss-tangents at higher 
frequencies (e.g. antenna and electronic circuit designs). 
 
Figure 4.1  Dielectric constants and loss-tangents of human tissue-mimicking phantoms compared 
to the industry standard Gabriel measured values. 
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4.4.3 Bio-Phantom Mechanical Properties 
The relevant mechanical properties of the developed skin bio-phantom are presented and 
are compared against the mechanical properties of older phantom recipes. Figure 4.2 compares the 
finished surfaces from the newly developed skin bio-phantom to the skin bio-phantom developed in 
[82, 83] (i.e. composed of urethane → 63%, graphite → 30%, and carbon black → 7%). The surface 
finish from the new sample is smoother and has fewer cracks than the old recipe. This surface finish 
difference is due to the new recipe being a pourable mixture as opposed to the old recipe requiring 
the use of hand kneading and has to be pressed against a plane in order to form a flat surface. 
 
Figure 4.2  Comparison of cured samples from old recipe sample [82, 83] (left) to new recipe 
sample (right). Surface finish of the new sample is finer and has fewer cracks than the old recipe. 
 
4.5 Conclusion 
An electrically accurate skin and fat bio-phantom design are presented. The addition of 
solvents to a urethane and graphite based solid state tissue phantom recipe helps to control the bio-
phantom permittivity and allows for improved physical properties. However, the addition of 
solvents also increases the formation of air bubbles. Degassing is needed to remove the air bubbles 
more quickly and the use of an oven allows for faster curing times.  
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 Design of On-Body Inward Facing Antennas Chapter 5
 
5.1 Introduction 
Microwave (MW) radiometric sensing is a means to realize portable, non-invasive, wireless 
thermometry in order to detect internal body temperatures [12, 13]. The antennas used in MW 
radiometry have special considerations in that they must meet high beam efficiency, low ohmic 
loss, narrow beam solid angle, and high input matching requirements [28, 87]. In [88], the antenna 
is regarded as one of the most critical components limiting radiometer system performance as 
being viable for both treatment and detection in the biomedical realm.  
Human body antenna designs should explicitly show that all requirements for successful 
sensing have been met. Many antenna designs for human body sensing exhibit adequate in-band 
return loss (≥10dB) [12, 13, 15-27], but the radiation characteristics are not always presented. 
Significant shortcomings in the antenna pattern can be masked if the radiation pattern is not 
provided. Particularly, the antenna should radiate in the broadside direction toward the body and 
should not be sensitive to the ambient environment nor other areas outside of the body. The 
microstrip antenna is a popular category of antenna to use during human body sensing due to its 
compact size, planar structure, and ability to be made conformal. Also, it is well documented that 
unwanted and augmented side lobes occur when surface waves reach the edge of a finite ground 
plane and radiate into the propagation medium [89]. This surface wave propagation negatively 
affects both the efficiency and radiation pattern of microstrip antennas [89] and must be mitigated 
in order to accurately sense while the antenna is on-body.  
This chapter presents a design process for inward facing spiral antennas used for on-body 
sensing. A novel implementation of an in-plane, continuous, quasi-corrugated, cylindrically-
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symmetric, electromagnetic bandgap (EBG) structure is used to mitigate unwanted side lobes that 
arise from on-body inward facing antennas. The effectiveness of the approach is highlighted by 
comparing both the simulated and measured radiation characteristics of an on-body spiral antenna 
with and without the EBG structure. Experimental measurements show an improvement in the 
broadside gain, side gain, and rear gain of +3.84 dB, -2.64 dB, and -8dB, respectively from the EBG 
antenna over the convention antenna. Likewise, simulations show an improvement in the broadside 
gain, side gain, and rear gain of +0dB, -7dB, and -7dB, respectively. Main beam efficiency is 
improved from 45.33% and 54.43% for the conventional antenna to 87.59% and 86.36% for the 
EBG antenna for simulated and measured beam efficiencies, respectively. 
This chapter highlights the result of the inclusion of an in-plane electromagnetic bandgap 
structure within an on-body inward facing spiral antenna design and demonstrates an 
improvement in the antenna radiation characteristics. Section 5.2 overviews the available antennas 
for human body sensing with a particular focus on on-body sensing. Section 5.3 discusses the 
design of spiral antennas for contact sensing and highlights the problems that arise within the 
radiation pattern for this sensing scenario. Section 5.4 investigates the effect that a tuned 
electromagnetic bandgap surface plays on improving radiation characteristics. This work concludes 
with Section 5.5. 
5.2 Overview of Human Body Sensing Antennas 
Various antenna types (e.g. spiral, patch, waveguide, monopole, slot, elliptical) have been 
used for human body radiometric sensing. Typically these antennas fall within configurations of 
either on-body or off-body within the near-field. Table 5.1 highlights the types of human sensing 
antennas used, the applied antenna configuration, and the inclusion or exclusion of the antenna 
radiation pattern within each work. Most of the works do not include the antenna radiation pattern, 
but only specific absorption rate (SAR) information.  
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Table 5.1  Review of inward facing human body sensing antennas  
Work Antenna Type 
Configuration 
(On-Body or Off-Body) 
Inclusion of 
radiation 
pattern 
[12] Dipole and spiral 
On-body (water 
phantom) 
----- 
[15] 
Dual concentric conductor, 
logarithmic spiral, Archimedean spiral, dielectric-
filled rectangular waveguide 
On-body (water-bath) ----- 
[13, 16] Cavity-backed slot 
Off-body (hybrid 
phantom) 
Far-field 
radiation 
pattern 
[17] L-shaped monopole On-body (water) ----- 
[18, 19] Dielectric-filled rectangular waveguide On-body (water-bath) 
Power loss 
density (PLD) 
[20] Circular-slot On-body (water-bolus) 
Specific 
absorption rate 
(SAR) 
[21] Elliptical antenna 
On-body (human hand, 
chest, hip, belly) 
----- 
[22] Loop-less antenna Embedded (gel phantom) ----- 
[23-25] Logarithmic spiral 
On-body (head/urine 
phantom) 
PLD, SAR 
[26] Slot  with dual concentric square patch 
On-body (multilayered 
liquid phantom) 
SAR 
[27] Co-planar grounded ring antenna On-body  SAR 
 
5.2.1 Gap in Literature 
Designing antennas for human body contact sensing imposes a number of restrictions that 
are unique to this specific case. In this scenario, antenna input match along with radiation and beam 
efficiencies must be precisely known and maximized. Few works exist in literature that explicitly 
outlines how to design antennas for on-body inward facing applications [12, 13, 15-27]. Of the 
available on-body antenna designs most provide SAR patterns, but do not include antenna radiation 
patterns for the scenario when the antenna is in contact with the body [12, 15, 17-27]. Most of these 
works also do not discuss the proper way to mitigate unwanted side lobes that become apparent 
during an on-body or near-field sensing application. 
5.2.2 Contribution of Research 
The dissertation contributes to the body of knowledge by providing a novel implementation 
of a quasi-corrugated, cylindrically symmetric, electromagnetic bandgap (EBG) structure that is 
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used to mitigate unwanted side lobes that arise from inward facing antennas. This work also 
highlights the differences in designing for embedded antennas versus on-body inward facing 
antennas. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, this is the first time that this type of in-plane 
quasi-corrugated cylindrically- symmetric EBG has been used for an on-body spiral antenna. 
5.3 Conventional Spiral Antenna Design for Contact Sensing 
The design of an on-body inward sensing spiral antenna is presented. A one-arm 
Archimedean spiral antenna is chosen as the candidate antenna due to its wideband impedance 
characteristics, high efficiency, and the relative ease in realizing a feeding network. A design 
process is presented to attain satisfactory impedance match for an antenna in contact with a human 
tissue-mimicking phantom. Simulated and measured results are shown for the conventional spiral 
antenna. 
5.3.1 Archimedean Spiral Governing Equations 
Archimedean spiral antennas are considered frequency independent because of the 
broadband pattern and impedance characteristics they exhibit [90]. A one-arm Archimedean spiral 
antenna [91] is modeled using the curves specified in  
 𝑅𝑀 = 𝑟𝑖𝑛,𝑀 + 𝐶𝑒𝑥𝑝 ∙ 𝛷𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒, (5.1) 
   
where M = curve ‘a’ or ‘b’, RM represents the radial distance along the surface, Cexp is the expansion 
coefficient of spiral (equals 1 for Archimedean spiral), Φangle is the rotation angle which is equal to 
2π∙(# of spiral turns), rin is the inner radius of spiral at a rotation angle of zero, rout is the outer 
radius of spiral at the maximum rotation angle, and w is the spiral width which equals to rin,b(Φangle) 
– rin,a(Φangle). The active region of a spiral (where coherent radiation occurs because currents along 
the spiral arms have identical phase) is realized when the circumference of the spiral equals one 
wavelength. The theoretical minimum, fmin, and maximum, fmax, frequency limit of operation are 
given in equation (5.2), respectively 
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𝑓𝑚𝑖𝑛 =
𝑐
(2𝜋 ∙ 𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑡√𝜀𝑟,𝑒𝑓𝑓)
⁄ , 
𝑓𝑚𝑎𝑥 =
𝑐
(2𝜋 ∙ 𝑟𝑖𝑛√𝜀𝑟,𝑒𝑓𝑓),
⁄  
(5.2) 
   
where c is the speed of light, εr,eff is the effective relative permittivity of the propagation medium, rin 
= rin,a(Φ0), and rout = Cexp∙Φmax + rin,b(Φ0). 
5.3.2 Design Flow for On-body Inward Facing Spiral Antennas 
The design process for an on-body, inward facing, one-arm Archimedean spiral antenna is 
described. The initial antenna dimensions are obtained from equation (5.2). A composite dielectric 
quantity is defined for the stratified body tissue layers. The composite or effective permittivity is 
the sum of all dielectric constants for each tissue layer up to the plane wave power penetration 
depth. The Lorentz–Lorenz effective medium approximation (EMA) is used to average the 
components into a composite material. The Lorentz–Lorenz EMA [92] is shown by  
 
εr,eff  − 1
εr,eff  + 2
= ∑𝑣𝑖 ∙
𝜀𝑖 − 1
𝜀𝑖 + 2
𝑁
𝑖=1
, (5.3) 
   
where εi and vi are complex dielectric constants and volume fractions, respectively, of layer i. The 
antenna is designed in a lossless effective propagation medium (εr,eff  from equation (5.3)) with no 
ground plane using the above spiral parameters. A substrate and a ground plane are added to the 
design at a distance very near to λeff/4 from antenna. Manufacturing process restrictions determine 
the closet obtainable substrate height to the λeff/4 distance. Dielectric losses are added to the full-
space composite medium and the antenna parameters are re-tuned. The full space medium is 
replaced by finite thickness stratified lossy tissue layers and the antenna is retuned. After a 
satisfactory impedance match is obtained, the radiation pattern is corrected (refer to Section 5.4). 
5.3.3 Conventional Spiral Antenna Geometry and Phantom Testbed Setup 
The structure and final dimensions of the proposed antenna are outlined in Figure 5.1. The 
antenna is printed on a 6.35 mm-thick FR-4 substrate using a commercial PCB printing process. The 
antenna is fed with a panel mount SMA-connector with an extruded Teflon insulator. Open-ended 
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stubs are inserted between the spiral windings to allow for the integration of resistive loading in 
order to artificially emulate substrate loss. This artificial addition of loss, highlighted in [93], is 
meant to intentionally reduce the radiation efficiency of the spiral antenna (by increasing substrate 
loss) for a future project, and is outside of the scope of this chapter. The previous statement 
regarding the resistive loading is only mentioned to explain the presence of the open-ended stubs. 
 
Figure 5.1  Antenna structure and dimensions. (Left) full antenna. (Right) enlarged spiral. Lgnd 
(ground length) = Wgnd (ground width) = 152.4mm, t (substrate thickness) = 6.35mm, rin.a = 
3.8mm, rout = 17.64mm, w = 1.28mm, Φa = 12.36 rad-mm, Φb = 12.56 rad-mm, gstub (stub gap) = 
1.635mm, wstub (stub width) = 1.65mm. 
 
A four-layer human tissue-mimicking phantom, where layer 1 represents solid skin 
phantom with a thickness of 3.3 mm, layer 2 represents solid fat phantom with a thickness of 6.25 
mm, layer 3 represents a liquid muscle phantom with a thickness of 76.2 mm, and layer 4 
represents air with an infinite thickness, is used during testing (Figure 5.2). Each human tissue-
mimicking phantom is developed from separate recipes. More detail on the tissue phantom 
development is included in Chapter 4. All dielectric constants for the phantoms are independently 
measured and are used as theoretical values during the design phase. The frequency dependent 
dielectric constants of the skin, fat, and muscle human tissue-mimicking phantoms as well as a 
composite phantom from skin, fat and muscle are given in Figure 5.3.  
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Figure 5.2  Setup for antenna in contact with tissue phantom testbed.  
 
 
Figure 5.3  Dielectric constants and loss-tangents of human tissue-mimicking phantoms. 
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5.3.4 Conventional Spiral Antenna Performance 
Ansys HFSS is used to simulate the conventional antenna reflection coefficient across a 
frequency range of 0.1 to 3 GHz for four different propagation environments. The four propagation 
environments are illustrated with Figure 5.4: (a) embedded in full-space air, (b) embedded within a 
full-space effective dielectric body, (c) in contact with an infinite volume upper half-space effective 
dielectric body, and (d) in contact with a finite volume multi-layered upper space dielectric body. 
Figure 5.5 shows the simulated reflection coefficients for the conventional antenna with the four 
abovementioned cases. Each simulated case gives a similar reflection coefficient response. These 
reflection coefficient similarities imply that simpler design scenarios (the full-space and half-space 
composite setups) can be used as an initial approximation for more complex design scenarios (the 
stratified multi-layer setup). Figure 5.6 compares the conventional antenna simulated and 
measured reflection coefficients for propagation environment’s (a) in air and (d) in contact with a 
finite volume multilayer upper half-space dielectric body. A network analyzer is used to measure 
the reflection coefficient for the fabricated conventional antenna in contact with the stratified 
human tissue phantom. The reflection coefficient for both the measured and simulated on-body 
sensing scenario is better than -10dB over the frequency range of 0.4 to 3+ GHz. Likewise, the 
reflection coefficient is better than -20dB over the frequency ranges of 0.9 to 1.55 GHz and 1.8 to 
2.4 GHz for the measured on-body sensing scenario and better then -20dB over the frequency range 
of 0.72 to 2.52 GHz for the same simulated scenario. The measured and simulated reflection 
coefficients for the antenna in the air match reasonably well. However, the measured reflection 
coefficient for the on-body antenna displays more resonances than the simulated response. These 
differences are believed to be due to the uncertainty in the measurement of the actual permittivity 
value of the phantoms used during measurements. A notable difference between the simulation and 
actual setup lies in the assumption that there is a static dielectric constant per frequency for each 
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individual phantom when in reality the actual phantom exhibits changes in the dielectric constant 
with spatial area and depth.  
 
 
Figure 5.4  Setup for antenna in different propagation environments: (a) full-space air, (b) full-
space composite body, (c) infinite volume upper half-space composite body, (d) finite volume half-
space stratified body. 
 
 
Figure 5.5  Simulated reflection coefficient for conventional antenna within propagation 
environments include: (a) full-space air, (b) full-space composite body, (c) infinite volume half-
space composite body, (d) finite volume half-space stratified body.  
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Figure 5.6  Measured and simulated reflection coefficient for conventional antenna in propagation 
environments (a) full-space air and (d) finite volume stratified half-space body. 
 
Ansys HFSS is also used to simulate the antenna radiation patterns at 1.4 GHz. The 
fabricated antenna radiation patterns are measured in an anechoic chamber. The normalized 
realized gains for the four simulated cases are given in Figure 5.7. The antenna pattern is 
maximized in the side direction for the full-space case, while the pattern is maximized in the 
reverse direction for the half-space cases. The difference in the propagation environment is notable 
because the full-space lossy body (which emulates an embedded antenna) provides equal 
attenuation in all directions and helps to more evenly distribute the antenna pattern. The nulls in all 
patterns (which are more pronounced in the full-space pattern) are the result of surface wave 
propagation causing destructive interference. In contrast, on-body inward facing antennas only 
have attenuation in the forward direction from the body and no losses in all other directions from 
air. As the half-space patterns suggest, a surface wave suppression method must be implemented in 
order to ensure that the antenna has an adequate pattern for on-body sensing. Both half-space 
patterns are similar which implies that the composite scenario can be used as an initial 
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approximation for the stratified scenario. The measured and simulated radiation patterns for the 
antenna in air and in contact with the body are given in Figure 5.8 and Figure 5.9, respectively.  
     
Figure 5.7  Simulated radiation pattern for conventional antenna within propagation environments 
include: (a) full-space air, (b) full-space composite body, (c) infinite volume half-space composite 
body, (d) finite volume half-space stratified body.  
 
   
Figure 5.8  Measured and simulated radiation pattern for conventional antenna in propagation 
environment (a) full-space air.  
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Figure 5.9  Measured and simulated radiation pattern for conventional antenna in propagation 
environment (d) finite volume half-space stratified body. 
 
5.3.4.1 Conventional Spiral Antenna Efficiency 
The efficiencies for the conventional spiral antenna are calculated with the principles 
highlighted in Appendix A. The simulated and measured main beam efficiency at 1.4 GHz for the 
propagation environment (d), where the spiral antenna is in contact with a finite volume multi-
layered upper space dielectric body, are 45.33% and 54.43%, respectively. The simulated radiation 
efficiency at 1.4 GHz for the propagation environments (b), where the spiral antenna is embedded 
within a full-space lossless effective dielectric body, and (c), where the spiral antenna is in contact 
with an infinite volume upper half-space lossless effective dielectric body, are 96.908% and 
95.797%, respectively. The radiation efficiency for the lossless propagation environments (b) and 
(c) are simulated instead of the lossless propagation environment (d) due to the increased memory 
constraints involved with simulating the multi-layered finite volume body.  
5.4 Improvement to On-Body Inward Facing Antenna Design using an EBG Structure 
The design of an in-plane continuous EBG cylindrical structure is presented and integrated 
with the previous conventional spiral antenna design. Simulated and measured results are 
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presented for a spiral antenna integrated with the EBG structure. Radiation characteristics are 
compared for the scenarios with and without the EBG structure.  
5.4.1 Pattern Correction Using an EBG Structure 
Special attention must be paid to the design of inward facing on-body antennas in order to 
mitigate unwanted side lobes that arise in the antenna pattern. For microstrip antennas, these 
augmented side lobes can occur due to the unwanted propagation of surface waves. Dielectric slabs 
and metal surfaces over a ground plane (non-grounded structures) support surface waves. As 
Figure 5.10 suggests, surface waves radiate when discontinuities exist within an antenna structure. 
The surface waves that become trapped in the substrate, travel toward and lead to diffraction at the 
edges of a finite ground plane. This ground plane edge diffraction leads to unwanted radiation into 
the propagation medium. Surface wave propagation can negatively affect the efficiency and 
radiation pattern of a microstrip antenna and can also cause undesirable mutual coupling between 
neighboring devices [89].  
 
 
Figure 5.10  Surface-wave propagation for a conventional antenna above a finite ground plane. 
 
Electromagnetic bandgap (EBG) structures have been used to alter the geometry of a 
structure so that surface waves can be attenuated as they travel across the structure [89]. The 
corrugated structure (Figure 5.11), a type of EBG, is a metal slab where vertical slots have been cut 
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out [94]. The slots are treated as a parallel-plate transmission line where the slot depth is typically 
one-quarter wavelength long. The ground plane (or short circuit) at the bottom of the slot is 
transformed into an open circuit at the top of the slot and this transformation results in a high 
impedance value. Describing this process in another way, the corrugated structure makes the 
ground plane appear electrically larger due to the current travelling a longer distance in contrast to 
a planar ground plane. Also, the slot depths can be reduced by introducing a loading material. 
Dielectric loading for the corrugated structure has drawbacks due to special machining which is not 
practical, along with an increased cost and weight that is required to realize the one-quarter 
wavelength corrugated structure slot depth for lower frequencies. 
 
Figure 5.11  Corrugated EBG structure limiting surface-wave propagation for a conventional 
antenna above a finite ground plane. 
 
The EBG structure used in this work is an evolution from the typical corrugated structure. 
The presented structure combines the advantages of the typical corrugated structure with the low 
profile geometry of the Sievenpiper mushroom-like structure [95]. The basic premise of the 
proposed EBG is that both dielectric loading and the inductance to ground can be increased to 
lower the EBG structure resonance frequency. There must be many corrugations per wavelength, 
but the number of corrugations is managed with consideration to both the amount of available 
surface area on the substrate and the manufacturing process limitations (e.g. smallest feature size 
capability). 
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5.4.2 Spiral Surrounded by a Cylindrically Symmetric EBG  
The structure and final dimensions for the proposed antenna are identical to the 
conventional antenna, described in Section 5.3.3, with the exception of an array of in-plane 
continuous grounded concentric annular rings surrounding the antenna (herein referred to the EBG 
spiral antenna). Figure 5.12 shows both a full-view and zoomed-in view of the EBG spiral antenna. 
Annular rings, 0.64 mm-wide, on the substrate surface are spaced 1.92 mm-apart. Vias to ground 
with diameters of 0.3048 mm are placed every 11.25° on each annular ring. A floating conductor 
with a width of 1.1276 mm is wedged between every two consecutive grounded annular rings. The 
floating and grounded conductors are separated with a 0.3962 mm-gap. 
 
 
Figure 5.12 Full-view (left) and zoomed-in view (right) of the EBG spiral antenna.  
 
5.4.3 EBG Structure Unit-Cell and an Equivalent Circuit for Dispersion Analysis  
The EBG structure surrounding the antenna is cylindrically periodic, so a radial unit-cell is 
formed from a slice of the EBG array sectored halfway between two vias and the center of board 
(Figure 5.13). The radial unit-cell is transformed into the rectangular unit-cell (seen in Figure 5.14). 
The corresponding rectangular unit-cell of the EBG structure consists of a grounded conductor with 
a 0.64 mm-width (wcond_gnd) and a via with a 0.3048 mm-diameter (diavia) wedged between floating 
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conductors with a 1.1276 mm-width (wcond_float) and a 0.3962 mm-gap width (gap). The unit cell 
9.5504 mm-length (lengthuc) represents the average radial arc length of the EBG array for an 11.25° 
via separation (spacingvia). An average arc length is calculated since the arc length varies from the 
maximum rcorr,max and minimum rcorr,min corrugation radius. 
 
Figure 5.13  Generic EBG structure showing how the radial unit-cell is transformed into a 
rectangular unit-cell. 
 
 
Figure 5.14  Rectangular EBG unit cell. 
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5.4.3.1 EBG Unit-Cell Equivalent Circuit Dispersion Analysis  
The equivalent circuit for the EBG unit-cell is given in Figure 5.15. The unit cell is modeled 
by (1) a transmission line section of length 0.5∙l1, (2) a capacitive pi-network modeling the gaps 
between t-lines, (3) another transmission line section of length 0.5∙l2, and (4) a shunt inductance at 
the midpoint of the unit cell modeling the via to ground. The unit cell is symmetric about the 
inductor. 
Applying dispersion analysis concepts similar to [30, 96], the ABCD matrix parameters for a 
cascade of all unit-cell elements are given by 
[
𝐴 𝐵
𝐶 D
] = 𝑇𝑇𝐿1𝑇𝐶2𝑇𝐶1𝑇𝐶2𝑇𝑇𝐿2𝑇2𝐿 ∙ 𝑇2𝐿𝑇𝑇𝐿2𝑇𝐶2𝑇𝐶1𝑇𝐶2𝑇𝑇𝐿1  
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(5.4) 
   
where TTL1, TC1, TC2, TTL2, and T2L are the individual transmission matrices of the first t-line section 
with length l1, capacitor C1, capacitor C2, the second t-line section with length l2, and inductor L, 
respectively, and β is the propagation constant of the unloaded line. The equivalent circuit 
dispersion relation, which defines the passband of the structure, is given by 
cos(𝜃) =  (𝐴 + 𝐷) 2⁄ , (5.5) 
   
where θ is the phase shift across the full unit cell. 
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Figure 5.15  Equivalent circuit for the EBG unit-cell and designation of capacitor, inductor and 
transmission-line sub-cells. 
 
While the EBG unit-cell equivalent circuit is provided above the lumped element circuit 
values from the sub-cell elements must be extracted. Ansys HFSS is used to model the scattering 
parameters of the individual sub-cell elements. The corresponding wave-port setups for the HFSS 
sub-cell equivalent circuit value extraction is shown for the capacitive pi-network, the shunt 
inductor network, and the transmission-line network in Figure 5.16, Figure 5.17, and Figure 5.18, 
respectively.  
 
Figure 5.16  HFSS setup for capacitive pi-network. 
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Figure 5.17  HFSS setup for inductor network. 
 
 
Figure 5.18  HFSS setup for transmission-line network. 
 
The equivalent circuit lumped element values are extracted for the capacitive pi-network, 
the shunt inductance, and the transmission line sections using ABCD parameters [30]. The series 
capacitance Cgap in the capacitive pi-network is found by 
𝐶𝑔𝑎𝑝 = 𝐶1 =
−𝑗
𝜔 ∙ imag(𝑍𝐶)
,  
𝑍𝐶 =
1
−𝑌12
. 
(5.6) 
   
where Zc is the impedance of the capacitive pi-network and Y12 are the corresponding Y-parameters 
of the capacitive network. The shunt capacitance Cshunt in the capacitive pi-network is found by 
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𝐶𝑠ℎ𝑢𝑛𝑡 = 𝐶2 =
imag(𝑌𝐶)
𝑗𝜔
,  
𝑌𝐶 = 𝑌11 + 𝑌12. 
(5.7) 
   
where Yc is the admittance of the capacitive pi-network and Y11 are the corresponding Y-
parameters of the capacitive network. The shunt inductance Lshunt is found by 
𝐿𝑠ℎ𝑢𝑛𝑡 = 𝐿 =
−𝑗
𝜔 ∙ imag(𝑌𝐿)
,  
𝑌𝐿 = −
𝑌11𝑌22 − 𝑌12𝑌21
𝑌21
. 
(5.8) 
   
where YL is the admittance of the inductive network and Y11, Y12, Y21, Y22 are the corresponding Y-
parameters of the inductive network. 
5.4.3.2 EBG Unit Cell Dispersion Analysis from HFSS Simulations 
Ansys HFSS eigenmode solver is used to simulate the dispersion diagram for the unit cell of 
the EBG surface contour along the x-direction. The x-directed bandgap, seen in Figure 5.19, falls 
between 1.25 to 5.97 GHz. Only the x-directed dispersion is simulated since the spiral antenna E-
field propagates in the direction perpendicular to the EBG surface.  
 
Figure 5.19  The x-directed dispersion diagram for EBG unit-cell using the ADS eigenmode solver.  
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5.4.4 Spiral Antenna with EBG Performance and Results 
Figure 5.20 shows the simulated reflection coefficients for the EBG antenna with the four 
propagation environments mentioned in Figure 5.4. The reflection properties for the antenna 
surrounded by the EBG structure give similar responses for both the composite and stratified 
propagation environments. Again, this comparable reflection coefficient response makes the 
composite environment ideal for the initial antenna matching design phase. The simulated and 
measured reflection coefficients for the on-body spiral antenna surrounded by the EBG are given in 
Figure 5.21. The reflection coefficient is better than -10dB over the frequency range of 0.65 to 2.1 
GHz for the simulated results and better than -10dB over the frequency range of 0.65 to 1.6 GHz for 
the measured results.  
The normalized realized gains for the four simulated cases are given in Figure 5.22. All cases 
exhibit higher broadside gains than in any other direction. The simulated and measured normalized 
gains for the on-body EBG spiral antenna at 1.4 GHz are given in Figure 5.23. The maximum side 
lobe and rear lobe are ~7dB and ~8dB lower, respectively, than the broadside value in both cases. 
Figure 5.24 compares the radiation characteristics of the EBG spiral antenna to the conventional 
antenna for the same on-body stratified propagation environment. A noticeable appreciation to the 
forward propagating antenna pattern is seen for both the simulated and measured scenarios. The 
EBG spiral normalized gain has the following improvements over the respective simulated and 
measured conventional antenna gain: broadside gain ~+3.84dB/+0dB, side gain ~-2.64dB/-7dB, 
and rear gain ~-8dB/-7dB. 
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Figure 5.20  Simulated reflection coefficient of EBG antenna for four propagation environments.  
 
 
 
Figure 5.21  Simulated and measured reflection coefficient of EBG antenna in contact with half-
space stratified human tissue phantom.  
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Figure 5.22  Simulated radiation pattern for EBG antenna within propagation environments 
include: (a) full-space air, (b) full-space composite body, (c) infinite volume half-space composite 
body, (d) finite volume half-space stratified body.  
 
 
Figure 5.23  Simulated (red dashed line) and measured (blue solid line) normalized gain (dB) of 
EBG spiral antenna in contact with human tissue phantom.  
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Figure 5.24  Simulated (left) and measured (right) normalized gain (dB) of EBG spiral antenna 
versus conventional spiral antenna in contact with human tissue phantom. 
 
5.4.4.1 Spiral Antenna with EBG Efficiency 
The efficiencies for the EBG spiral antenna are calculated with the principles highlighted in 
Appendix A. The simulated and measured main beam efficiency at 1.4 GHz for the propagation 
environment (d), where the spiral antenna is in contact with a finite volume multi-layered upper 
space dielectric body, are 87.59% and 86.36%, respectively. The simulated radiation efficiency at 
1.4 GHz for the propagation environments (b), where the EBG spiral antenna is embedded within a 
full-space lossless effective dielectric body, and (c), where the EBG spiral antenna is in contact with 
an infinite volume upper half-space lossless effective dielectric body, are 93.58% and 95.429%, 
respectively.  
5.5 Conclusion 
Unwanted side lobes arise when designing antennas for contact human body sensing. If the 
antenna does not mostly radiate in the direction towards the body, it will be more sensitive to the 
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outside environment and less to the body. An in-plane, continuous, quasi-corrugated, cylindrically 
symmetric, EBG structure is integrated with an on-body spiral antenna design to improve 
undesired radiation characteristics. Main beam efficiency is improved from 45.33% and 54.43% for 
the conventional antenna to 87.59% and 86.36% for the EBG antenna for simulated and measured 
beam efficiencies, respectively. Likewise, the following gain improvements (from the conventional 
spiral antenna to the EBG spiral antenna) were realized for the simulated and measured antenna 
gain, respectively: broadside gain ~ +3.84dB/+0dB, side gain ~ -2.64dB/-7dB, and rear gain ~ -8 
dB/-7dB. The inclusion of the EBG structure does indeed improve the radiation characteristics of 
on-body inward facing antennas. 
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 Coherent and Non-Coherent Radiative Transfer Models Chapter 6
 
6.1 Introduction 
Microwave radiometry has proven to be an effective approach to achieve internal body 
wireless thermometry [12, 13]. Since radiometric thermometry is an entirely passive sensing 
technique, prior knowledge of the scattering and emission within the stratified tissues of the human 
body must be known in order to accurately correlate the electromagnetic (EM) behavior of the 
multi-layered body tissues back to the passive measurement of absolute sub-skin temperature.   
The effective scattering and emission within any multi-layered dielectric structure can be 
described by either a coherent or non-coherent process. The coherent process accounts for both the 
phases and amplitudes of the fields reflected within the medium, while the non-coherent process 
only accounts for the amplitudes of the reflected fields within the medium. Closed-form non-
coherent models for predicting radiative transfer in stratified media are useful tools for microwave 
(MW) radiometry, but are generally limited to a small number of layers [13, 14, 28].  In remote 
sensing applications, it is often sufficient to model only two or three layers of a material, e.g. snow 
[97], ice [98], and soil [99]. However, MW radiometry has also been shown to be a viable method to 
monitor internal body temperature [12-14, 22-25, 50, 100]. In that application, the ability to easily 
scale the number of layers is desirable since the abdominal core can have as many as seven 
different connective tissues [101]. Existing non-coherent closed-form models able to predict the 
radiative transfer for a large number of layers either use simplified formulations which omit the 
higher-order electromagnetic plane-wave reflections present within stratified media [99, 102, 103] 
or use coherent formulations which are sensitive to phase variations [104, 105]. Numerical models 
can be used to predict the radiative transfer in multi-layered media [12, 22-25, 50, 100], but are 
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computationally more expensive than closed-form models and may not be practical for applications 
that require real-time monitoring and analysis. The available coherent models in literature either 
are (1) only applicable to isothermal (uniform temperature) media [28], (2) need numerical 
simulators to solve the radiative transfer throughout the medium [12, 22-25, 50, 100], or (3) offer 
iterative radiative transfer solutions where proper implementation is sometimes unclear [104].  
This chapter presents two techniques to address the modeling of both the coherent and 
non-coherent radiative transfer within multi-layered media. For non-coherent modeling,  signal-
flow graph theory is used to expand the derivation of the non-coherent steady-state radiative 
transfer model in [28] to be applicable for N layers. The scalable non-coherent steady-state 
radiative transfer model is validated for a four-layer human body tissue-mimicking phantom 
testbed. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, no non-coherent steady-state closed-form model is 
available for more than two layers and the non-coherent steady-state radiative transfer within 
multi-layered dielectrics has not been analyzed before using signal-flow graph theory. For coherent 
modeling, signal-flow graph theory is used to provide an alternate means to explain an iterative 
coherent radiative transfer initially highlighted by [104].  Signal-flow graph theory offers a 
graphical representation to apply the iterative process from [104] in a more visually clear manner. 
This work derives the reflection and transmission for the general case (i.e. within both lossy and 
lossless networks) by applying the conventions of power waves and generalized scattering 
parameters. To the best of the author’s knowledge, this is the first time that this approach has been 
used to explain the radiative transfer within multi-layered media with non-uniform temperature 
distributions. 
This chapter highlights the use of signal-flow graph theory to explain both the coherent and 
non-coherent radiative transfer through multi-layered media. Section 6.2 reviews literature on the 
existing coherent and non-coherent radiative transfer models. Section 6.3 derives new techniques 
based on signal-flow graph theory to explain non-coherent and coherent radiative transfer. Section 
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6.4 validates the derived radiative transfer models with comparisons to previous radiative transfer 
models and electromagnetic simulations. This chapter concludes with a summary in Section 6.5. A 
portion of this chapter was previously published in [106]. Permission is included in Appendix A. 
6.2 Review of Radiative Transfer Models for the Scattering and Emission within Stratified Media 
with Non-Uniform Temperature and Dielectric Profiles 
Radiative transfer modeling has been used to model the thermal emission and scattering 
within snow [97], ice [98], soil [99], and human body tissues [12-14, 22-25, 50, 100]. The radiative 
transfer within a stratified medium with dissimilar layers is characterized by either a coherent [12, 
22-25, 28, 50, 100, 104, 105, 107, 108] or non-coherent [13, 14, 28, 99, 102, 103] process. The 
coherent process accounts for both the amplitudes and phases of the waves reflected in the 
medium, whereas the non-coherent process only accounts for the amplitudes [28]. The radiative 
transfer predicted by coherent and non-coherent models give correlated solutions [106]. Coherent 
solutions capture the damped oscillatory behavior of a propagating wave throughout a medium, 
while the non-coherent solution only captures the reduction in amplitude. As compared to non-
coherent models, coherent models are more sensitive to variations in the layer thicknesses due to 
its oscillatory phase dependency [106]. Also, coherent models can be misleading when used to 
approximate the emission and scattering for discrete layers [28]. For example, [106] showed that a 
15-percent change in the layer one thickness for a two-layer medium can result in a scattering 
approximation difference of ~52-percent for the coherent model due to the oscillatory phase 
dependency. In contrast, under the same conditions the non-coherent model results in a scattering 
approximation difference of less than two-percent due to the non-coherent model only accounting 
for the amplitude reduction effects. This difference in scattering approximation example is 
important to note since (1) thickness may not be accurately known in an actual sensing scenario 
and (2) the dielectric properties of a material are frequency dependent. 
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6.2.1 Coherent Scattering and Emission Models  
The basic coherent model for uniform temperature distributions (i.e. isothermal 
temperatures) is the transmission-line equivalent model. The transmission-line equivalent 
formulation [28] predicts the coherent scattering in multi-layered media. Figure 6.1 illustrates the 
modeling of a two-layer medium as depicted by a transmission line equivalent model. Layer 0, layer 
1, and layer 2 are characterized by the impedances Z0, Z1, and Z2, respectively. Layer 2 presents the 
input impedance Zin2 at the output of transmission line 1 since it extends out to infinity. 
 
Figure 6.1  Reflection from a plane stratified medium consisting of a layer of thickness d1 above a 
semi-infinite last layer: (top) cross-section of the two-layer problem; (bottom) transmission-line 
equivalent formulation. 
 
The input impedance Zin1 looking into layer 1 is obtained by transforming the impedance Z2 through 
layer 1, as given by 
 𝑍𝑖𝑛1 = 𝑍1 [
1 + (𝑅𝑐𝑜ℎ2/𝐿𝑃1)𝑒
−𝑗2𝛽1𝑑1
1 − (𝑅𝑐𝑜ℎ2/𝐿𝑃1)𝑒−𝑗2𝛽1𝑑1
] , (6.1) 
   
where 
 𝑅𝑐𝑜ℎ2 =
𝑍𝑖𝑛2 − 𝑍1
𝑍𝑖𝑛2 + 𝑍1
       and        𝑍𝑖𝑛2 = 𝑍2 (6.2) 
   
and 
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 𝐿𝑃1 = 𝑒
2𝛼1𝑑1 , (6.3) 
   
with 
 𝑍𝑜 = 377Ω ,      𝑍0 = 𝑍𝑜 √𝜀𝑟0 ⁄  ,      𝑍1 = 𝑍𝑜 √𝜀𝑟1 ⁄ ,      𝑍2 = 𝑍𝑜 √𝜀𝑟2 ⁄  , (6.4) 
   
 
 𝛼1 =
2𝜋
𝜆0
∙ | ℑ[√𝜀𝑟1 ] |, (6.5) 
   
and 
 𝛽1 =
2𝜋
𝜆0
∙ ℜ[√𝜀𝑟1 ], (6.6) 
   
where Zin1 is the input impedance looking into medium 1, Rcoh2 is the reflection coefficient looking 
into boundary 2, 𝐿𝑃1 is the dielectric power loss-factor through layer 1, 𝛼1 is the attenuation 
coefficient of layer 1, 𝛽1 is the propagation coefficient of layer 1, εr1 is the complex relative 
permittivity, ε’r1 is the real relative permittivity, ε”r1 is the imaginary relative permittivity of layer 1, 
ℑ[ ] is the imaginary operator, and ℜ[ ] is the real operator. The reflection coefficient Rcoh1 looking 
into boundary 1 and coherent reflectivity Γcoh1 are given by 
 𝑅𝑐𝑜ℎ1 =
𝑍𝑖𝑛1 − 𝑍0
𝑍𝑖𝑛1 + 𝑍0
        and     𝛤𝑐𝑜ℎ1 = |𝑅𝑐𝑜ℎ1|
2. (6.7) 
   
Coherent formulations which account for the scattering and emission from stratified media 
with non-uniform temperature distributions can be found in [104, 105, 107, 108]. Reference [103] 
highlights that references [104, 105, 107] are based on similar assumptions, but the Wilheit 
formulation [104] is the easiest to implement because of its numerical form. The Wilheit 
formulation is highlighted below. Naming conventions have been changed to match with this work. 
In the Wilheit formulation, the field equations are solved for a multi-layered dielectric profile in 
order to find the thermal radiation from each layer. The thermal radiation calculated from each 
layer is used to solve the apparent temperature given by  
𝑇𝐴𝑃
[Wilheit]  =  𝑇𝐵
[Wilheit]  +   𝑇0 ∙ 𝛤𝑖𝑠𝑜.𝑐𝑜ℎ
[Wilheit]
 
= (1 − 𝛤𝑖𝑠𝑜.𝑐𝑜ℎ
[Wilheit]) ∙ 𝑇𝐵,𝑒𝑓𝑓
[Wilheit]  +   𝑇0 ∙ 𝛤𝑖𝑠𝑜.𝑐𝑜ℎ
[Wilheit], 
(6.8) 
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with 
 𝑇𝐵,𝑒𝑓𝑓
[Wilheit] =
1
1 − 𝛤𝑖𝑠𝑜.𝑐𝑜ℎ
[Wilheit]
∙ ∑𝑓𝑗 ∙ 𝑇𝑗 
𝑁
𝑗=1
 (6.9) 
   
where 𝑇𝐵
[Wilheit]
 is the brightness temperature, 𝑇𝐵,𝑒𝑓𝑓
[Wilheit]
 is the effective brightness 
temperature,  𝛤𝑖𝑠𝑜.𝑐𝑜ℎ
[𝑊𝑖𝑙ℎ𝑒𝑖𝑡]
 is the isothermal coherent reflectivity, T0 is the physical temperature of 
layer 0, Tj is the physical temperature of layer j, and fj is the fraction of radiation incident on the 
first layer which would be absorbed by the j-th layer (i.e. the emissivity of each layer). For the 
isothermal case, equation (6.8) reduces to  
 1 = ∑𝑓𝑗  
𝑁
𝑗=1
 +  𝛤𝑖𝑠𝑜.𝑐𝑜ℎ
[Wilheit], (6.10) 
   
and accordingly satisfies the conservation of energy. The fraction of radiation absorbed by j-th layer 
is determined by  
 𝑓𝑗 =
𝛺𝑗−1 − 𝛺𝑗
𝛺1
 (6.11) 
   
where 𝛺𝑗−1 is the net electromagnetic (EM) flux entering the j-th layer at the j-1’st interface and 𝛺𝑗  
is the net EM flux entering the j-th layer at the j-th interface for an EM flux 𝛺1 incident on the first 
interface. Wilheit also provided an iterative FORTRAN subroutine that calculated the 
abovementioned thermal weighting functions and solved the EM field equations.  
6.2.2 Non-Coherent Scattering and Emission Models  
The non-coherent radiative transfer models currently available in literature include the 
zeroth-order [99, 103], first-order [102, 103] and steady-state [28, 103] radiative transfer models. 
The model order is determined by the number of plane-wave reflections accounted for within the 
medium (e.g. zeroth-order models account for no reflections while steady-state models account for 
all reflections). Each model calculates the emitted brightness temperature from a stratified medium 
with a non-uniform temperature and dielectric profile, as illustrated by 
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𝑇𝐵.𝑁𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑒𝑟
[𝛤𝑜𝑟𝑑] = (1 − 𝛤𝑖𝑠𝑜.𝑛𝑐𝑜ℎ.𝑁𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑒𝑟
[𝛤𝑜𝑟𝑑] ) ∙ 𝑇𝐵,𝑒𝑓𝑓.𝑁𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑒𝑟
[𝛤𝑜𝑟𝑑]   
= (1 − 𝛤𝑛𝑐𝑜ℎ.𝑁𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑒𝑟
[𝛤𝑜𝑟𝑑]
) ∙ 𝑇0 , 
(6.12) 
   
where TB.Nlayer is the brightness temperature for an N-layer medium, Γord is the order of reflections 
accounted for within the medium, Γiso.ncoh.Nlayer is the isothermal non-coherent effective reflectivity, 
Γncoh.Nlayer is the non-coherent effective reflectivity, T0 is the physical temperature of layer 0, and 
TB,eff.Nlayer is the effective brightness temperature for an N-layer medium. Diffuse scattering is 
ignored within all presented models, but it is discussed further in [28]. 
A zeroth-order general-form radiative transfer model [99, 103] ignores all reflection losses 
present within a stratified dielectric medium. The zeroth-order general-form brightness 
temperature is given in (6.12), where Γord = 0 and 
 𝑇𝐵.𝑁𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑒𝑟
[0] = (1 − 𝛤𝐵1) ∙ ∑𝑇𝑗 ∙ (1 −
1
𝐿𝑃𝑗
)
𝑁
𝑗=1
∙ ∏(
1
𝐿𝑃𝑘−1
)
𝑗
𝑘=2
 , (6.13) 
   
where Tj and LPj, are the physical temperature and the dielectric loss factor, respectively, for layer j.  
ΓBj is the Fresnel reflectivity for the boundary between layers j and j-1. The N-th layer dielectric loss 
factor LPN is equal to infinity since the last layer has an infinite thickness. The first-order general-
form radiative transfer model [102, 103] contains both the forward propagation reflection losses at 
every interface and the dielectric loss factors in every layer above the emitting layer. The first-order 
general-form brightness temperature is presented in (6.12), where Γord = 1 and 
𝑇𝐵.𝑁𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑒𝑟
[1] = (1 − 𝛤𝐵1) ∙ ∑𝑇𝑗 ∙ (1 −
1
𝐿𝑃𝑗
)(1 +
Γ𝐵𝑗+1
𝐿𝑃𝑗
)
𝑁
𝑗=1
∙ ∏(
1 − Γ𝐵𝑘
𝐿𝑃𝑘−1
)
𝑗
𝑘=2
  , (6.14) 
   
Using similar naming conventions as (6.13) and (6.14), a second-order general-form 
radiative transfer model is derived. The second-order general-form radiative transfer model 
contains all reflections and dielectric loss factors of the first-order model with the addition of the 
multiple reflections existing between bounded layers above the emitting layer. The second-order 
general-form brightness temperature is specified by (6.12), where Γord = 2 and 
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𝑇𝐵.𝑁𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑒𝑟
[2] = (1 − 𝛤B1) ∙ ∑𝑇𝑗 ∙ (1 −
1
𝐿𝑃𝑗
)(1 +
Γ𝐵𝑗+1
𝐿𝑃𝑗
)
𝑁
𝑗=1
∙ ∏(
1 − Γ𝐵𝑘
𝐿𝑃𝑘−1
)
𝑗
𝑘=2
⋯ 
∙ ∏ (1 −
𝛤𝐵𝑘 ∙ 𝛤𝐵𝑘+1
𝐿𝑃𝑘
2 )
−1𝑗
𝑘=1
. 
(6.15) 
   
A steady-state radiative transfer model is derived in [28] for a two-layer medium. The layer 
naming convention for this model has been changed to align with the naming conventions of this 
chapter. The steady-state two-layer brightness temperature is given in (6.12), where Γord = SS and  
𝑇𝐵.2𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑒𝑟
[SS] = (1 − 𝛤B1) ∙ (1 −
𝛤B1𝛤B2
𝐿P1
2 )
−1
∙ [𝑇1 ∙ (1 −
1
𝐿P1
) ∙ (1 +
𝛤B2
𝐿P1
) + 𝑇2 ∙ (
1 − 𝛤B2
𝐿P1
)] . (6.16) 
   
An abridged steady-state radiative transfer model for a three-layer medium is derived in [14] which 
follows a similar procedure as in [28], but ignores the reflection loss at interface 3. The existing 
procedure involved in calculating the steady-state non-coherent reflectivity for the two-layer 
medium, equation (6.16) originally presented in [28], is highlighted in Figure 6.1. Following the 
emission paths originating from layer 2, the temperature source Ts2 transmits though boundary 2 
(contributing to a reduction in the signal of 1-ΓB2). This resulting signal travels through layer 1 
experiencing a loss of LP1 before it transmits through boundary 1 (1-ΓB1). The portion of the signal 
that is not transmitted through boundary 1 gets reflected back toward boundary 2 and a series of 
multiple reflections between boundaries 1 and 2 ensue (contributing to the term 1/[1-ΓB1ΓB2LP1-1]). 
Thermal emissions originating from layer 1 also experience the same process. 
 
 
Figure 6.2  Derivation of the thermal emissions originating from layer 1 (left) and layer 2 (right) in 
the steady-state non-coherent brightness temperature derivation 
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Expanding on the concept from above, the difference in the order of reflections from the 
zeroth-order model to the steady-state model can be observed from Figure 6.3.  Figure 6.3 shows a 
cross-section of a three-layer stratified medium where all reflections are present for the thermal 
emissions originating from layer 1. TB.3layer
[0]
, TB.3layer
[1]
, TB.3layer
[2]
, and TB.3layer
[SS]
 are given by the emission 
paths illustrated in purple, blue, red, and gray, respectively. The emission paths omitted by the 
lower-order models are illustrated in gray. The number of omitted emission paths increase as the 
number of stratified layers increase. 
 
Figure 6.3  Cross-section of a three-layer stratified medium showing reflections originating from 
layer 1 with the following emission paths: zeroth-order → [0] (purple), first-order → [1] (blue), 
second-order → [2] (red), steady-state → [SS] (grey). 
 
6.2.3 Gap in Literature 
In current literature, the derivation for both coherent and non-coherent emission and 
scattering models are not always straightforward to comprehend and implement. Speaking to this 
point, two gaps are addressed in this chapter (one for coherent modeling and another for non-
coherent modeling). Addressing the need in coherent modeling leads to a focus on the Wilheit 
coherent model. While the Wilheit coherent formulation provides an adequate means to predict the 
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coherent radiative transfer emitting from multi-layered dielectrics, proper implementation of the 
concepts highlighted in the Wilheit paper are difficult to implement in its current form. In regards 
to the gap in non-coherent modeling, omission of emitted radiative transfer paths in the non-
coherent formulations translate into increasingly more error being introduced into the brightness 
temperature model as the layer count increases. All lower order models are presented in the 
general form, but a steady-state general-form model does not currently exist in literature.  
6.2.4 Contribution of Research 
This dissertation contributes to the body of knowledge by using signal-flow graph theory to 
(1) to derive the non-coherent steady-state radiative transfer for stratified dielectrics with any 
number of layers, and (2) to provide executional clarity to graphically represent the iterative 
process that explains the coherent radiative transfer within multi-layered dielectrics. This work 
also provides the framework to realize such a non-coherent steady-state general-form radiative 
transfer model. To the best of the author’s knowledge, this is the first time that these approaches 
have been used to explain the radiative transfer within multi-layered media with non-uniform 
temperature distributions. 
6.3 Derivation of Non-Coherent and Coherent Radiative Transfer Models 
The derivation of both a non-coherent and coherent radiative transfer model is presented. 
Innovative modeling techniques for each approach are applied and overviewed below. 
6.3.1 A Non-Coherent Radiative Transfer Model Based on Signal-Flow Graph Theory 
Signal-flow graph theory is used to derive the steady-state radiative transfer within a four-
layer stratified, non-uniform temperature, dielectric medium. The presented approach offers an 
alternative, less complex, method to derive the steady-state brightness temperature as was derived 
in [28] for a two-layer medium. Signal-flow graph theory offers a straightforward way to apply the 
process from [28] to any number of layers.  
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6.3.1.1  Brightness Temperature (TB)  
The brightness temperature of a multi-layered structure is defined as the weighted sum of 
all thermal emissions up to interface 1.  Figure 3.1 shows a cross-section of a four-layer stratified 
medium with a continuous dielectric profile and non-uniform temperatures and thicknesses. Both 
the total brightness temperature and the brightness temperature contributions per layer are 
depicted in this figure. The brightness temperature just above interface 1 at normal incidence is 
equal to 
𝑇𝐵 = 𝑇𝐵.1 + 𝑇𝐵.2 + 𝑇𝐵.3 + 𝑇𝐵.4 
= (𝑇𝐵.1𝑈𝑃 + 𝑇𝐵.1𝐷𝑂𝑊𝑁) + (𝑇𝐵.2𝑈𝑃 + 𝑇𝐵.2𝐷𝑂𝑊𝑁) + (𝑇𝐵.3𝑈𝑃 + 𝑇𝐵.3𝐷𝑂𝑊𝑁) + 𝑇𝐵.4𝑈𝑃. 
(6.17) 
   
TB.j is the brightness temperature contribution originating from layer j which consists of both 
upward TB.jUP and downward TB.jDOWN brightness temperature contributions per layer. The last layer 
only has an upward brightness temperature contribution since the N-th layer thickness is assumed 
to be semi-infinite. ΓBj represents the Fresnel reflectivity for the corresponding boundary between 
layers j and j-1. The Fresnel reflectivity is given by 
Γ𝐵𝑗 = |R𝐵𝑗|
2
= |
𝑍𝑗 − 𝑍𝑗−1
𝑍𝑗 + 𝑍𝑗−1
|
2
, (6.18) 
   
with 
     𝑍𝑗 = 𝑍𝑜 √𝜀𝑟𝑗  ⁄         and            𝑍𝑜 = 377Ω, (6.19) 
   
where RBj is the field reflection coefficient at the boundary between layers j and j-1, Zj is the 
impedance of layer j, Zo is the impedance of free space, and εrj is the complex relative permittivity of 
layer j. The term j increments from 1...N, where N is the maximum layer number. TjUP and TjDOWN are 
the upward and downward emitted radiation originating from layer j, respectively. Both TjUP and 
TjDOWN are equal to 
𝑇𝑗𝑈𝑃 = 𝑇𝑗𝐷𝑂𝑊𝑁 = {
(1 − 𝐿𝑃𝑗
−1) ∙ 𝑇𝑗
𝑇𝑗 
    
       for 𝑗 ≤ 𝑁 − 1
for 𝑗 = 𝑁
, (6.20) 
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where LPj and Tj are the dielectric power loss factors and physical temperatures of layer j, 
respectively. The N-th layer temperature contribution is equal to Tj since the last layer thickness is 
semi-infinite (1/LPN = 0). The dielectric power loss-factor is calculated by 
𝐿𝑃𝑗 = 𝑒
2𝛼𝑗 𝑑𝑗, (6.21) 
   
with 
𝛼𝑗 =
2𝜋
𝜆0
∙ | ℑ[√𝜀𝑟𝑗  ] | , (6.22) 
   
where dj is the thickness of layer j, αj is the attenuation constant of layer j, λ0 is the free space 
wavelength, εrj is the complex relative permittivity of layer j and ℑ[ ] is the imaginary operator.  
 
Figure 6.4  Cross-section of a four-layer stratified medium showing total brightness temperature TB 
and individual layer brightness temperature contributions TB.j for layers with temperature Tj, 
complex relative permittivity εrj, dielectric power loss-factor LPj, impedance Zj, and the boundary 
reflectivity ΓBj. 
 
6.3.1.2 Brightness Temperature (TB) Derivation for a Four-Layer Medium Using Signal-Flow Graph 
Theory 
The SFG model derived in this work is similar to the lossless, coherent SFG model found in 
[109], with the exception of this model being adapted for non-coherent emission and scattering 
formerly emphasized in [28]. The signal-flow graph (SFG) in Figure 6.5 models the entire thermal 
emissions incident on boundary 1 for the four-layer medium. Nodes in the signal-flow graph 
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represent points in the medium at distances slightly above (to the left of boundary) or slightly 
below (to the right of boundary) the interface. The green dashed line represents a boundary 
between two media. TjUP and TjDOWN propagate left and right, respectively, in the SFG. Observing the 
SFG from left to right, the nodes sandwiching boundary 1 represent the transmitted (1- ΓB1) and 
reflected (ΓB1) portion at boundary 1. The portion transmitted through boundary 1 gets attenuated 
by LP1 (the power loss of layer 1) as it travels toward boundary 2. The portion reflected from 
interface 2 also gets attenuated by LP1 as it travels back toward boundary 1. These processes are 
repeated for each additional layer. 
 
Figure 6.5  Signal-flow graph (SFG) of all emissions present within a four-layer medium with a 
continuous and non-uniform dielectric profile. 
 
Appendix B describes the total gain from a source node to output node using Mason’s 
signal-flow gain formula. Path gains are determined by following the traversed path originating 
from the layer of interest. The path gains for each layer contribution are 
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𝐺4𝑈1 = 𝑇4𝑈𝑃 ∙ (1 − 𝛤B4) ∙
1
𝐿P3
(1 − 𝛤B3) ∙
1
𝐿P2
(1 − 𝛤B2) ∙
1
𝐿P1
(1 − 𝛤B1), 
𝐺3𝑈1 = 𝑇3𝑈𝑃 ∙ (1 − 𝛤B3) ∙
1
𝐿P2
(1 − 𝛤B2) ∙
1
𝐿P1
(1 − 𝛤B1), 
𝐺3𝐷1 = 𝑇3𝐷𝑂𝑊𝑁 ∙ 𝛤B4 ∙
1
𝐿P3
(1 − 𝛤B3) ∙
1
𝐿P2
(1 − 𝛤B2) ∙
1
𝐿P1
(1 − 𝛤B1), 
𝐺2𝑈1 = 𝑇2𝑈𝑃 ∙ (1 − 𝛤B2) ∙
1
𝐿P1
(1 − 𝛤B1), 
𝐺2𝐷1 = 𝑇2𝐷𝑂𝑊𝑁 ∙ 𝛤B3 ∙
1
𝐿P2
(1 − 𝛤B2) ∙
1
𝐿P1
(1 − 𝛤B1), 
𝐺2𝐷2 = 𝑇2𝐷𝑂𝑊𝑁 ∙ (1 − 𝛤B3) ∙
1
𝐿P3
𝛤B4 ∙
1
𝐿P3
(1 − 𝛤B3) ∙
1
𝐿P2
∙ (1 − 𝛤B2) ∙  
1
𝐿P1
(1 − 𝛤B1), 
𝐺1𝑈1 = 𝑇1𝑈𝑃 ∙ (1 − 𝛤B1), 
𝐺1𝐷1 = 𝑇1𝐷𝑂𝑊𝑁 ∙ 𝛤B2 ∙
1
𝐿P1
(1 − 𝛤B1), 
𝐺1𝐷2 = 𝑇1𝐷𝑂𝑊𝑁 ∙ (1 − 𝛤B2) ∙
1
𝐿P2
𝛤B3 ∙
1
𝐿P2
(1 − 𝛤B2) ∙
1
𝐿P1
(1 − 𝛤B1), 
and 
𝐺1𝐷3 = 𝑇1𝐷𝑂𝑊𝑁 ∙ (1 − 𝛤B2) ∙
1
𝐿P2
(1 − 𝛤B3) ∙
1
𝐿P3
𝛤B4 ∙
1
𝐿P3
∙ (1 − 𝛤B3) ∙
1
𝐿P2
(1 − 𝛤B2) 
∙
1
𝐿P1
(1 − 𝛤B1), (6.23) 
   
where GjUk is the k-th upward emitting path gain contribution from layer j and GjDk is the k-th 
downward emitting path gain contribution from layer j.  
All first order loops present for the four-layer case are 
Loop1 =
ΓB1ΓB2
LP1
2   
Loop2 =
ΓB1 ∙ (1 − ΓB2)
2 ∙ ΓB3
(LP1LP2)2
 
Loop3 =  
ΓB1 ∙ (1 − ΓB2)
2 ∙ (1 − ΓB3)
2 ∙ ΓB4
(LP1LP2LP3)2
 
Loop4 =
ΓB2ΓB3
LP2
2   
Loop5 =
ΓB2 ∙ (1 − ΓB3)
2 ∙ ΓB4
(LP2LP3)2
 
and    
Loop6 =
ΓB3ΓB4
LP3
2 .   (6.24) 
   
The second-order loops present for the four-layer case are 
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Loop1 ∙ Loop4 =
ΓB1ΓB2
LP1
2 ∙
ΓB2ΓB3
LP2
2  
 Loop1 ∙ Loop5 =
ΓB1ΓB2
LP1
2 ∙
ΓB2 ∙ (1 − ΓB3)
2 ∙ ΓB4
(LP2LP3)2
 
Loop1 ∙ Loop6 =
ΓB1ΓB2
LP1
2 ∙
ΓB3ΓB4
LP3
2  
 Loop2 ∙ Loop6 =
ΓB1 ∙ (1 − ΓB2)
2 ∙ ΓB3
(LP1LP2)2
∙
ΓB3ΓB4
LP3
2  
and 
Loop4 ∙ Loop6 =
ΓB2ΓB3
LP2
2 ∙
ΓB3ΓB4
LP3
2 . 
(6.25) 
   
The third-order loop present for the four-layer case is 
Loop1 ∙ Loop4 ∙ Loop6 =
ΓB1ΓB2
LP1
2 ∙
ΓB2ΓB3
LP2
2 ∙
ΓB3ΓB4
LP3
2 .  (6.26) 
   
The determinant of the SFG for the four-layer case is 
Δ𝑁.4 = 1 − (Loop1 + Loop2 + Loop3 + Loop4 + Loop5 + Loop6) 
+ (
Loop1 ∙ Loop4 +  Loop1 ∙ Loop5 + Loop1 ∙ Loop6  ⋯
+Loop2 ∙ Loop6 + Loop4 ∙ Loop6
) 
− (Loop1 ∙ Loop4 ∙ Loop6) 
 
 
= 1 −
(
 
 
ΓB1ΓB2
LP1
2 +
ΓB1 ∙ (1 − ΓB2)
2 ∙ ΓB3
(LP1LP2)2
 +  
ΓB1(1 − ΓB2)
2(1 − ΓB3)
2 ∙ ΓB4
(LP1LP2LP3)2
⋯
+
ΓB2ΓB3
LP2
2 +
ΓB2 ∙ (1 − ΓB3)
2 ∙ ΓB4
(LP2LP3)2
+
ΓB3ΓB4
LP3
2
)
 
 
 
 +
(
 
 
ΓB1ΓB2
LP1
2 ∙
ΓB2ΓB3
LP2
2 +
ΓB1ΓB2
LP1
2 ∙
ΓB2 ∙ (1 − ΓB3)
2 ∙ ΓB4
(LP2LP3)2
+
ΓB1ΓB2
LP1
2 ∙
ΓB3ΓB4
LP3
2 ⋯
+
ΓB1 ∙ (1 − ΓB2)
2 ∙ ΓB3
(LP1LP2)2
∙
ΓB3ΓB4
LP3
2 +
ΓB2ΓB3
LP2
2 ∙
ΓB3ΓB4
LP3
2
)
 
 
 
 − (
ΓB1ΓB2
LP1
2 ∙
ΓB2ΓB3
LP2
2 ∙
ΓB3ΓB4
LP3
2 ), (6.27) 
   
The resulting cofactors of the SFG for the four-layer case are 
Δ1D3 = Δ2D2 = Δ3U1 = Δ3D1 = Δ4U1 = 1 
Δ1D2 = Δ2U1 = Δ2D1 = 1 −
ΓB3ΓB4
LP3
2  
Δ1U1 = Δ1D1 = 1 − (
ΓB2ΓB3
LP2
2 +
ΓB2 ∙ (1 − ΓB3)
2 ∙ ΓB4
(LP2LP3)2
+
ΓB3ΓB4
LP3
2 ) + (
ΓB2ΓB3
LP2
2 ∙
ΓB3ΓB4
LP3
2 ), 
(6.28) 
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where ΔjUk is the k-th upward emitting cofactor from layer j and ΔjDk is the k-th downward emitting 
cofactor from layer j. Applying Mason’s signal-flow gain formula from Appendix A, the brightness 
temperature contributions per layer are 
𝑇𝐵.1 = 𝑇1 ∙ (1 −
1
𝐿P1
) (1 − ΓB1) ∙ Δ𝑁.4
−1 ⋯ 
∙
(
 
 
 
 
 
1 ∙ [1 − (
𝛤B2𝛤B3
𝐿P2
2 +
𝛤B3𝛤B4
𝐿P3
2 +
𝛤B2𝛤B4(1 − 𝛤B3)
2
(𝐿P2𝐿P3)2
) + (
ΓB2ΓB3
LP2
2 ∙
ΓB3ΓB4
LP3
2 )  ]
+
𝛤B2
𝐿P1
∙ [1 − (
𝛤B2𝛤B3
𝐿P2
2 +
𝛤B3𝛤B4
𝐿P3
2 +
𝛤B2𝛤B4(1 − 𝛤B3)
2
(𝐿P2𝐿P3)2
) + (
ΓB2ΓB3
LP2
2 ∙
ΓB3ΓB4
LP3
2 )  ]
+
𝛤B3 ∙ (1 − 𝛤B2)
2
𝐿P1𝐿P2
2 ∙ [1 −
𝛤B3𝛤B4
𝐿P3
2 ] +
𝛤B4 ∙ (1 − 𝛤B3)
2 ∙ (1 − 𝛤B2)
2
𝐿P1𝐿P2
2 𝐿P3
2 )
 
 
 
 
 
 
= 𝑇1 ∙ 𝜖𝑛𝑐𝑜ℎ.1 = 𝑇1 ∙ (1 − Γ𝑛𝑐𝑜ℎ.1) = 𝑇𝐵𝑒𝑓𝑓.1 ∙ (1 − 𝛤𝑛𝑐𝑜ℎ.1
𝑖𝑠𝑜 ) 
 
𝑇𝐵.2 = 𝑇2 ∙ (1 −
1
𝐿P2
) (1 − ΓB2)(1 − ΓB1) ∙
1
𝐿P1
∙ Δ𝑁.4
−1 ⋯ 
∙ (1 ∙ [1 −
𝛤B3𝛤B4
𝐿P3
2 ] +
𝛤B3
𝐿P2
∙ [1 −
𝛤B3𝛤B4
𝐿P3
2 ] +
𝛤B4 ∙ (1 − 𝛤B3)
2
𝐿P2𝐿P3
2 ) 
= 𝑇2 ∙ 𝜖𝑛𝑐𝑜ℎ.2 = 𝑇2 (1 − Γ𝑛𝑐𝑜ℎ.2) = 𝑇𝐵𝑒𝑓𝑓.2 ∙ (1 − 𝛤𝑛𝑐𝑜ℎ.2
𝑖𝑠𝑜 ) 
 
𝑇𝐵.3 = 𝑇3 ∙ (1 −
1
𝐿P3
) ∙ (1 +
𝛤B4
𝐿P3
) (1 − ΓB3)(1 − ΓB2)(1 − ΓB1) ∙
1
𝐿P1𝐿P2
∙  Δ𝑁.4
−1  
= 𝑇3 ∙ 𝜖𝑛𝑐𝑜ℎ.3 = 𝑇3 (1 − Γ𝑛𝑐𝑜ℎ.3) = 𝑇𝐵𝑒𝑓𝑓.3 ∙ (1 − 𝛤𝑛𝑐𝑜ℎ.3
𝑖𝑠𝑜 ) 
and 
 
𝑇𝐵.4 = 𝑇4 ∙ (1 − 𝛤B4)(1 − ΓB3)(1 − ΓB2)(1 − ΓB1) ∙
1
𝐿P1𝐿P2𝐿P3
∙ Δ𝑁.4
−1  
= 𝑇4 ∙ 𝜖𝑛𝑐𝑜ℎ.4 = 𝑇4 (1 − Γ𝑛𝑐𝑜ℎ.4) = 𝑇𝐵𝑒𝑓𝑓.4 ∙ (1 − 𝛤𝑛𝑐𝑜ℎ.4
𝑖𝑠𝑜 ) , (6.29) 
   
where 𝜖𝑛𝑐𝑜ℎ.j is the non-coherent effective emissivity or the composite of the residual terms not 
including the physical temperature Tj, Γ𝑛𝑐𝑜ℎ.j is the non-coherent effective reflectivity, 𝛤𝑛𝑐𝑜ℎ.j
𝑖𝑠𝑜  is the 
isothermal non-coherent effective reflectivity, and TBeff.j is the effective brightness temperature for a 
N-layer medium originating from layer j. The final brightness temperature equation is 
𝑇𝐵 = 𝑇𝐵.1 + 𝑇𝐵.2 + 𝑇𝐵.3 + 𝑇𝐵.4 
= 𝑇1 ∙ 𝜖𝑛𝑐𝑜ℎ.1 + 𝑇2 ∙ 𝜖𝑛𝑐𝑜ℎ.2 + 𝑇3 ∙ 𝜖𝑛𝑐𝑜ℎ.3 + 𝑇4 ∙ 𝜖𝑛𝑐𝑜ℎ.4 
= 𝑇1 ∙ (1 − Γ𝑛𝑐𝑜ℎ.1) + 𝑇2 ∙ (1 − Γ𝑛𝑐𝑜ℎ.2) + 𝑇3 ∙ (1 − Γ𝑛𝑐𝑜ℎ.3) + 𝑇4 ∙ (1 − Γ𝑛𝑐𝑜ℎ.4) 
= 𝑇𝐵𝑒𝑓𝑓.1 ∙ (1 − 𝛤𝑛𝑐𝑜ℎ.1
𝑖𝑠𝑜 ) + 𝑇𝐵𝑒𝑓𝑓.2 ∙ (1 − 𝛤𝑛𝑐𝑜ℎ.2
𝑖𝑠𝑜 ) + 𝑇𝐵𝑒𝑓𝑓.3 ∙ (1 − 𝛤𝑛𝑐𝑜ℎ.3
𝑖𝑠𝑜 ) + 𝑇𝐵𝑒𝑓𝑓.4 
∙ (1 − 𝛤𝑛𝑐𝑜ℎ.4
𝑖𝑠𝑜 ). (6.30) 
   
 
with the non-coherent effective brightness temperature given as 
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𝑇𝐵,𝑒𝑓𝑓
[ncoh] =
𝑇B
1 − 𝛤𝑛𝑐𝑜ℎ
iso
=
𝜖𝑛𝑐𝑜ℎ.1𝑇1 + 𝜖𝑛𝑐𝑜ℎ.2𝑇2 + 𝜖𝑛𝑐𝑜ℎ.3𝑇3 + 𝜖𝑛𝑐𝑜ℎ.4𝑇4
1 − 𝛤𝑛𝑐𝑜ℎ
iso
 
=
1
1 − 𝛤𝑛𝑐𝑜ℎ
iso
∙ ∑𝜖𝑛𝑐𝑜ℎ.𝑗 ∙  𝑇𝑗
𝑛
𝑗=1
 
(6.31) 
   
6.3.1.3 Apparent Temperature (TAP) Signal-Flow Graph 
The apparent temperature TAP is comprised of both the brightness temperature and a 
portion of external radiation T0 from medium 0 impinging on boundary 1 that gets scattered by the 
surface of medium 1 TSCAT, as modeled in Figure 6.6(a). The corresponding apparent temperature 
SFG is shown in Figure 6.6(b). TAP(H) and TAP(0) are the apparent temperature (emission 
contributions from all layers at this point) at a height of H above and right at interface 1, 
respectively. The final apparent temperature transfer function is 
𝑇𝐴𝑃(𝐻) = 𝑇𝐴𝑃(0) ∙ 𝐿P0
−1(𝐻) + 𝑇0𝑈𝑃, (6.32) 
   
with 
𝑇𝐴𝑃(0) = 𝑇𝐵 + 𝑇𝑆𝐶𝐴𝑇 = (1 − Γ𝑛𝑐𝑜ℎ) ∙ 𝑇0 + 𝛤𝑛𝑐𝑜ℎ
𝑖𝑠𝑜 ∙ 𝑇0𝐷𝑂𝑊𝑁  
= (1 − 𝛤𝑛𝑐𝑜ℎ
𝑖𝑠𝑜 ) ∙ 𝑇𝐵,𝑒𝑓𝑓
[ncoh] + 𝛤𝑛𝑐𝑜ℎ
𝑖𝑠𝑜 ∙ 𝑇0𝐷𝑂𝑊𝑁. 
(6.33) 
   
where Γ𝑛𝑐𝑜ℎ is the non-coherent effective reflectivity and 𝛤𝑛𝑐𝑜ℎ
𝑖𝑠𝑜  is the isothermal non-coherent 
effective reflectivity.   
                      
                                                (a)                                                                                                     (b) 
Figure 6.6  (a) Cross-section of a four-layer stratified medium depicting apparent temperature 
comprised of brightness temperature and scattered temperature. (b) Signal-flow graph (SFG) of 
apparent temperature. 
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Using the apparent temperature relationship, it is shown that 
𝑇𝐵 = (1 − Γ𝑛𝑐𝑜ℎ) ∙ 𝑇0. (6.34) 
   
Rearranging equation (6.34), it is seen that the non-coherent effective reflectivity for a four-layer 
medium is 
𝛤𝑛𝑐𝑜ℎ = 1 − 𝜖𝑛𝑐𝑜ℎ = 1 − 𝑇𝐵 𝑇0⁄  
= 1 − (𝑇1𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑜ℎ.1 + 𝑇2𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑜ℎ.2 + 𝑇3𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑜ℎ.3 + 𝑇4𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑜ℎ.4) 𝑇0⁄ , 
(6.35) 
   
for the non-uniform temperature case and 
𝛤𝑛𝑐𝑜ℎ
𝑖𝑠𝑜 = 1 − 𝜖𝑛𝑐𝑜ℎ
𝑖𝑠𝑜  
= 1 − (𝜖𝑛𝑐𝑜ℎ.1 + 𝜖𝑛𝑐𝑜ℎ.2 + 𝜖𝑛𝑐𝑜ℎ.3 + 𝜖𝑛𝑐𝑜ℎ.4), 
(6.36) 
   
for the isothermal case where Tiso = T0 = T1 = T2 = T3 = T4, 𝜖𝑛𝑐𝑜ℎ is the non-coherent effective 
emissivity, and 𝜖𝑛𝑐𝑜ℎ
𝑖𝑠𝑜  is the isothermal non-coherent effective emissivity. 
6.3.2 A Coherent Radiative Transfer Model Based on Signal-Flow Graph Theory with a Generalized 
S-Parameter Matrix 
The coherent radiative transfer within a four-layer stratified, non-uniform temperature, 
dielectric medium is derived using signal-flow graph theory. Signal-flow graph theory offers a 
graphical representation to apply the iterative process from [104] in a more visually clear manner. 
For a multi-layered medium with dissimilar dielectric constants, the reflection and transmission at 
each the boundary can be modeled with an impedance-transforming boundary scattering matrix. 
The boundary transforming scattering matrix is referenced to the specific impedance of each layer. 
Likewise, the transmission through each layer can also be modeled by a scattering matrix. 
Reference [109] implemented a similar impedance-transforming boundary scattering matrix for a 
lossless network. The lossless network makes for an ideal simplification, but does not apply when 
the reference impedance of the layers are complex. This work derives the reflection and 
transmission for the general case (i.e. within both lossy and lossless networks) by applying the 
conventions of power waves and generalized scattering parameters.  
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6.3.2.1 Power Waves and Generalized Scattering Parameters 
Power waves are used to analyze networks with complex reference impedances such that 
maximum power transfer is achieved between a source and load under complex conjugate match 
[30, 110-112] . Consider a two-port network in Figure 6.7 where the source and load impedance are 
both complex. The generalized power wave scattering parameters (Sp parameters), denoted by Spll, 
Spl2, Sp2l, Sp22, in terms of the incident and reflected power wave amplitudes are given by    
b𝑝1 = S𝑝11𝑎𝑝1 + S𝑝12𝑎𝑝2 
b𝑝2 = S𝑝21𝑎𝑝1 + S𝑝22𝑎𝑝2, 
(6.37) 
   
where 
a𝑝1 =
V1 + Z1I1
2√ℜ(Z1)
 
a𝑝2 =
V2 + Z2I2
2√ℜ(Z2)
 
b𝑝1 =
V1 − 𝑍1
∗I1
2√ℜ(Z1)
 
b𝑝2 =
V2 + 𝑍2
∗I2
2√ℜ(Z2)
. 
(6.38) 
   
Calculating the generalized power wave scattering parameters, the following relations are obtained 
S𝑝11 =
b𝑝1
a𝑝1
|
a𝑝2=0
= 
Z2 − 𝑍1
∗
Z2 + Z1
 
S𝑝21 =
b𝑝2
a𝑝1
|
a𝑝2=0
= 
2√ℜ(Z1) ∙ ℜ(Z2)
Z2 + Z1
 
S𝑝12 =
b𝑝1
a𝑝2
|
a𝑝1=0
= 
2√ℜ(Z1) ∙ ℜ(Z2)
Z2 + Z1
 
S𝑝22 =
b𝑝2
a𝑝2
|
a𝑝1=0
= 
Z1 − 𝑍2
∗
Z1 + Z2
. 
(6.39) 
   
These generalized power wave scattering parameters characterize the impedance-transforming 
boundary scattering matrix.  
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Figure 6.7  Two-port network for generalized power wave scattering parameters [Sp] in terms of 
the incident and reflected power wave amplitudes. 
 
6.3.2.2 Brightness Temperature (TB) Derivation for a Four-Layer Medium Using Signal-Flow Graph 
Theory 
The brightness temperature of a multi-layered medium is found using coherent emission 
and scattering principles. Figure 6.8 shows a signal-flow graph representation of a four-layer 
medium with a continuous dielectric profile and non-uniform layer temperatures. The power wave 
scattering matrix at each boundary [SB]k is given by  
[𝑆𝐵]
𝑘 = [
𝑆𝐵,11
𝑘 𝑆𝐵,12
𝑘
𝑆𝐵,21
𝑘 𝑆𝐵,22
𝑘 ] 
= [
𝑅𝐵𝑘 𝛹𝐵𝑘
𝛹𝐵𝑘 𝑅′𝐵𝑘
] 
=
[
 
 
 
 𝑍𝑘 − 𝑍𝑘−1
∗
𝑍𝑘 + 𝑍𝑘−1
2√ℜ(𝑍𝑘−1) ∙ ℜ(𝑍𝑘)
𝑍𝑘 + 𝑍𝑘−1
2√ℜ(𝑍𝑘−1) ∙ ℜ(𝑍𝑘)
𝑍𝑘 + 𝑍𝑘−1
𝑍𝑘−1 − 𝑍𝑘
∗
𝑍𝑘−1 + 𝑍𝑘 ]
 
 
 
 
. 
(6.40) 
   
where RBk is the generalized power wave reflection coefficient at the kth boundary from the left 
side, R’Bk is the generalized power wave reflection coefficient at the kth boundary from the right 
side, ΨBk is the generalized power wave transmission coefficient at the kth boundary, and Zk and Zk-
1 are the impedances of the kth and k-1’st layer, respectively. Likewise, the scattering matrix 
through each layer [SL]k is given by  
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[𝑆𝐿]
𝑘  = [
𝑆𝐿,11
𝑘 𝑆𝐿,12
𝑘
𝑆𝐿,21
𝑘 𝑆𝐿,22
𝑘 ] 
= [
0 𝛹𝐿𝑘
𝛹𝐿𝑘 0
] 
= [
0 𝐿𝑘
−1
𝐿𝑘
−1 0
]. 
(6.41) 
   
where ΨBk is the generalized transmission coefficient at the kth boundary and Lk-1 is the dispersive 
loss-factor of the kth layer which is equal to exp(αk dk)∙exp(j βk dk). The scattering matrix 
representation for the SFG in Figure 6.8 indicating each boundary and layer is shown with 
[𝑆0,4] = [𝑆𝐵]
1 ↔ [𝑆𝐿]
1 ↔ [𝑆𝐵]
2 ↔ [𝑆𝐿]
2 ↔ [𝑆𝐵]
3 ↔ [𝑆𝐿]
3 ↔ [𝑆𝐵]
4. (6.42) 
   
The chain transfer-parameters (i.e. T-parameters [113]) provide useful relations for cascading 
individual scattering matrices. T-parameters [T]k can be calculated from either the boundary or 
layer S-parameters (herein denoted by [S]k → [T]k) given the following relationship  
[𝑇]𝑘  = [
𝑇11
𝑘 𝑇12
𝑘
𝑇21
𝑘 𝑇22
𝑘 ] 
=
[
 
 
 
 
1
𝑆21
𝑘
−𝑆22
𝑘
𝑆21
𝑘
𝑆11
𝑘
𝑆21
𝑘
𝑆12
𝑘 𝑆21
𝑘 −𝑆11
𝑘 𝑆22
𝑘
𝑆21
𝑘 ]
 
 
 
 
. 
(6.43) 
   
The T-parameters can also be converted back into S-parameters (herein denoted by [T]k → [S]k) 
with 
[𝑆]𝑘 = [
𝑆11
𝑘 𝑆12
𝑘
𝑆21
𝑘 𝑆22
𝑘 ] 
=
[
 
 
 
 
𝑇21
𝑘
𝑇11
𝑘
𝑇11
𝑘 𝑇22
𝑘 − 𝑇12
𝑘 𝑇21
𝑘
𝑇11
𝑘
1
𝑇11
𝑘 −
𝑇12
𝑘
𝑇11
𝑘 ]
 
 
 
 
. 
(6.44) 
   
Recalling the emissivity, transmissivity, and reflectivity conservation of energy relationship 
for a lossy two-layer, originally outlined in Section 2.2, it is well understood that 1 = ϵ + Γ + ϒ. 
Given these conservation of energy relationships, the emissivity of individual layers can be 
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calculated if the full signal-flow graph in Figure 6.8 is broken into distinct two-layer scenarios. The 
iterative calculation of the emissivity for individual layers is outlined below. 
 
Figure 6.8  Signal-flow graph (SFG) of coherent radiative transfer present within a four-layer 
medium with a continuous dielectric profile and non-uniform temperatures. 
 
The transmission from layer 0 to layer 4 Ψ0,4 and the reflection from layer 0 to layer 0 R0,0 
can be depicted by Figure 6.9. The transfer matrix from layer 0 to layer 4 is calculated by 
[𝑇0,4] = [𝑇𝐵]
1 ∙ [𝑇𝐿]
1 ∙ [𝑇𝐵]
2 ∙  [𝑇𝐿]
2 ∙ [𝑇𝐵]
3 ∙ [𝑇𝐿]
3 ∙ [𝑇𝐵]
4. (6.45) 
   
Converting from [T0,4] → [S0,4], the following scattering matrix from layer 0 to layer 4 is obtained 
[𝑆0,4] = [
𝑅0,0 Ψ0,4
Ψ4,0 𝑅4,4
]. (6.46) 
   
The reflectivity from layer 0 to layer 0 Γ0,0 and transmissivity from layer 0 to layer 4 ϒ0,4 are found 
by 
[
Γ0,0 Υ0,4
Υ4,0 Γ4,4
] = [
|𝑅0,0|
2
|Ψ0,4|
2
|Ψ4,0|
2
|𝑅4,4|
2]. (6.47) 
   
The total emissivity resulting from layers 1/ 2/ 3 𝜖123 is found by 
𝜖123 = 1 − (𝛤0,0 + 𝛶0,4). (6.48) 
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Figure 6.9  Transmission from layer 0 to layer 4 Ψ0,4 and reflection from layer 0 to layer 0 R0,0 
related to the reflectivity from layer 0 to layer 0 Γ0,0 and transmissivity from layer 0 to layer 4 ϒ0,4. 
 
The transmission from layer 0 to layers 2/3/4 Ψ0,234 and the reflection from layer 0 to layer 0 R0,0 
can be depicted by Figure 6.10. The transfer matrix from layer 0 to layers 2/3/4 is found by 
[𝑇0,234] = [𝑇𝐵]
1 ∙ [𝑇𝐿]
1 ∙ [𝑇𝐵]
234. (6.49) 
   
Converting from [T0,234] → [S0,234], the following scattering matrix from layer 0 to layers 2/3/4 is 
obtained 
[𝑆0,234] = [
𝑅0,0 Ψ0,234
Ψ234,0 𝑅234,234
]. (6.50) 
   
The reflectivity from layer 0 to layer 0 Γ00 and the transmissivity from layer 0 to layers 2/3/4 ϒ0,234 
are found by 
[
Γ0,0 Υ0,234
Υ234,0 Γ234,234
] = [
|𝑅0,0|
2
|Ψ0,234|
2
|Ψ234,0|
2
|𝑅234,234|
2]. (6.51) 
   
The total emissivity resulting from layer 1 is found by 
𝜖1 = 1 − (𝛤0,0 + 𝛶0,234). (6.52) 
   
The boundary transforming transmission matrix is converted from the boundary transforming 
scattering matrix with [𝑇𝐵]
234 ← [𝑆𝐵]
234. The boundary transforming scattering matrix from layer 1 
to layers 2/3/4 [𝑆𝐵]
234 is found by 
[𝑆𝐵]
234 = [
𝑅𝑐𝑜ℎ.2 Ψ1,234
Ψ234,1 𝑅′𝑐𝑜ℎ.2
]. (6.53) 
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The boundary reflection coefficient in terms of the input impedance Zin2 looking into layer 2 is 
found by 
𝑅𝑐𝑜ℎ.2 =
𝑍𝑖𝑛2 − 𝑍1
∗
𝑍𝑖𝑛2 + 𝑍1
, (6.54) 
   
where the input impedance looking into layer 2 Zin2 is found with 
𝑍𝑖𝑛2 = 𝑍2 (
1 + 𝑅234
1 − 𝑅234
). (6.55) 
   
and the reflection looking into layers 2/3/4 just to the right of boundary 2 𝑅234 is calculated with 
[𝑇234] =  [𝑇𝐿]
2 ∙ [𝑇𝐵]
3 ∙ [𝑇𝐿]
3 ∙ [𝑇𝐵]
4, 
[𝑆234] ← [𝑇234], 
[𝑆234] = [
𝑅234 − 
− − 
]. 
(6.56) 
   
Similarly, the reflection coefficient in terms of the input impedance looking into layer 1 is  
𝑅′𝑐𝑜ℎ.2 =
𝑍1 − 𝑍𝑖𝑛2
∗
𝑍𝑖𝑛2 + 𝑍1
. (6.57) 
   
The transmission from layer 1 to layers 2/3/4 Ψ234,1 or layers 2/3/4 to layer 1 Ψ1,234 are found with  
Ψ1,234 = Ψ234,1 =
2√ℜ(𝑍1) ∙ ℜ(𝑍𝑖𝑛2)
𝑍𝑖𝑛2 + 𝑍1
. (6.58) 
   
 
 
Figure 6.10  Transmission from layer 0 to layers 2/3/4 Ψ0,234 and reflection from layer 0 to layer 0 
R0,0 related to the reflectivity from layer 0 to layer 0 Γ0,0 and transmissivity from layer 0 to layers 
2/3/4 ϒ0,234. 
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The reflection from layer 0 to layer 0 R0,0 and the transmission from layer 0 to layers 3/4 Ψ0,34 can 
be depicted by Figure 6.11. The transfer matrix from layer 0 to layers 3/4 is found by 
[𝑇0,34] = [𝑇𝐵]
1 ∙ [𝑇𝐿]
1 ∙ [𝑇𝐵]
2 ∙  [𝑇𝐿]
2 ∙ [𝑇𝐵]
34. (6.59) 
   
Converting from [T0,34] → [S0,34], the following scattering matrix from layer 0 to layers 3/4 is 
obtained 
[𝑆0,34] = [
𝑅0,0 Ψ0,34
Ψ34,0 𝑅34,34
]. (6.60) 
   
The reflectivity from layer 0 to layer 0 Γ0,0 and the transmissivity from layer 0 to layers 3/4 ϒ0,34 are 
found by 
[
Γ0,0 Υ0,34
Υ34,0 Γ34,34
] = [
|𝑅0,0|
2
|Ψ0,34|
2
|Ψ34,0|
2
|𝑅34,34|
2]. (6.61) 
   
The total emissivity resulting from layers 1 and 2 is calculated by 
𝜖12 = 1 − (𝛤0,0 + 𝛶0,34). (6.62) 
   
The boundary transforming transmission matrix is converted from the boundary transforming 
scattering matrix with [𝑇𝐵]
34 ← [𝑆𝐵]
34. The boundary transforming scattering matrix from layer 2 
to layers 3/4 [𝑆𝐵]
34 is found by 
[𝑆𝐵]
34 = [
𝑅𝑐𝑜ℎ.3 Ψ2,34
Ψ34,2 𝑅′𝑐𝑜ℎ.3
]. (6.63) 
   
The boundary reflection coefficient in terms of the input impedance looking into layer 2 is found by 
𝑅𝑐𝑜ℎ.3 =
𝑍𝑖𝑛3 − 𝑍2
∗
𝑍𝑖𝑛3 + 𝑍2
, (6.64) 
   
where input impedance looking into layer 3 Zin3 is found with 
𝑍𝑖𝑛3 = 𝑍3 (
1 + 𝑅34
1 − 𝑅34
), (6.65) 
   
and the reflection looking into layers 3/4 just to the right of boundary 3 𝑅34 is calculated with 
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[𝑇34] = [𝑇𝐿]
3 ∙ [𝑇𝐵]
4, 
[𝑆34] ← [𝑇34], 
[𝑆34] = [
𝑅34 − 
− − 
]. 
(6.66) 
   
Similarly, the boundary reflection coefficient in terms of the input impedance looking into layer 3 is  
𝑅′𝑐𝑜ℎ.3 =
𝑍2 − 𝑍𝑖𝑛3
∗
𝑍𝑖𝑛3 + 𝑍2
, (6.67) 
   
The transmission from layer 2 to layers 3/4 Ψ34,2 or layers 3/4 to layer 2 Ψ2,34 are found with 
Ψ2,34 = Ψ34,2 =
2√ℜ(𝑍2) ∙ ℜ(𝑍𝑖𝑛3)
𝑍𝑖𝑛3 + 𝑍2
, (6.68) 
   
 
 
Figure 6.11  Transmission from layer 0 to layers 3/4 Ψ0,34 and reflection from layer 0 to layer 0 R0,0 
related to the reflectivity from layer 0 to layer 0 Γ0,0 and transmissivity from layer 0 to layers 3/4 
ϒ0,34. 
 
The emissivity of each individual layer is given by  
𝜖1 = 1 − (𝛤0,0 + 𝛶0,234) 
𝜖2 = 𝜖12 − 𝜖1 
𝜖3 = 𝜖123 − 𝜖12 
𝜖4 = 𝛶0,4.  
(6.69) 
   
The brightness temperature 𝑇𝐵
[coh,pw]
 and the effective brightness temperature 𝑇𝐵,𝑒𝑓𝑓
[coh,pw]
 using the 
coherent power wave formulation is 
𝑇𝐵
[coh,pw]
= 𝜖1𝑇1 + 𝜖2𝑇2 + 𝜖3𝑇3 + 𝜖4𝑇4, (6.70) 
   
and 
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𝑇𝐵,𝑒𝑓𝑓
[coh,pw]
=
𝜖1𝑇1 + 𝜖2𝑇2 + 𝜖3𝑇3 + 𝜖4𝑇4
1 − 𝛤𝑖𝑠𝑜.𝑐𝑜ℎ
[pw]
 
=
1
1 − 𝛤𝑖𝑠𝑜.𝑐𝑜ℎ
[pw]
∙ ∑ 𝜖𝑘𝑇𝑘
𝑛
𝑘=1
 
(6.71) 
   
where the isothermal coherent reflectivity using the power wave formulation is 𝛤𝑖𝑠𝑜.𝑐𝑜ℎ
[pw]
= 𝛤0,0. The 
apparent temperature at the surface of layer 1 using the coherent power wave formulation above 
can be calculated with  
𝑇𝐴𝑃
[coh,pw]
(0)  =  𝑇𝐵
[coh,pw]
 +   𝑇0 ∙ 𝛤𝑖𝑠𝑜.𝑐𝑜ℎ
[pw]
, 
= (1 − 𝛤𝑖𝑠𝑜.𝑐𝑜ℎ
[pw]
) ∙ 𝑇𝐵,𝑒𝑓𝑓
[coh,pw]
 +   𝑇0 ∙ 𝛤𝑖𝑠𝑜.𝑐𝑜ℎ
[pw]
. 
(6.72) 
   
6.4 Validation of Coherent and Non-Coherent Scattering and Emission Models 
Both the non-coherent and coherent scattering and emission models described in the 
previous section are validated using an HFSS plane-wave scattering simulation, a transmission-line 
coherent scattering model, or an iterative coherent scattering model developed by Wilheit.  
The simplest multi-layered structure, depicted in Figure 6.12 is a medium that is vertically 
stratified into two dissimilar layers and bounded by an infinitely thick outer layer. The last 
stratified layer (Layer 2) also extends to infinity. The two-layer structure is used to explore the EM 
behavior of existing coherent and non-coherent scattering models. 
                      
 
 
Figure 6.12  Cross-section for a two-layer stratified medium. 
 
Ansys HFSS is used to compute the effective field reflection coefficient at boundary 1. The 
HFSS plane-wave scattering set-up is shown in Figure 6.13. A Floquet port is used to propagate a 
plane-wave toward the boundary of the structure. The last stratified layer is extended to infinite 
space by a matched boundary condition known as a perfectly matched layer (PML). The sides of the 
Layer 0 
Layer 1 
Layer 2 
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structure contain two pairs of Master and Slave boundary conditions, which model planes of infinite 
periodicity. This unit-cell modeling process can be repeated for any number of layers. 
 
Figure 6.13  HFSS unit-cell scattering setup for a two-layer stratified medium with the applied 
boundary conditions and a Floquet port (de-embedded to the first boundary of the structure). 
 
6.4.1 Non-Coherent Model Validation  
The presented scattering models are compared for the basic two-layer scenario. The two-
layer scenario consists of dielectrics where both layer 0 and layer 2 are air, and layer 1 is a lossy 
medium with similar dielectric properties to that of human skin. The relative permittivities of the 
stratified media are εr0 = εr2 = 1 and εr1 = 44.1- j*12.1 with a layer 1 thickness of 76.2 mm. Layer 0 
and layer 2 have infinite thicknesses for the two-layer scenario. Figure 6.14 shows a comparison of 
the HFSS plane wave scattering simulation, the transmission line coherent scattering model, the 
Wilheit coherent scattering model, and the zeroth-order, first-order, second-order and steady-state 
non-coherent scattering formulations over a frequency range of 0.01 GHz to 3 GHz. All models are 
consistent with the findings from [106] in that they all follow similar decaying trends as they 
converge toward a constant steady-state value of Γ1 as frequency approaches infinity. This two-
layer scenario reaches a steady-state value quickly (≤ 1.5 GHz) due to the thick and homogenous 
lossy material. The zeroth-order model for the two-layer scenario displays a constant value since 
the only reflection present is at boundary 1. The second-order model for this scenario resembles 
the first-order model since the only reflections present are at the boundaries 1 and 2; however the 
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differences between the second-order and the first-order model become more obvious as more 
dissimilar stratified layers are introduced into the model.  
The emission characteristics for the temperature dependent models (the Wilheit coherent 
model from equation (6.9), the zeroth-order non-coherent model from equation (6.13), the first-
order non-coherent model from equation (6.14), the second-order non-coherent model from 
equation (6.15) and the steady-state non-coherent model from equation (6.16)) can be seen by 
observing Figure 6.15 where the effective brightness temperatures (TBeff) from each model are 
shown when applying randomly selected physical temperatures of T0=T2= 71.6°F (or 295.15K) to 
layer 0 and layer 2, and T1= 104°F (or 313.15K) to layer 1. TBeff obtained from the Wilheit and the 
first-order, second-order and steady-state non-coherent models all predict similar effective 
temperatures, but the zeroth-order non-coherent model deviates the most due to it not accounting 
for the higher-order reflections that are present within the stratified medium. The Wilheit coherent 
based TBeff also exhibits an oscillatory variation with temperature as frequency increases. At lower 
frequencies the effects of both layers can be noticed (a combination of T1 and T2) in contrast to 
higher frequencies where mainly the layer 1 effects are seen. Apparent temperature values TAP  are 
also included in Figure 6.16. The first-order and second order model give similar temperature 
results, and all models underestimate the steady-state reflectivity up until the models reach a 
steady-state. The four-layer steady-state scattering formulation derived in this work is validated by 
splitting layer 1 of the two-layer scenario into three individual layers, as seen in Figure 6.17. 
Identical responses for all scattering models are obtained. 
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Figure 6.14  Comparison of reflectivity for Wilheit and the zeroth-order, first-order, second-order 
and steady-state non-coherent reflectivity formulation for the two-layer scenario. 
 
 
Figure 6.15  Comparison of effective brightness temperature for Wilheit and the zeroth-order, first-
order, second-order and steady-state non-coherent effective brightness temperature formulation 
for the two-layer scenario. 
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Figure 6.16  Comparison of apparent temperature for Wilheit and the zeroth-order, first-order, 
second-order and steady-state non-coherent apparent temperature formulation for the two-layer 
scenario. 
 
 
 
Figure 6.17  Representation for two-layer medium being transformed into four-layers. 
 
Now, consider the realistic four-layer human tissue scenario where layer 0 and layer 4 are 
air, layer 1 is skin, layer 2 is fat, and layer 3 is muscle. The frequency dependent permittivities for 
each layer are given in Figure 6.18. The tissue layer permittivities are taken from values measured 
from respective human tissue-mimicking phantoms. The thicknesses of layer 1, layer 2, and layer 3 
are d1 = 3.3 mm, d2 = 6.25 mm, and d3 = 76.2 mm, respectively. Layer 0 and layer 4 have infinite 
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thicknesses for the four-layer scenario. These skin and fat layer thicknesses are chosen to illustrate 
potential values expected from a human body volume [114]. The effective reflectivity just above 
boundary 1 for this scenario is compared for the HFSS simulation, the t-line formulation, the Wilheit 
coherent scattering model, and the steady-state non-coherent formulation over a frequency range 
of 0.1 GHz to 18 GHz in Figure 6.19. Both the t-line and Wilheit scattering formulations predict 
similar results to the HFSS scattering simulation for the four-layer scenario (HFSS data goes up to 6 
GHz), and the steady-state Γisoncoh captures the power decay behavior of the EM wave propagation, 
without the oscillatory phase-induced effects of the coherent approximations.  
                      
Figure 6.18  Dielectric constant and loss-tangent of phantom tissue layers. 
 
Figure 6.19 also compares the isothermal coherent effective reflectivity to the isothermal non-
coherent effective reflectivity calculated using the zeroth-order, first-order, second-order and 
steady-state effective reflectivity formulations. Both the first-order and second-order formulations 
overestimate the steady-state Γisoncoh, while the zeroth-order approximation underestimates the 
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steady-state Γisoncoh. The effective brightness temperatures (TBeff) obtained from each temperature 
dependent model given randomly selected input temperatures of T0=T4= 71.6°F (or 295.15K) for 
layer 0 and layer 4, T1= 111.2°F (or 317.15K) for layer 1, T2= 190.4°F (or 361.15K) for layer 2, and 
T3= 269.6°F (or 405.15K) for layer 3 is shown in Figure 6.20. TBeff for the non-coherent models vary 
from the Wilheit coherent model due to the phase dependency of the Wilheit coherent model. The 
apparent temperature calculations (TAP) are included in Figure 6.21. The zeroth order model 
overestimates the steady-state model while both the first and second-order model underestimates 
the steady state apparent temperature.  
 
Figure 6.19  Comparison of coherent reflectivity (HFSS simulation, transmission-line, and Wilheit 
formulations) to the zeroth-order, first-order, and second-order non-coherent effective reflectivity 
formulations for the four-layer scenario. 
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Figure 6.20  Comparison of effective brightness temperature for Wilheit coherent formulation to 
the zeroth-order, first-order, second-order, and steady-state non-coherent effective brightness 
temperature formulations for the four-layer scenario. 
 
 
Figure 6.21  Comparison of apparent temperature for Wilheit coherent formulation to the zeroth-
order, first-order, second-order, and steady-state non-coherent apparent temperature formulations 
for the four-layer scenario. 
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6.4.2 Coherent Model Validation  
The derived power wave coherent scattering model is compared to the HFSS plane wave 
coherent scattering simulation and the Wilheit coherent scattering model for the two-layer scenario 
(assuming physical temperatures of T0=T2= 71.6°F (or 295.15K) for layer 0 and layer 2, and T1= 
104°F (or 313.15K) for layer 1) in Figure 6.22. The power wave coherent reflectivity formulation 
from equation (6.47) predicts a different reflectivity value than the HFSS and Wilheit coherent 
formulations. The difference in the predicted reflectivity value is due to the power wave 
formulation fundamentally being a tool for maximum power transfer [111] and it not satisfying the 
traveling wave normalized reflection coefficient of (Zload/Zref -1)/(Zload/Zref+1) due to the power 
wave reflection coefficient being (Zload/Zref - Zref*/Zref)/(Zload/Zref+1) [115] where Zload is the load 
impedance, Zref is the reference impedance, and Zref* is the complex conjugate of the reference 
impedance. The power wave formulation is however equal to the travelling wave formulation when 
the reference impedance is real [116]. Figure 6.23 and Figure 6.24 compares the effective 
brightness temperatures and apparent temperatures, respectively, for the Wilheit coherent 
formulation to the power wave coherent formulation for the two-layer scenario. The effective 
brightness temperature for power wave coherent formulation does not exhibit the same phase 
dependency that the Wilheit coherent formulation exhibits, but the phase dependency can be seen 
for both apparent temperature formulations. This apparent temperature phase dependency is due 
to the reflectivity formulations being ultimately derived from coherent processes. Figure 6.25, 
Figure 6.26, and Figure 6.27 show the coherent reflectivity, the effective brightness temperatures, 
and the apparent temperature, respectively, for the realistic four-layer human body scenario 
(assuming physical temperatures of T0=T4= 71.6°F (or 295.15K) for layer 0 and layer 4, T1= 
111.2°F (or 317.15K) for layer 1, T2= 190.4°F (or 361.15K) for layer 2, and T3= 269.6°F (or 
405.15K) for layer 3). Again, the reflectivity from the power wave solution is different from the 
Wilheit and HFSS reflectivity solution. The effective brightness temperature from the four-layer 
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scenario displays erroneous results after 11 GHz so this portion of the data is omitted. This 
erroneous data is caused by the calculated emissivities for layer 3 and layer 4 exhibiting values 
above unity. The transmissivity, emissivity, and reflectivity unity summation relationships for 
scenarios with more than two-layers will have to be further investigated later. 
 
 
Figure 6.22  Comparison of the Wilheit and HFSS coherent reflectivity formulation to the power 
wave coherent reflectivity formulation for the two-layer scenario. 
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Figure 6.23  Comparison of effective brightness temperatures for Wilheit coherent formulation to 
the power wave coherent formulation for the two-layer scenario. 
 
 
Figure 6.24  Comparison of apparent temperatures for Wilheit coherent formulation to the power 
wave coherent formulation for the two-layer scenario. 
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Figure 6.25  Comparison of the Wilheit and HFSS coherent reflectivity formulation to the power 
wave coherent reflectivity formulation for the four-layer scenario. 
 
 
Figure 6.26  Comparison of effective brightness temperatures for Wilheit coherent formulation to 
the power wave coherent formulation for the four-layer scenario. 
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Figure 6.27  Comparison of apparent temperatures for Wilheit coherent formulation to the power 
wave coherent formulation for the four-layer scenario. 
 
6.5 Conclusion 
Signal-flow graph theory is used to explain both the coherent and non-coherent radiative 
transfer within multi-layer media. Effective reflectivity and effective brightness temperatures 
obtained from using existing coherent and non-coherent scattering formulations are compared to 
the derived models for both two-layer and four-layer structures. The power wave coherent solution 
does not predict the same reflectivity as both the Wilheit and HFSS coherent solutions. A pseudo 
wave coherent modeling approach [111, 116, 117] is needed to obtain similar reflection properties 
as the Wilheit and HFSS coherent solutions. Also, the derived four-layer power wave coherent 
solution does not predict a unity summation for the transmissivity, emissivity, and reflectivity 
combination at all frequencies.  The power wave derivation needs to be further explored.  
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 Experimental Validation of Internal Body Temperature Sensing with a Comprehensive Chapter 7
Closed-Form Analytical Radiometric Model 
 
7.1 Introduction 
Since radiometric thermometry is an entirely passive sensing technique, all of the 
electromagnetic behaviors of a microwave thermometer ecosystem (i.e. the sensor and human 
tissues) must be modeled. Most available radiometric models only provide system modeling 
advanced enough to resolve relative internal body temperature. This chapter presents the outcome 
of a comprehensive closed-form analytical radiometric model in resolving internal body 
temperature. Subsurface muscle temperature is detected to within 1% from a microwave 
radiometric phantom testbed.  
This chapter experimentally validates a comprehensive closed-form analytical radiometric 
model based on both a coherent and non-coherent brightness temperature model. Section 7.2 
highlights previous microwave radiometric works involving internal body temperature sensing. 
Section 7.3 overviews the full closed-form comprehensive radiometric model. Section 7.4 highlights 
the experimental validation of both the coherent and non-coherent effective brightness 
temperature models. This chapter concludes with Section 7.5. 
7.2 Previous Microwave Radiometric Works Involving Internal Body Temperature Sensing 
An overview of many instances in which microwave radiometry is used for biomedical 
applications is provided in Section 2.3. This section highlights three specific examples of recent 
radiometric modeling used to facilitate internal body radiometric sensing. In [23, 24], a Dicke 
radiometer is used to monitor internal brain temperature for a phantom testbed validation setup 
and during a surgical procedure. The phantom testbed consists of a human skull encasing with a 
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brain tissue equivalent circulating liquid. The calibration equation is referenced to the Dicke 
radiometer configuration. Both the antenna modeling and the radiative transfer modeling are 
accounted for with simulation software (by an HFSS specific absorption rate (SAR) simulation). 
Internal brain temperature was quoted to be tracked with a microwave radiometer to within 0.5°C 
and below over a 4.6 hour experiment. Likewise, during the 2-hour surgery the radiometer was 
able to track the internal brain temperature of the patient with a 1-4°C temperature difference. In 
[13, 14], a total power radiometer is used to monitor internal body core temperature for a phantom 
testbed validation setup. The phantom testbed consists of a hybrid skin/muscle solid tissue 
phantom and a liquid bloody-fat tissue phantom. The total power radiometer calibration equation 
assumes constant mismatches and constant switch path losses. The antenna modeling is simulated 
with an HFSS simulation. While the radiative transfer modeling is derived for a closed-form 
abbreviated 3–layer model accurately representing the hybrid phantom used during the study. Core 
body temperature was tracked to within 1.5-3% of the measured thermocouple probed phantom 
temperatures. In [12], a Dicke radiometer is used to monitor internal body core temperature for a 
phantom testbed validation setup. The phantom consists of a water, glass, water phantom.  The 
antenna modeling and the radiative transfer modeling are accounted for with simulation software 
(by an HFSS specific absorption rate (SAR) simulation). Internal body temperature is extracted 
with a 2°C error. 
7.2.1 Gap in Literature 
Of the available microwave radiometry works for biomedical sensing, most provide 
radiometric models only sophisticated enough to resolve relative internal body temperature [12-
14, 23, 24]. No current works give a closed-form analytical model with enough accuracy to provide 
a credible prediction of absolute internal body temperature. Up until this point, the available MW 
radiometric models either (1) give radiometric formulations calculated from computer-aided 
simulation software which would only work for relative temperature measurements [12, 23, 24] or 
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(2) give closed-form analytical radiometric formulations which lack the required detail to achieve 
high accuracy absolute temperature monitoring [13, 14]. The next logical step is to realize a more 
comprehensive closed-form analytical radiometric model that is capable of resolving temperature 
to within 0.2°C. 
7.2.2 Contribution of Research 
This dissertation introduces new modeling techniques that leverage from existing works in 
order to develop a more comprehensive closed-form analytical radiometric model that will allow 
for the accurate sensing of internal body absolute temperature. 
7.3 Closed-Form Comprehensive Radiometric Model 
The closed-form comprehensive radiometric model is used to extract an internal body 
temperature from a stratified human tissue phantom testbed. The complete closed-form 
comprehensive radiometric model outlined in Figure 7.1 consists of the combination of paths A, B, 
and C. Path A consists of the correction from the radiometer output to antenna input (i.e. the 
correction for dissimilar path losses through the switch and cables), as is highlighted in Section 
2.2.4 and Section 3.3. The correction from the radiometer output to antenna input, taken from 
equation (3.13), gives the unknown antenna noise temperature with  
𝑇𝐴𝑛𝑡
𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠 = 𝑇𝐶 + (𝑇𝐻 − 𝑇𝐶) ∙
αℎ
α𝑎𝑛𝑡
∙
𝑃𝑎𝑛𝑡
𝑑𝑒𝑙 − 𝑃𝑐
𝑑𝑒𝑙
𝑃ℎ
𝑑𝑒𝑙 − 𝑃𝑐
𝑑𝑒𝑙
 
= 𝑇𝐶 + (𝑇𝐻 − 𝑇𝐶) ∙
αℎ
α𝑎𝑛𝑡
∙
𝑌𝑎𝑛𝑡 − 1
𝑌ℎ − 1
 
(7.1) 
   
where 𝑇𝐴𝑛𝑡
𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠 is the measured noise temperature for the scene observed by the antenna, TH is the 
noise temperature for the hot calibration reference source, TC is the noise temperature for the cold 
calibration reference source, αℎ is the available power ratio when the switch is connected to the hot 
source, α𝑎𝑛𝑡 is the available power ratio when the switch is connected to the antenna port, Yant is 
the antenna Y-factor which is the ratio of the antenna delivered noise power to the cold source 
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delivered noise power Pant 
del/Pc
del, and Yh is the hot load Y-factor which is the ratio of the hot source 
delivered noise power to the cold source delivered noise power Ph
del/Pc
del. 
 
Figure 7.1  Closed-form comprehensive radiometric model. 
 
The antenna noise temperature obtained by the Path A correction is input into the Path B 
correction, the correction at the antenna to body interface. The correction at the antenna to body 
interface (i.e. the correction for the antenna radiation and main-beam efficiencies) is originally 
highlighted in equation (2.15) from Section 2.2.2. Solving for the apparent brightness temperature 
calculated from the measured antenna noise temperature 𝑇𝐴𝑃
𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑐  gives  
 𝑇𝐴𝑃
𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑐 = 𝑇𝑀𝐿 =
1
𝜂𝑟𝑎𝑑𝜂𝑀𝐿
𝑇𝐴𝑛𝑡
𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠 −
𝜂𝑟𝑎𝑑(1 − 𝜂𝑀𝐿)
𝜂𝑟𝑎𝑑𝜂𝑀𝐿
 𝑇𝑎 −
(1 − 𝜂𝑟𝑎𝑑)
𝜂𝑟𝑎𝑑𝜂𝑀𝐿
𝑇𝑝. (7.2) 
   
where 𝑇𝑀𝐿 is the main-lobe temperature contribution which is equivalent to the apparent 
temperature of the scene, 𝑇𝐴𝑛𝑡
𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠 is the measured antenna noise temperature given from equations 
(3.13) and (7.1), 𝜂𝑀𝐿 is the antenna main-beam efficiency, 𝜂𝑟𝑎𝑑 is the antenna radiation 
efficiency, 𝑇𝑝 is the physical temperature of the antenna, and 𝑇𝑎 is the ambient temperature side-
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lobe contribution. The apparent temperature calculated from Path B (from equation (7.2)) is 
equated to the apparent temperature calculated from Path C (i.e. the correction down to the layer of 
interest) and the relation between the measured antenna noise temperature 𝑇𝐴𝑛𝑡  and the 
subsurface detected muscle temperature 𝑇𝑚𝑢𝑠𝑐𝑙𝑒 = 𝑇3 can be formed. The apparent brightness 
temperature modeled from Path C, 𝑇𝐴𝑃
𝑅𝑇𝑀, initially highlighted in either equation (6.33) or (6.72) 
from Section 6.3, is given by  
𝑇𝐴𝑃
𝑅𝑇𝑀 =  𝑇𝐵 + 𝛤𝑖𝑠𝑜 ∙ 𝑇0   = 𝜖1𝑇1 + 𝜖2𝑇2 + 𝜖3𝑇3 + 𝜖4𝑇4 + 𝛤𝑖𝑠𝑜 ∙ 𝑇0  = 𝛤𝑖𝑠𝑜 ∙ 𝑇0 + ∑ 𝜖𝑘𝑇𝑘
𝑛
𝑘=1
 (7.3) 
   
where 𝑇𝑘 and 𝜖𝑘 are the physical temperature and emissivity of each stratified layer, 𝛤𝑖𝑠𝑜  is the 
isothermal reflectivity (which can be either non-coherent (6.33) or coherent (6.72)), and the 
superscript ‘RTM’ stands for Radiative Transfer Model (RTM). The quantities 𝑇𝐴𝑃
𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑐  and 𝑇𝐴𝑃
𝑅𝑇𝑀 must 
be equal in order to solve for the absolute value of a buried temperature as measured by way of a 
microwave radiometer. The subsurface muscle temperature for the four-layer scenario is given by  
𝑇𝑚𝑢𝑠𝑐𝑙𝑒 = 𝑇3 
=
1
𝜂𝑟𝑎𝑑𝜂𝑀𝐿
𝑇𝐴𝑛𝑡
𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠 −
𝜂𝑟𝑎𝑑(1 − 𝜂𝑀𝐿)
𝜂𝑟𝑎𝑑𝜂𝑀𝐿
 𝑇𝑎 −
(1 − 𝜂𝑟𝑎𝑑)
𝜂𝑟𝑎𝑑𝜂𝑀𝐿
𝑇𝑝 − 𝛤𝑖𝑠𝑜 ∙ 𝑇0 − (𝜖1𝑇1 + 𝜖2𝑇2 + 𝜖4𝑇4)
𝜖3
 
(7.4) 
   
7.4 Experimental Validation of the Coherent and Non-Coherent Brightness Temperature Models  
The four-layer coherent and non-coherent steady-state apparent brightness temperature 
formulations described in Chapter 6 are validated with a comparison to the extracted antenna 
temperature detected by the microwave radiometer. An antenna connected to the microwave 
radiometer is placed in contact with a four-layer human body tissue mimicking phantom testbed. 
Figure 7.2 shows the measurement set-up of the full system. Layered tissue mimicking phantoms 
consisting of a liquid muscle phantom and semi-solid skin and fat phantoms are highlighted in 
Chapter 4. Dielectric properties of the tissue mimicking phantoms are illustrated in Figure 7.3. A 
polyethylene (PE) spacer layer with a 0.0254 mm thickness is inserted between the antenna 
conductor and the surface of the skin phantom. The muscle phantom is heated and placed in contact 
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with both the fat and skin phantom. Physical temperature changes of the layered tissue phantoms 
are tracked over time with a data-logger thermometer. Thermocouple probes connected to the 
data-logger thermometer are placed at the following locations: (P1) in the ambient environment, 
(P2) on the back side of the antenna, (P3) at the PE-skin interface, (P4) at the skin-fat interface, 
(P5) at the fat-muscle interface, (P6) at a distance in the middle of the muscle phantom, and (P7) in 
the heat and cooled air above the muscle phantom. Figure 7.4 displays the temperature values of 
the thermocouple probed temperatures (originally highlighted in Figure 7.2). The ambient air layer 
physical temperature is given from probe (P1). The antenna physical temperature is given by 
subtracting the temperatures from probes (P3)-(P2). The skin layer physical temperature is found 
by subtracting the temperatures from probes (P4)-(P3). The fat layer physical temperature is found 
by subtracting the temperatures from probes (P5)-(P4). The muscle layer physical temperature is 
given from probe (P6). The heated and cooled air layer physical temperature is given from probe 
(P7). Lastly, the aforementioned individual layer physical temperatures tracked over 48 hours are 
shown in Figure 7.5. The physical temperatures of all phantom layers initially heat up, then cool 
down to ambient temperature at approximately the same rate after coming to thermal equilibrium. 
Experimental temperature data from the heated tissue phantom testbed is extracted with 
the radiometer. The radiometer has a center frequency at 1.4 GHz with 100 MHz of bandwidth and 
~100 dB of system gain. The radiometer system is previously designed in another work, thus the 
radiometer design is not discussed in detail within this current work. More detail on the radiometer 
is given in [73]. The extracted radiometric antenna temperature for both the smoothed and 
unsmoothed (raw) data is given in Figure 7.6. A Hodrick-Prescott filter, with a smoothing 
parameter of 1x1010, is employed to smooth the extracted radiometric data.  
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Figure 7.2  Measurement set-up of microwave radiometer and antenna in contact with a four-layer 
human body tissue mimicking phantom testbed. Thermocouple probes connected to a data-logger 
thermometer are placed at the following locations: (P1) in the ambient environment, (P2) on the 
back side of the antenna, (P3) at the PE-skin interface, (P4) at the skin-fat interface, (P5) at the fat-
muscle interface, (P6) at a distance in the middle of the muscle phantom, and (P7) in the heat and 
cooled air above the muscle phantom. 
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Figure 7.3  Dielectric constant and loss-tangent of human-mimicking tissue phantom layers. 
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Figure 7.4  Thermocouple probed physical temperatures (P1) through (P7) from the layered 
human tissue phantom testbed. The tissue phantoms are heated and then allowed to cool down to 
ambient temperature. 
 
 
Figure 7.5  Individual layer temperatures as calculated from the thermocouple probed physical 
temperatures for the layered human tissue phantom testbed.  
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Figure 7.6  Detected radiometric antenna temperature from the heated tissue phantom tested for 
both smoothed and unsmoothed (raw) data. 
 
7.4.1 Experimental Validation of the Non-Coherent Radiative Transfer Model 
The four-layer non-coherent steady-state apparent temperature formulation is validated 
with an experimental radiometer measurement. The probed physical temperatures are input into 
the non-coherent radiative transfer formulations from equations (6.29) to (6.33) in order to 
calculate the steady-state effective brightness temperature. Figure 7.7 compares the calculated 
values from the four-layer steady-state apparent temperature model, equation (6.33), alongside the 
detected radiometric antenna temperature converted to an apparent temperature, equation (7.2) 
assuming a radiation efficiency of 95.429% and a main-beam efficiency of 87.59%, from the heated 
tissue phantom testbed. These aforementioned efficiency values are specified from the calculated 
quantities detailed in Section 5.4.4.1. As Figure 7.7 suggests, the modeled steady-state apparent 
temperature predicts the smoothed radiometric apparent temperature detected from the heated 
tissue phantom testbed very closely versus time. The percent difference is less than ±1% from the 
steady-state apparent temperature model to the smoothed radiometric apparent temperature 
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detected from the heated tissue phantom testbed (Figure 7.8). The modeled versus measured data 
agreement suggests that the presented steady-state radiative transfer formulation is a viable 
method for accurate internal body temperature extraction.  
 
Figure 7.7  Comparison of the steady-state apparent temperature four-layer model to the detected 
radiometric antenna temperature converted to an apparent temperature from the heated tissue 
phantom tested. 
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Figure 7.8  Percent difference (top) and absolute temperature difference (bottom) from the steady-
state apparent temperature model to the smoothed radiometric apparent temperature detected 
from the heated tissue phantom testbed. 
 
7.4.2 Experimental Validation of the Coherent Radiative Transfer Model 
The four-layer coherent power wave effective brightness temperature formulation is 
validated with an experimental radiometer measurement. The probed physical temperatures are 
input into the non-coherent radiative transfer formulations from equations (6.69) to (6.72) in 
order to calculate the apparent temperature. Figure 7.9 compares the calculated values from the 
four-layer coherent power wave apparent temperature model, equation (6.72), alongside the 
detected radiometric antenna temperature converted to an effective brightness temperature, 
equation (7.2) a radiation efficiency of 95.429% and a main-beam efficiency of 87.59%, from the 
heated tissue phantom testbed. As Figure 7.10 (the percent difference and absolute temperature 
difference from the coherent power wave formulation to the extracted radiometric calculation) 
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suggests, the coherent power wave apparent temperature does not predict the smoothed 
radiometric apparent temperature detected from the heated tissue phantom testbed very well. The 
variance in the compared apparent temperatures is due to the difference in the coherent reflectivity 
calculated from coherent power wave solution.    
 
Figure 7.9  Comparison of the coherent power wave apparent temperature four-layer model to the 
detected radiometric antenna temperature converted to an apparent temperature from the heated 
tissue phantom tested. 
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Figure 7.10  Percent difference (top) and absolute temperature difference (bottom) from the 
coherent power wave apparent temperature model to the smoothed radiometric apparent 
temperature detected from the heated tissue phantom testbed. 
 
7.5 Conclusion 
The steady-state non-coherent radiative transfer model predicts internal body 
temperatures with a good accuracy (within 1%) assuming the correct antenna efficiency 
parameters. The coherent power wave solution does not predict an accurate response due to the 
difference in the calculated coherent reflectivity value from the power weave model. Also, the 
contact sensing case is greatly affected by the down welling temperature from the human body.   
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 Summary and Recommendations for Future Work Chapter 8
 
8.1 Summary 
This dissertation developed a comprehensive closed-form analytical radiometric model and 
validated the effectiveness of the comprehensive model through a controlled life-like human body 
temperature sensing experiment. Wireless sub-skin temperature data was predicted from a human 
tissue mimicking phantom testbed to within 1%. 
A generic isolated radiometer system equation is derived for all possible calibration source 
combinations. The generic isolated radiometer system equation predicts comparable results to that 
of an ideal simulation. While improved isolation decreases measurement uncertainty, it does not 
improve the accuracy of estimated noise temperatures using a perfectly-isolated radiometer system 
equation assumption. 
A highly reproducible tissue-mimicking biological phantom (bio-phantom) recipe 
(comprised of urethane, graphite powder, and a solvent) was developed to accurately emulate the 
electrical properties of actual dry human skin versus frequency up to 18 GHz. The developed solid 
state skin phantom begins in pourable liquid form and then cures at room temperature into a dry 
solid state mold.  
An in-plane electromagnetic bandgap structure was developed and integrated within an on-
body inward facing spiral antenna design. The inclusion of the in-plane electromagnetic bandgap 
(EBG) structure demonstrated a +2.64dB gain improvement in the antenna broadside and -8dB in 
the rear gain while in-contact with the body as compared to the conventional spiral antenna. 
Likewise, the measured main beam efficiency is improved from 54.43% for the conventional 
antenna to 86.36% for the EBG antenna.  
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Two techniques based on signal-flow graph theory were derived to explain both the non-
coherent steady-state radiative transfer and the coherent radiative transfer within multi-layered 
dielectric media with non-uniform temperatures and any number of stratified layers. Both models 
allow for the accurate characterization and sensing of the thermal emissions originating from 
subsurface tissue layers.  
8.2 Recommendations for Future Work  
The following recommendations for future work are suggested in order to better realize a 
portable non-invasive microwave thermometer.   
Differing amounts of system isolation were integrated with the total power radiometer 
configuration to better understand the differences sustained on extracted values with each isolation 
scenario. A perfectly-isolated radiometer system was assumed. However, a perfectly-isolated 
radiometer system is not possible. The calibration equation for the total power radiometer should 
be furthered explored to account for an imperfectly-isolated radiometer. A calibration equation that 
accounts for an imperfectly-isolated radiometer should allow for more precise temperature 
extractions and ultimately account for the total system temperature seen by a total power 
radiometer as outlined in equation (2.12). 
An in-plane electromagnetic bandgap (EBG) structure was developed and integrated within 
an on-body inward facing spiral antenna design. The inclusion of the EBG structure improved the 
radiation characteristics of the antenna. However, the physical size of the antenna should be 
decreased. This offers an opportunity to design a compact non-contacting antenna with an EBG 
structure included. This planar style of the EBG integrated antenna also allows for the use of 
conformable materials.  
Signal-flow graph theory was used to explain both the non-coherent steady-state and the 
coherent radiative transfer within multilayered media. This work specifically used a coherent 
approach derived from a coherent power wave formulation. Power wave formulations do not 
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provide similar reflection properties as the tradition traveling wave reflection coefficient when the 
reference impedances are complex. A pseudo wave solution is needed to provide similar reflection 
properties as the traveling wave reflection coefficient. Also, a pseudo wave solution may have a 
more useful physical meaning than the power wave formulation. 
A bio-phantom recipe comprised of urethane, graphite powder, and a solvent was 
developed to accurately emulate the electrical properties of actual dry human skin versus 
frequency up to 18 GHz. This recipe can be further improved by decreasing the curing time (which 
currently takes 18 hours at room temperature) and ultimately minimize the settling of graphite 
powder (which leads to inconsistent post-cure dielectric properties).  
In this work, a microwave thermometer model was validated with a controlled life-like 
human body temperature sensing experiment. The radiometer was employed in a contacting 
configuration. The overall microwave thermometer temperature extraction can be improved by 
employing a non-contacting sensing configuration. A non-contacting sensing scenario is not plagued 
by the antenna temperature increases caused by the high heat body. For the contacting case, the 
antenna temperature begins at ambient temperature and it becomes increasingly difficult to predict 
the antenna temperature when it is also affected by changes in the body temperature. Measurement 
uncertainty should decrease when the antenna is isolated from the body. 
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Appendix A       Description of Antenna Efficiencies 
 
 Antenna Main-Beam Efficiency A.1
The antenna main-beam efficiency 𝜂𝑀𝐿 is described below. The antenna probing footprint is 
shown in Figure A.1. The main-beam and side-beam efficiencies are calculated through an initial 
normalization of the antenna radiation pattern [13]. The main-beam efficiency is a ratio of the sum 
of the portion of the normalized pattern located in the upper half-space (-90° < θ < 90°) to the sum 
of the full-space normalized pattern (-180° < θ < 180°).   
𝜂𝑀𝐿 = ∑ 𝑃𝑎𝑛𝑡
𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚(𝜃)
90°
𝜃=−90°
∑ 𝑃𝑎𝑛𝑡
𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚(𝜃)
180°
𝜃=−180°
⁄ . (A.1) 
   
The side-beam efficiency is a ratio of the sum of the portion of the normalized pattern located in the 
lower half-space (90° < θ < 180° & -180° < θ < -90°) to the sum of the full-space normalized 
pattern (-180° < θ < 180°).   
𝜂𝑆𝐿 = 1 − 𝜂𝑀𝐿 = ( ∑ 𝑃𝑎𝑛𝑡
𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚(𝜃)
−90°
𝜃=−180°
 + ∑ 𝑃𝑎𝑛𝑡
𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚(𝜃)
180°
𝜃=90°
) ∑ 𝑃𝑎𝑛𝑡
𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚(𝜃)
180°
𝜃=−180°
⁄ . (A.2) 
   
 
Figure A.1  Radiation pattern normalization to calculate main-beam efficiency. 
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 A.2 Antenna Radiation Efficiency 
The antenna radiation efficiency 𝜂𝑟𝑎𝑑 is described below. IEEE defines radiation efficiency  
as the ratio of the total power radiated by an antenna to the net power accepted by the antenna 
from the connected transmitter [118]. The challenge of calculating the efficiency of an antenna in 
the presence of a lossy conducting medium was tackled as far back as the 1960’s when authors 
including Wheeler [119, 120], Hansen [121], and Moore [122] have all in some form discussed the 
differences between the field analyses when evaluating an antenna in air versus being in a 
conducting medium. Later works [123-126] have explicitly stated the calculation of the radiation 
efficiency of an antenna in the presence of a lossy medium as given by  
𝑃𝑜𝑢𝑡(𝑟) =  𝑃𝑖𝑛 𝜂𝑟𝑎𝑑 ∙ 𝑒
−2|Im(𝑘)|𝑟  (A.3) 
   
where Pout is the output power at a sphere distance of ‘r’, Pin is the input power, and k is the wave 
number.  
More recent works [127, 128] have expressed that the radiation efficiency of an antenna 
radiating in the presence of a lossy biological medium is affected by the loss absorbed by the 
biological tissue. As equation (A.3) suggests, the antenna radiation efficiency should only be 
affected by the losses from the actual antenna and should not include the absorption effects from 
the propagation medium. The total efficiency, however, does include all the losses that reduce the 
maximum gain. Notice that the total efficiency in equation (A.3), expressed in terms of Pout/Pin, 
includes both the radiation efficiency and the absorption term. This convention is consistent with 
[129] where total efficiency is explicitly listed as the product of the ohmic efficiency and absorption 
efficiency. While equation (A.3) does, in principle, show the distinction between total efficiency and 
radiation efficiency, it does not provide the complete picture of all the loss affecting the total 
efficiency. In terms of biomedical radiometric sensing, the total efficiency actually takes into 
account the biological medium absorption loss, the spillover loss, the mismatch loss, and the 
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conductor and dielectric substrate loss. Using a similar naming convention in [127, 128], the 
radiation efficiency is defined as  
𝜂𝑟𝑎𝑑 = 
𝑃𝑜𝑢𝑡
𝑃𝑖𝑛 − 𝑃𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ − 𝑃𝑠𝑝𝑖𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟 − 𝑃𝑡𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑒
, (A.4) 
   
and the total efficiency is defined as  
𝜂𝑡𝑜𝑡 = 
𝑃𝑜𝑢𝑡
𝑃𝑖𝑛
, (A.5) 
   
with  
𝑃𝑜𝑢𝑡 = 𝑃𝑖𝑛 − 𝑃𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ − 𝑃𝑠𝑝𝑖𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟 − 𝑃𝑡𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑒 − 𝑃𝑎𝑛𝑡 , (A.6) 
   
where Pmismatch (mismatch power loss) is the power loss in watts due to the antenna source 
mismatch, Pspillover (spillover power loss) is the power loss due to energy spilling beyond the 
antenna edge into the back lobes, Ptissue (tissue absorption power loss) is the power loss absorbed 
by the biological tissue, and Pant is the power loss due to antenna conductor and dielectric substrate.  
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Appendix B       Mason’s Signal Flow Gain Rule 
 
 Mason’s Rule B.1
The transfer function between a system input and output can be found using Mason’s 
signal-flow gain formula  [130], 
𝐺𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = ∑
𝐺𝑘 ∙ Δ𝑘
Δ
𝑃𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
𝑘=1
 (B.1) 
   
where Gtotal is the total gain from the source node to output node, Ptotal is the total number of paths, 
Gk is the kth path gain, Δ is the determinant, and Δk is the kth path cofactor. 
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